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All in the
family
Student to run Boston Marathon for
cousin afflicted with cystic fibrosis
By

Chris Bone
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Robert Shaw, A&S '06, was blessed with holy water to receive the Catholic sacrament of baptism yesterday night in a ceremony in St. Ignatius Church.

Students take rite of passage
Smeallie
Assoc. News Editor

By Kyle

Ten Boston College students

participating in the Rite ofChristian Initiation of Adults (RCIA)
were given the sacraments of
initiation yesterday at St. Ignatius

Church.
During the ceremony,Robert
Shaw, A&S '06, Alvin Siu, CSOM
'07, TravisKeltner, andChen Lim,

both A&S '07 received baptism,
First Holy Communion, and confirmation. Courtney Anderson,
GSA&S '08, Kate Walsh, A&S
'05, Leigh Going, CSOM '07,
Laura Bragg, Jeffrey Jozefski, and
William Brown, both A&S '08,
were confirmed andreceived First
Holy Communion. The students
were joinedby their sponsors, and
the pews were full of friends and
family.

The students were part of the
RCIA program, in which students
interested in Catholic faith met
once a weekfor two hours to pray,
address questions abouttheirfaith,

pus Ministry and leaderof the BC
RCIA program.
Sunday's ceremony was the
culmination of theprogram, which
had been ongoing for the past se-

and discuss the scriptures.

mester.

"Theyhave the opportunity to
reflect on their experiencesin the
church andask any questionsthey

have, plus give input on particular

The homily was deliveredby
Rev. James Erps, S.J., director of
Campus Ministry. "What we celebrate tonight is a journey; it is a

topics," said Sister Mary Sweeney,
S.C., ministerfor retreats for Cam-

See Rites, A4

MeganFarrell,
A&S '05, joins
20,000 marathoners on Monday
for the 26.2 mile journey from
Hopkinton to downtown Boston,
she'llberunning for more than just
the camaraderie and her physical
welfare.
The Long Islander plans to
complete the strenuous course in
a blue shirt with "Fight CF" on
the back as part of her continual
effort toraise attention and money
for the Cystic FibrosisFoundation
(CFF).
The institutionfights the disease afflicting her cousin, Mallory
Hughes, CSOM '08, and other
members of their family.
"I can't see running just for
myself," Farrell said, noting that
the marathon provides a platform
from which she has gathered over
250 donations through letters to
individual donors and groups in
collaboration with CFF's eleemosynary efforts.

A total of 2,600 tickets were

Mattus

sold, amountingto a $7,500 dona-

News Editor
Conte Forum rocked out
Friday during the long-anticipated
Spring Benefit Concert sponsored
by the UndergraduateGovernment
of Boston College (UGBC). The
lineup featured VirginiaCoalition,
Talib Kweli, andRobert Randolph
and The Family Band in a last
minutereconfiguration afterslated
opening act Howie Day cancelled
due to a death in his immediate

tion to the Franciscan Children's
Hospital. Threedollars from every
ticket were donated.
The concert has been a production long in the making, encounteringscheduling difficulties
earlierthis year due to conflicting
dates for requested artists.
"We've been working on this
since June because that's when
planning starts," said Margaret

Tom Barletta
Heights Staff

By
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family.

See Concert, A5

Robert Randolph invited girls onstage during "Shake Your Hips" on Friday night during the Spring Benefit Concert.

Weekend brings families together with events
Black Family Weekend panel
examines black family status
Smith
Heights Staff

By Brady

Students andtheirfamilieswere treated to the
33rd annual Black Family Weekend, which was
chock full of events and celebrationsto bring families together and to bring a focus on issues facing
new and currentAHANA students.Events included
outdoorcookouts, talent shows, and panels such as
"The State of the Black Family," which discussed
the state ofblackAmerica and in particular, therole
of black students on predominantly white college
campuses. The panel was sponsored by the Black
Student Forum.
Panelists included professor Karen Miller of
the history department, Charles A. Grandson IV,
A&S '05, Adrienne Leslie, A&S '08, Mia Jackson, A&S '07, and Justin Thornton, CSOM '07.
The discussion was moderatedby Justin McLean,
CSOM '05.
Millerbegan thediscussionby highlightingthe
concerns ofblack students as they first integrated
into the university system in the mid-to-late 19605,
particularly as they relatedto fellow students. "First
theybegin to push for issues around community, the
ability to live in dorms with themselves," she said.
HEIGHTSPHOTOS / LINDSAY MORTON

See Weekend, A5
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Some may consider alum
Linda Dorcena Forry's, BC '96,
recent Democratic primary election victory a result of the changing political scene in Boston. The
Boston College alum's drive and
abilityto interactwith people from
every type of background, however, is whatwonher the election,
in which she received 47 percent
of the vote.
Her decision to run was
prompted by the resignation of
Democrat Thomas M. Finneran,
former House speaker who held
the seat for 26 years. Her success
is the product of a hard workethic
anddrive to succeed.Thewife of a
local newspapereditorand daughter ofHaitian immigrants, she once
workedmultiple jobs to pay for her
children's education.
As an adolescent in the Uphams Corner-Dudley Triangle
section of Dorchester, Forry was
very active both in and out of
the classroom. She participated
in a number of service organizations for her school, was a tutor,
and a drug/alcohol counselor. At
Monsignor Ryan Memorial High
School, the newly elected official
was president ofher class.
Forry went on to attend BC,
where she was a leader in the Undergraduate Government of BC
(UGBC) and also involved in an
HIV/AIDS awarenessprogram. It
was at BC during an NAACP meeting that she met BillForry, BC '95,
herfuture husband, a sophomore at
thetimeand good friends with her

The 33rd Annual Black Family Weekend featured a series of events to educate and entertain students and their families.

INSIDE
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See Marathon, A4

Alum
sweeps
local
election

Spring Concert
hits Conte Forum
By Carolyn

With over $6,000 as of last
week from over 50 people, Farrell expects pending donors to
pullthrough and certain corporate
executives to provide matching
funds by next week's race. Her
goal is $50,000.
"We have a lot of different
fund-raising efforts," said Tom
Grotta, the executive director
of CFF, according to Farrell's
hometown newspaper, The Village Times Herald. "We do 14
to 15,000 different events a year
throughout the country, but those
are very organized events. There
are not a lot of times when you
have someonewho is just inspired
by themselves to go out andrun a
marathon and do itin honor oftheir
cousins toraise money for CF. It's
wonderful that we havepeople like
this to help us build awareness and
raise money."
"It's a fatal disease," Farrell
said. "Ifshe [Hughes] doesn'tfind
a cure, then it'sover." The median
age ofsurvivalfor people with CF
is mid 30s, according to the CFF's

See Forty, A4

Fleabag brings

some football?

Software gives Eagle
Eyes to handicapped

As spring arrives so does
football, andthis year BC is
busy preparing for a schedule
of strangers in the ACC.

CSOM professor James Gips
has invented a program that
allows the paralyzed and severely
disabled to use computers.

My Mother's Fleabag
celebrated its 25th
anniversary with another
successful comedy show.

Sports | B1

Marketplace | C8

Arts & Review | D 1

down the house
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News & Notes
ON CAMPUS

April 15 financial aid deadline nears
Students planning to receive financial aid for the 2005-2006
school year must have all required documents postmarked by April
15. The required documentsincludethe Free ApplicationforFederal
Student Aid, the Boston College Undergraduate Financial Aid
Application, a signedcopy oftheparent's 2004 federal taxreturn, and
a signed copy ofyour2004federal taxreturn. Also, theNon-custodial
Parent's StatementandtheBusiness/Farm Supplement documents are
due, if applicable. The application will not be considered complete
untilall oftherequired formshavebeenreceived. Students can check
theirfinancial aid status through their Agora account.

LOCAL

Candidate tackles grade school issues
A candidate for the Mayor of Newton has taken the unusual
approach of advertising in the city's high school newspapers,
accordingto the Newton TAB. The adpromises that ifelectedMichael
Striar will "stop the torture ofinnocent high school students and start
school at 9 a.m."Both Newton Northand South High Schoolsbegin
their days before 8 a.m. He is also concerned about the weight of
backpacks on middle school children. "I want those kids to know
that someone is paying attention and someone'srepresenting their
interestsfor them," Striar said.

UNIVERSITIES

Students stage sit-in at Washington U.
Students from Washington Universityprotested what they called
low wages paid to school employeeswith a sit-in at the admissions
office, accordingto theSt. Louis Post-Dispatch. With an endowment
valued at over $4 billion, students decried the university paying
groundskeepers,janitorial, and food-service about $8 an hour. "We
will be here 24 hours a day, seven days a week until the chancellor
decides it's better to pay his employees a living wage than to deal
with us for another day," said loe Thomas, a sophomore and one of
the sit-in organizers. At schools across the country, such as Stanford
University and GeorgetownUniversity, successful sit-inshave been
held on the same issue.

'No Late Fees' ad campaign
found to mislead customers
Grush
The Reveille

By Ryan

Louisiana Attorney General Charles C. Foti Jr. reached a
settlement with Blockbuster Inc.
on Wednesday on claims that the
movie rental company misled
customers in its "No Late Fees"
advertisingcampaign.
The attorney generalaccused
theDallas-based company offailing to clearly state in its "No Late
Fees" and"The End ofLate Fees"
campaigns thedetailsofthe return
policy. Louisiana was one of 47
states to settle with Blockbuster.
The End of Late Fees program, which was implemented at
the beginning of the year, allows
a customer to keep a movie or
game for up to seven days after
its due date. But if the customer
keeps the rental for longer than
one week past the due date, he
is charged the retail price of the
item. If the customer decides to
return the movie or gameafterthe
seven-day grace period, he is then
chargedwith a $ 1.25 "restocking"
fee - despite Blockbuster's "No
Late Fees" claim.
Foti also said Blockbuster
failed to sufficiently publicize that
only selectstores areparticipating
in the "No Late Fee" program,
leading to the confusion of many
customersrenting from nonparticipating locations.
Underthe terms of the settlement, Blockbuster has agreed
to stop advertising the "No Late
Fees" program unless the ads are

NATION

States vie for greenhouse gas controls
A group of 12 states, including Massachusetts, are pushing the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to reconsider its decision
to leave greenhouse gases unregulated as air pollutants, according
to The WashingtonPost. Thecoalition brought theircase to a federal
appeals court Friday, saying that the EPA failed to justifyits August
2003 denialof a petition that sought to limitauto emissions. Experts
predict the case will have a major impact on programs underthe Clean
Air Act, especially those involving the auto industry. Motor vehicles
account for approximatelyone-third ofall U.S. energy-relatedcarbon
dioxideemissions, fudges in the case did not specify when they plan
to rule, with these types of cases usuallylasting months.

FDA to consider silicone implants
Two California companies will testifybefore a Food and Drug
Administration(FDA) panel seekingto liftthe ban on siliconebreast
implants, according to theLos Angeles Times. Because of lingering
health risks, the FDA has continued to only allow saline liquid
filled implants. Market analystspredict that silicone implants would
quickly outsell the liquid filled ones, and dominate a market where
250,000 American women augment theirbreasts yearly. In Europe,
where regulations are less strict, 90 percent of women have chosen
silicone in breast surgery. The FDA, however, remains skeptical of
health risks. The two Santa Barbara based companies, Inamedand
Mentor Corp., say they have data showing lowrisk ofcomplications,
such as ruptures.

A LOOK BACK IN BC HISTORY
April 18,1948: Former Austrian
Chancellor discusses Central Europe
Dr. Kurt yon Schuschnigg, the former Chancellor of Austria,
visited Boston College for a lecture titled"Central Europe Today,"
on April 18. His talkfocused on his own experiencesin thepolitical
atmosphere ofCentral Europe in a time of great conflict and what was
expectedto happenin the occupied territories with communismand
capitalism. He was even able to discuss his own personal relationship with Adolf Hitler and the events that occurred beforethe Nazi
dictator invaded Austria in 1938.He also took part of the speech to
praise the intervention of the Allied Occupation, which he credited
with allowing his country to set up the capitalist government it did,
while other nations were falling to communismall around it.

accompaniedby a cleardisclosure
ofany potential charges.
Individual stores must also
clearly displaytheirreturn policies
and the charges that apply within

the store.
Blockbuster also agreed to
fullyrefund or credit any customer
who returned an item and had to
pay a restocking fee.
Customers who say they
were unaware of renting from a
nonparticipatingstore may request
a coupon at the store.
"The settlement was never
about the substance of the program, it was aboutthecommunication," Randy Hargrove, spokesman
for Blockbuster, told The Daily
Reveille "We thought the original
communication was clear; however, we are happy to do whatever
we can to improve."
Hargrove said Blockbuster
does not plan to change its "No
Late Fees" program.
"We told the states from the
beginning that we were open to
any suggestion that would help us
better communicate the 'No Late
Fees' program," Hargrove said.
"As aresult, we have come up with
additional communication pieces
to support this."
New communication measures include decals on doors leadingin and out ofthe store, signs on
the new member calendar, a redesignedreceipt, a "No Late Fees"
information center, and brochures
with program details.

Although Blockbuster offi-

cials did not admitany wrongdo-

ing in the case, the company will
pay the states involved a total of
$630,000 for attorney fees, costs
of investigation and consumer
protection.
Louisiana willreceive $8,000,
which will go toward consumereducation programs.
"This case is important because it reminds advertisers that
they cannot use a catchy slogan
or phrase if thatslogan is misleading," Foti said in a press release.
"Slogans can be misleading and
violatethe lawif they do not fully
and accurately describethe completeterms andconditions attached
to the offer."

Some Louisiana State Uni-

versity students said they are
frustrated with Blockbuster's new
plan.
"Ifyou don'treturn [a rental]
in a certain time, you have to buy
it," said Dean Smith, a senior. "If
a late fee justturns into a purchase,
then that's not really helping out
the customer."
But other students are aware
thattheprogram does not indicate
no late feesand stilltake advantage
of the lenient return policy.
"I rent from Blockbuster
frequently and love the program,"
said Becca Bourgeois, a psychology freshman. "I haven't had a
problem with the 'No Late Fees'
program, but I am still afraid to
keep [a rental] for too long."

(c) 2005, The Reveille.
Distributedby U-WIRE.

Police Blotter

Cal vows to protect sensitive data
University ofCalifornia-BerkeleyChancellorRobert Birgeneau
has pledged to crack down on security lapses involving sensitive
computer data, according to the Contra Costa Times. Last month, a
university laptop was stolen with informationofover98,000 former,
current, and prospective students. The computer containedidentifying
information, including dates of birth, addresses, and Social Security
numbers with some of the names. The March 11 theft came seven
months after a hacker infiltratedthe Berkeleycomputer network and
had access to about 600,000 California residents.
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4/3/05 4/7/05
Sunday, April 3
12:22 a.m. - An off-campus accident occurred between a Boston
College bus and a U-Haul truck.
There were no reported injuries.
Boston Police were notified and
responded to assist.
12:36 a.m. - An underage intoxicated malewas caught at St. Ignatius Gate. He took a breathalyzer
and was takento the Infirmary. He
was uncooperativewith the nurse
and will face further disciplinary
action.
1:31 a.m. - An intoxicatedfemale
in the Mods was unable to take
care of herself. She was transported to the hospital.
1:52 a.m. -An intoxicatedfemale
in the Cushing/Hardey area was
havingdifficulty walking.She was
taken to the Infirmary.
3:42 a.m. - A fire alarm was
activated in Fenwick Hall. The
cause of the alarm was due to a
chemicalfire extinguisher that was
discharged without cause.
12:26 p.m. - A case of breaking
and enteringoccurred in theMods.
Someone kicked in the front door
to a residence area but nothing
appeared to be missing.

7:22 p.m. - A dispute occurred
between two students in 90 St.
Thomas More Rd. The officer
spoke with the students and they

were separated without incident.

Wednesday, April 6

Monday, April 4

1:26 a.m. -A church pew inTrinity
Chapel was vandalized.

8:44 a.m. -Assistancewas needed
for a possible medical transport
related to a suspicious circumstance. The request for transport
was cancelled.
12:50 p.m. - A motor vehicle
accident occurred at the stadium

3:32 p.m. - A report was filed
regarding an on-going dispute
betweentwo students.

4:47 p.m. -A reportwasfiled on an
on-goingroommate situation.

gate.

6:09 p.m.

2:16 p.m. -A suspicious circumstance occurred off campus.

- A suspicious cir-

cumstance occurred in McGuinn

Hall.
10:51 p.m. - A suspicious person
was found outside Bapst Library.
The individual appeared to be
having emotional problems and
was transported to the hospital for
evaluation.

Tuesday, April 5

7:14 p.m. -A student threwhis ID
at a cashier in McElroy Hall and
verbally assaulted her over an ID
problem.
7:48 p.m. - A report was filed
regarding found property.
11:03 p.m. - Money was stolen
from a student's room in Medeiros
Hallafterhe proppedhis dooropen
and went for a jog.

1:51 a.m. -A suspicious circumstance occurred in an off-campus Thursday, April 7
student house. A call wasreceived
that another student was having 1:08 a.m. - A report was filed
emotional problems. The indiregarding a transferred parking
vidual was located and was vol- permit.
untarilytransported to the hospital
for evaluation.
2:03 a.m. -A student reported that
a former girlfriend had thrown
11:38 a.m. - Damage occurred to beer on him at a local bar. Both
aparked motor vehicle.
students have restraining orders
against each other. Boston Police
11:59 p.m. - An intrusion alarm were notified of the off-campus
was activated in a secure area incident.
withinCampion Hall.

?

Source: TheBoston CollegePolice Department

Voices from the Dustbowl
Q: What is your favorite brand of ice cream?
By MarcAndrewDeley

"JP Licks."
Ana Rupani,
CSOM '07
?

? Due to an editing error, the photo of Margaret Nuzzolese
on B2 was mistakenly creditedto Lindsay Morton. It was taken
by Marc Andrew Deley.

Jen Taylor,
CSON '08
?
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contact you, for Heights purposes
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two weeksbefore an event.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Kevin Armstrong,
Sports Editor, at (617) 552-0189,
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Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
Arts eventsboth on andoffcampus
- including concerts, movies,
theatricalperformances, and more.
Is your band performing at a local
club? Does your performance
grouphave an upcoming event on
campus? CallAlex Sharp, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515,
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a reporting error, you have
information that requires a
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Heights journalistic standards
and practices, you may contact
Ryan Heffernan, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail
editor@bcheights.com.You may
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the contact information above.
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Delivery
You can subscribe to The Heights
and have it delivered to your
home each week by contacting
our Business office at (617) 552-0547. Also, ifyou spot distribution
problems on campus, contact
Dylan Hayre,CirculationManager,
at the number above.

"Ben& Jerry's."
Nick Lawler,
LSOE '08

?

CORRECTIONS
"Dreyers."

A Guide to Your

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the
Boston College community. To
submit a Classified, Display, or
Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising office at (617) 552-2220 MondaythroughFriday.

"Haagen Dazs."
Fernando Rodriguez-Vila, A&S '08

?

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays
during the academicyear by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2004. Allrights reserved.
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UGBC

No news

CIRCLE OF FRIENDS

GLBT

may be

Council
created

good news
People turn
to the mediaevery
day to find out what

Lai-Yan Tang
Asst. News Editor

By

Ten years after the creation of the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC), the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) Senate voted yesterday
to establish a Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender Leadership Council (GLC).
In a 20-1 decision, the Senate voted for
an amendment to eliminate the position
of director of GLBT issues and create
the GLC.
The amendment, sponsoredby Nyck
Bernier, senate memberandA&S '07, and
Mike Yaksich, director of GLBT Issues
andA&S '05, will call forthe creation of a
semi-independentbodywithin the UGBC,
likethe ALC, meaningitwillreceive funding but will be self-governing.
"I'm ecstatic," said Yaksich, the
director of GLBT issues for the past
two years. "This is something I've been
wanting to do because the issues are too
important for one person to be handling
on their own."
"I think it's really going to strengthen
these issues on campus, it's going to show
the University thatwe care, and it's going
to keep them in the spotlight for future
years," said Bernier.
The meetingopened with Yaksich's
proposal, inwhich he emphasized thatthe
GLC will function muchlike otherUGBC
departments, and encouragedfluidity between the two groups.
GLC members will be allowed to
hold other UGBC positions and they will
attend UGBC meetings.
"GLBT issues don't just involve
gay students, and student issues involve
gay students," said Yaksich. "We're all
students, and everyone should be involved."
GLC positions willbe elected by any
active member ofAllies or other campus
GLBT organizations, in contrast to the
ALC's votingmethodofcouncil members
electing each other.
The debate afterYaksich's proposal

focused on the precedent this would set,

and if it would open the doorfor further
divisions within the UGBC.
"In the future, if another group on
campus feels the need to do this, we've
already set a precedent," said Scan Herman, CSOM '07, who voted against the
amendment. "This opens up the gates,
and where do you stop once you start?
The indefiniteness of it all leads me to
question the effectiveness of addressing
this issue this way."
If other groups feel discriminated
against, the Senate should take it on the
value of their neediness, Mohamed Mohamed, A&S '05, suggested.
"The difference between GLBT issues and others are that if this wanted to
be aclub, it would never be supported by
the school," said Yaksich.
Luke Howe, CSOM '06, and Ben
Nauman, A&S '06, president and vice
president-elect, respectively, both supported the amendment. Though Howe is
not a senator, his opinion was sought out
to see where thecouncil fit into next year's

administration.
He expressed concern that the decision would continue to separate the
UGBC, butfelt that "thetimeis necessary
for support."
"This is the biggest expansion for
gay issues in BC's history," said Yaksich.
"This is a bright future."
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Special needs children and adults from the Boston area gathered in the Plex on Saturday as part of the annual Festival of Friendship
sponsored by the group of the same name. Participants were paired up with BC studentvolunteers and had opportunitiesto have
their faces painted,play basketball, watch performancesby Dance Organizationand the Heightsmen, and be entertained by a clown.

Author reads, speaks on politics
Award-winning author
Jonathan Safran Foer
reads from new novel
By Lai-Yan Tang

Asst. News Editor

"Every time I sit down to write,
there's a leap of faith to be made that
the things that make me laugh will make
someone else laugh, that the things that
move me will move someone else," said
author Jonathan Safran Foer in a book
reading Thursday night. "If that's the
case even once, that changes me from
someonewho was alone to someonewho's
not alone, and it turns out that you can be
connected with other people."
Foer was not alone in his thoughts as
he spoke to the standing-room-onlycrowd
in Gasson 100, his leap offaithrewarded
by continuous laughter. As part of the
Lowell Humanities Series, the 28-yearold bestselling authorread excerpts from
his second novel, Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close, published last month.
His first book, Everything is Illuminated
(2003), won Book of the Year by theLos
Angeles Times, The GuardianFirst Book
Award, and the National Jewish Book
Award, among other honors. He was also
named one of RollingStone's "People of
the Year" and among Esquire's "Best and
Brightest."
"I didn't write my first book out of
any necessity or great passion, but as an
experiment,"he said. "It gets harder [the
more you write] because you appreciate
the bigness of the task. There's so many
stories that deserveto be told, andyou end
up carrying around a lot, but I think it's a
great thing to carry."
Despite his admitted nervousnessfor
public speaking, Foer engaged the audiencewith his humor and sincerity.
"I think that's why I write, because I
can't say things right in the real world,"
he said, relating a situation in which he

thinks of the perfect joke after walking
away from a conversation. "In a book,
you can put the joke in when you want
to put it in."
ExtremelyLoud follows a 9-year-old
boy who searches NewYorkfor clues that
will ease the mystery ofhis father's death
in the Sept. 11 attacks.
After reading passages from the first

HEIGHTS PHOTO / LAI-YAN TANG

Author Jonathan Safran Foer to sign his books after heread excerpts from his latest novel.
chapter, Foer opened the floor for a question and answer session, which he called
"the best part about readings, because
that's whenthe author can say something
interesting, or at least somethinghe didn't
meanto say."
Topics of art and politics dominated
the conversation. Foer's freedom to experiment with the novel form through
images and punctuation has sparked both
criticism and appreciation. Extremely
Loud includesseveralblankpages,photos,
colored highlights, overwritten text, and
a soliloquy written in numerical code.
Foer said that part of the reason visuals
playeda dominantrole in the novel is the
abundance ofrecorded images of Sept. 11,
which he called "the most visually documented event in human history."
"Nobodyquestionedwhether journalists should be using images," he said. "It
wasso self-evident that it was a part ofthe
story. It was the truth of the day. Do you
wantto have reverence for the novel as a
form, or for the truth?"
He paralleledwriting and airplanesas
the vehicles to arrive at a destination.
"I try my hardest not to think ofwriting as an art form, but as a vehicle. I'm
not in love with the novel, I'm in love with
whatit can do. I don'thave any hesitancy
aboutpoofing around with it," he said in
reference to his use of imagery.
Part of his motivation for the book
stemmed from the political reasons surrounding Sept. 11. He expressed concern
over the nation'sreaction and howthe is-

sue hasbecome diplomatic,vengeful, and
politicized. Instead of sending soldiers or
diplomats abroad, he suggested opening
the lines of communication through the
exchange of art.
"We needto bereceivingthings rather
than sending things," he said. He citedthe
DepartmentofTreasury andthePatriotAct
as making it nearly impossible to translate
Arabic literatureinto English.
"These are voices that we so, so, so
desperatelyneed to hear,"he said. "On the
local scale, my realizingthat I'm not alone
in connecting to you is actually blown up
on a global scale, and the ramifications
are huge."
"We need to stop speaking in these
capital letter words, capital-A America,
capital-A Arab, capital-T Terror, capital-J
Justice, and start looking at the specifics.
How do individuals suffer, how do individuals experience joy?" he said. "The

inevitable outcome is always to realize
that we suffer in similar ways, that we
experiencejoy in similar ways."
While he acknowledged the lack of
one absolute answer to the war in Iraq,
he emphasized the trading of art between
cultures as a means to understanding.
"There's no solution to any of this,
but it's certainly not killing all of our
enemies. It's somehow conversing with

their humanity."
After thereading, devoted andnewlyconverted fans alike waited in an hourlong line for a book signing. Both books
are available in the bookstore.

Colleges seek protection from identity theft
Shaina Jones
DC Bureau
By

Applying for a loan online; buying

textbooks at the campusbookstore; checking your gradeson the Internet. Whatmay
seem like everydaytasks for a typical college studentcouldalso provideeasy access
for someone to steal your identity.
Identity theft is the fastest growing
crime in America, with 900,000 new victimseachyear. Thieves obtain information
such as a name, Social Security number,
credit card number, or other identifying
information usually off of the Internet to
make purchases and pretend to be you.
Some imposters may rack up credit card
debt and even criminal charges in your
name.

Recognizing the need for more security to protect private information, the
federal government has stepped in. The
U.S. Senate is expected to debate legislation that would force data brokers to
disclose to residents when their personal
information has been stolen.
The need for tougher safeguards
was noticed after Choicepoint, an Atlanta

based company that compiles personal
information and court records from millions of Americans, was breached last
year. Crooks were able to steal personal
information from nearly 145 thousand
people. The "Choicepoint amendment"
wouldalso require stricter procedures to
detect and prevent identity fraud.
Colleges around the country are facing a similar issue. According to the U.S.
Department of Education, "as a student,
you may even be more vulnerable to
identity theftbecause ofthe availabilityof
personal data andthe way many students
handle this data."
Many schools use Social Security
numbers asa primary means ofidentifying
students. This information is often placed
on the Internet, where computer hackers

could easily obtain personal information
about students, faculty and staff. According to thefinancial datasurveyorBankrate.
com, 48 percent of students have had

their grades posted by Social Security
number.
"Many times it is the only identification a person has and if it's available on
somepaper, of course thenastier elements

of society could use them for criminal
activity," saysGeorge Washington University student Sai Pradhan. "The only thing
that consoles me is that they'll probably
get a thousand otherpeople before me."
But colleges are taking measures to
protect students and faculty from having
their personal information fall into the
wronghands.
The George Washington University
is preparing to reduce the use of Social
Security numbers as student identification. Last fall, the university created a
committee toexplorenew ways to identify
students and staff that would lessen the
risk of identity theft.
Currently, most students use their
social security numbers for such regular
activities as checking grades,researching
articles online, or registering for class.
"I think it's a good idea to use other
identification means rather than Social
Security numbers to avoid misuse of
information," says George Washington
University student Chuck Davis. "Otherwise it could easily fall into the wrong
hands."
Some universities have already

implemented such change. HowardUniversity is one of the growing number of
schools that does not use Social Security
numbers as student identification.Instead,
the school provides students with randomly generated numbers.
"We are very conscious ofpossibility
that [identity theft] could happen, but we
are very vigilantinprotecting studentsand
faculty," says Howard University Interim
Vice Provost Dr. Charles Moore. "We
are being proactive and monitoring it as
closely aswe can to see ifsomeone is even
attemptingto compromise the integrity of
our database."
Although the school does not use
Social Security numbers as student identification, the information is usedfor tax
relatedpaperwork, and when studentsapply for federal financial aid such as grants
and loans. To protect the information,
Moore says the university has installed
two firewall systems and conductroutine
audits to make sure the database is still
secure.

(c) 2005, DC Bureau. Distributed by
U-WIRE.

is going on in the
world. They want
to get the news and
they expect what
they read, see, or
Julia
hear to be unbiased
Green
and factually correct. Increasingly,
though, the media's journalistic
integrity has come into question.
A lot ofmediabias has been
brought to light by books like Bias: A
CBSInsider Exposes How the Media
Distort the News and documentaries
like Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's War
on Journalism.Now there is a new
kind of news distortion: propaganda
produced by the government and distributedunder the guise ofreal news.
These "news"videoreleases
have been produced by government
agencies such as the State Department, the Defense Department, the
Census Bureau, the Agriculture
Department and the Transportation
SecurityAdministration. The segments are shipped to local stations all
across the country and aired, at the
stations' discretion, duringregular
broadcasts, inundatingthousands of
unsuspecting viewers with government propaganda.
The cost of producing a live
broadcast is expensive. Stations need
to rent costly satellitetime, purchase
and maintain expensiveequipment,
and pay all the staff that contributes to the production process. It all
adds up. So when a free solution,
thepre-produced news segment that
comes with an already-writtenanchor
lead-in, appears on your news desk, it
must be tempting to air it.
But it is the media's job to
uncover and produce the news, not
to broadcast some knock-off and call
it thereal thing. It's hard to tell who
is more at fault: the government for
producing thevideo releases or the
stations for airing them.
Now the government's infiltration into journalism is hitting a little
closer to home. The Boston Globe
reported Friday that a Boston Herald
weekly op-ed columnisthas accepted
a contract with Gov. Mitt Romney's
office to promote the governor's
environmental policies. Charles D.
Chieppowill receive $10,000 for his
efforts. From a journalisticstandpoint, this seems totally unethical.
"I think it is inappropriate,bordering on improper, for a person to
be writing a column one day and consulting actively in a paid position for
the administration the same day or
even the next day," said Bob Zelnick,
chair ofBoston University's journalism department, in an interview with
the Globe. "I think thatblurs the lines
between legitimatejournalism and
politics [in a way] that servesneither
the administrationnor the public, and
certainly not the newspaper."
The Globe, however, reported
that the state Ethics Commission and
theHerald approved Chieppo's move
that I think clearly violate journalistic
integrity. It makes me wonderwhat
the commission actually considers
unethical if they are letting this take
place.
Romney's office andthe Herald
agreethat Chieppo's weekly column
will avoid Romney's environmental
policies andthat any work he does
for the administration will not be
publishedin the Herald, according to
the Globe.
Nevertheless,because Chieppo
is on the payroll ofthe newspaper and the government, it will be
impossiblefor us to know whether
the opinions he writes about in his
articles are genuineor if they are
propaganda for the Massachusetts
governmentonly because he is being
paid to do so. If he criticizes Romney
on a separate policy, will he run the
risk of losing his $10,000 contract
from the administration?
By allowing televisionstations
to air "news" prepackagedby the
governmentand journaliststo be on
simultaneous payrolls, we are allowing the government to permeate the
news mediaand we are inching further and further away from freedom
of the press and moving towards an
increasing distrust of the "news" that
is reported.

Julia Green is a Heights staff writer
and a senior in the College ofArts &
Sciences. Her column appears every
Monday in this space.
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Runner motivated by cousins disease
Marathon, from Al

PHOTO COURTESY OF DIANE FARRELL

Megan Farrell, A&S '05, is running the Boston Marathon
next weekfor hercousin Mallory Hughes, CSOM '08.

NationalPatient Registry.
This mentality has motivatedher
throughout the training process, conquering cold winterdays and overcoming sometimes drained energy levels.
"Mallory's a way to focus positively," Megan said, adding that she
hopes to run the marathon in under
3 hours and 40 minutes, so she can
participate in anymarathon across the
country. Last year, she ran the race in
3 hours and 47 minutes.
Farrell acknowledges that Monday'srace, her secondmarathon, marks
thefirst time she has devoted herselfso
personally to a cause that has come to
define her family's activism.
"My whole life I've lived with
people who 1know making it a public
issue, but Megan's involvement in the
marathon is the biggest single thing
she's done for CF," said Hughes. "She

definitely works the hardest physically."
Asked whether she felt her cousin's efforts brought unwantedattention
or embarrassmentin a new andforeign
environment, Hughes shirked the idea.
"It's encouraging; I'm used to it," she
said.
In front of nearly 40,000 live
spectators, Farrell is sure to make it
evenmore of an issue next week. She
hopes her effort will galvanize public
attention that will eventually educate
people on what she says is an "underrepresented"problem.
"IfI didn'thave two cousins with
it, I probably wouldn't know either,"
Farrell told the Village Times Herald,
"But I'm really close to my cousins,
especially Molly. I see what they go
through on a daily basis. It's difficult," Farrell said, invoking Hughes'
nickname and referring to Hughes'
17-year-oldsister,Catherine, who also

has CF.
CF is a genetic disease that affects
about 30,000 children andadults in the
United States. Marked by an irregular
reproductive system, a person with CF
also suffers from a lack of pancreatic
enzymes, which impedes the digestive
system, and the body produces viscous mucus in the lungs that congests
airways and potentially damages the
lungs.
"Youwouldn'tbe able to tell that
she suffers from CF," Farrell said.
"Physical activity is good for her
She used to do crew and basketball."
Hughes added that despitethe difficulty, she still enjoys running.
Farrell described her efforts as an
attempt to take on a "more proactive
and educationalrole" to corroborate
her family's work.
Both Hughes andFarrell's families
involve themselves heavilywith CFF
"My dad has a golf tournament

.

every year, and my mom has had a
fashion show lunch since I was born,"
Hughes said.
Hughes started a fund-raising
group with 30 other students when she
was a juniorin high school. Known as
Students Fighting CF, the groupraised
over S 140,000 for CFF by sending
out numerous letters and shipping
thankful crates of Florida grapefruits
to donors.
The money thatboth Farrell and
Hughes' families have raised goes to
the CFF, whereupon it subsidizes a
therapeutic development program to
discover, test, and produce different
drugs and therapies that will address
the symptoms and hopefully lead to a
cure, according to Hughes.
Contributions can bemade by calling l-(800)-FIGHT-CFF; by visiting
www.cff.org, or by mail: The Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, 60 East 42nd St.,
Ste. 1563, New York, N.Y. 10165.

Forry to win unopposed
Forry, from A1

personallycalled more than 2,000

older brother, William Dorcena.
Bill Forry is managing editor for
both The Mattapan Reporter and
The Dorchester Reporter.
"She has always been extremely outgoing and she's the
type ofperson thatpeople wantto
be around,"said Bill Forry. "She's
been able to build a coalition
because she's very energetic and
has been extremely engaged and
focused in her campaign."
Linda Dorcena Forry worked
as a top aide since the late 1990s
underCharlotte GolarRichie, who
has served asa state representative
from Dorchester andis now director of neighborhooddevelopment
for the city ofBoston. By the time
she had left the State House in
1999, she had risen to the position
ofActing Chiefof Staff.
She worked laboriously during the last days before the election, knocking on doors to campaign across the entire Dorchester-Mattapan-Milton district. She

paign volunteers that they would
consider voting for her.
"The coalition building that
she's done since she's been in the
government has been her greatest asset. Her grassroots strategy,
working six or seven hours a day,
was the strength of her campaign
andthe reason thatwe felt thatshe
was a viable candidate was that
she could go to any part of the
district and win the people over,"
herhusband said.
In addition to her hard work
and determination, she benefited
from the support from a number of
important Boston officials.
"Many officials were there to
support her, and it's very unusual
that such important leaderswould
stand by a candidate and say that
this is the person to elect," he said.
"Theyknew that her skills, ability,
and leadershipare exemplary."
Tom Millar and Adam Webster, both A&S '05, contributed
to Forry's campaign because they

voters

who had indicated to cam-

believed in what she stood for.
"They have very strong ties to
the community and it is amazing
to see that," said Millar. "It is great
to see people from BostonCollege
who promote such unity."
MillarmentionedthatForry's
win was interesting because she
gained the support of not only the
expected Haitian community, but
in areas that she wasn't expected
to do well in.
"What was intriguing about
the landslide was thatshe was able
to beather opponents on theirown
turf. It was also interesting to see
a Haitian woman married to an
Irish man who supports gay marriagerunning for a high seat," said
Millar. "I imagine a woman in an
interracial marriage 30 years ago
wouldhave been very different. It
was a non-issue and it's a sign of
the 'new Boston' that everyone's
been talking about."
Forry will win the 12th Suffolk District seat tomorrow in an

uncontestedelection.

APARTMENTS!
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION
ON THE BC SHUTTLE BUS
ONE STOP ON MBLINE
WALKING DISTANCE TOBC (7 MINUTES)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2005!

NO FEE!
617-738-7870
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12&3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS!
From $1,100 & up!
(includes heat and hot water)

LARGE EAT-IN CABINETKITCHENS WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES
PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE ON SITE

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
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The students waited in the pews to be called up to the altar to receive sacraments to profess their Catholic faith.

RCIA initiates new Catholics
Rites, from A1
path that these youngpeople have
taken," he said. "It is a path full of
questions, full of excitement, and
full of celebratingthe love ofGod.
It leads you to believe that lesus
has been walking with you."
After the first group of students were baptized, those in attendance lit small candles and the
lights in the church were dimmed.
"The ceremony was beautiful,"
saidLim. "My cheeks hurt because
I couldn't stop smiling."
The first reading was Acts of
the Apostles 2:14,22-33, followed
by a responsorial psalm. After the
second reading, 1 Peter 1: 17-21,
thechorus sang "Alleluia, Givethe
Glory."
Though the RCIA is publicized through Campus Ministry,
some students found other inspirations to find their Catholic
identity.
Siu, aftertakingPerspectives
on Western Culture with Father
Paul McNellis, talked about his
faith with his professor. He was
convincedto get involved with the
RCIA, andthedecisionhas forever
affected his beliefs.
"It's a new life now," he
said.
For Lim, the process ofselfquestioningbegan in high school
but cameto the forefront at BC.
"Myfaith has gotten so much
deeper," she said. "It has raised a
lot of questions, but those questions have been answered. It has
just caused me to really think and

Rev. JamesErps, S.J., celebrated the Mass and bestowed the sacraments.
find myself."
This is the second year that
Sweeney has led the RCIA, and
the participation has more than
doubled. Four people were initiated in a similar ceremony last
April.
The RCIA is an internationally recognized process that has
been the primary way that nonCatholics have entered the Christian community for centuries.
"This program continues to
a
be rich opportunity for instruction and spiritual transformation

"It leads you to believe
that Jesus has been
walking with you."
?Rev. James Erps, S.J.,
director of Campus
Ministry
for any adult seeking a deeper
understanding of the Catholic
tradition or full incorporationinto
theCatholic Church," read the BC
RCIA Web site.

Do you want to be the first to

know what's happening?

Join the news staff and find out.
Meetings every Monday at
5:30 p.m. in the Eagle's Nest.
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Panel seeks to
promote unity
Weekend, from A1
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The Spring BenefitConcert featured Virginia Coalition, Talib Kweli, and Robert Randolph and The Family Band. Three dollars of each ticket went to charity.

Musical genres collide at concert
Concert, from Al
Nuzzolese, executive director of
programming for the UGBC and
A&S '06. "We've gone through
so many acts and bands androadblocks and just to know it's done
is the greatest feeling in theworld.
It was a huge success as far as I'm
concerned."
The planning culminated on
the day of setup for the concert,
with the assembly of the stage,
lights, and sound equipment at 6
a.m. Student volunteers, members
oftheUGBC programming department, and band aides worked all
day to make sure the venue was
readyfor the concertgoers that evening and provided optimalviewing
and sound for the artists.
UGBC membersalsocatered
to the bands, some of whom had
to be picked up from the airport
or taken on shopping trips.
"[Robert Randolph's] agent
came to us and said [Randolph]
wants to go to the mallbecause he
wanted shirts for the show and just
to go shopping," said Tom Nash,
UGBC programming council
memberandA&S '07. "We drove
him to the Chestnut Hill Mall to go
shopping.It was pretty incredible

because he's one of my favorite
artists and I was overjoyed to get
to go shopping with him."
Sound check began at 3 p.m.
with doors opening at 7 p.m. for
openingact VirginiaCoalition at 8
p.m. Although the band was a last
minutereplacementfor Day, it did
not greatly affectticket sales.
"We had a couple calls [for
reimbursements] but it didn't
seem to be an issue at all," said
Nuzzolese. "Less than 10 people
calledthat Friday which was good
because [the concert] wasa benefit
show."
Security was tight with the
BC Police Department and the
UGBC programming department
on hand, as well as student volunteers, to guard the barricades in
front ofthe stage.
"We really had no problems
with people trying to break down
barricades," said Amanda Denes,
UGBC director of security and
production and A&S '07. "We
also secured all the stairs around
Conte because we wanted to have
more fire lanes for people to get
through. We didn'ttoleratecrowd
surfing either."
Girls were allowed onstage,
however, duringRandolph's song

"Seeing the entire crowd on thefloor during Talib
and Robert Randolph just dancing with their hands
in the air was incredible"
?Margaret Nuzzolese,
UGBC executive director ofprogramming and A&S '06
titled "Shake Your Hips," a standard occurrence for the musician.
Denes saidRandolphhad informed
them of this beforehand so they
could take the necessary precautionary measures.
Randolph also brought students onstageto perform with him
on guitar. The students performed
with Randolph and The Family
Band, receiving applause from
the audience and screams from
theirfriends.
"My favorite part was when
Robert Randolph was bringing BC kids up on stage and
letting them play," said Nuzzolese. "Seeing the entire
crowd on the floor during Talib
andRobert Randolph just dancing
and with theirhands in the air was
incredible."
Overall, students seemed to
enjoy the concert and the three
acts.

"Well, for starters, I enjoyed

the atmosphere of the concert. It
was very spirited," said Marco
Carranza, A&S '08. "I was looking
forwardto seeing Robert Randolph
because I got a sneakpeek during
his sound check and immediately
became a fan."
"My favorite part was definitely whenTalib sang 'Get By,'"
said Yianni Skourtis, CSOM '07.
"The performers werepretty good
and it was a good mix of genres.
I do wish this was the second
concert of the year, not the first,
and although the show was pretty
good, I expected a bigger name."
Brianna Germain, A&S '08,
agreedwith the mix of genres.
"There truly was an interesting mix of musical talent and
variety of sounds that drew in a
unique crowdofpeople who could
enjoy an array of styles and interests," she said. "I had a wonderful
time and thought that it was a lot
offun."
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as you can about your history,
"Some people say that was selfespecially when you'reone oftwo
segregation, but it actually was - and that's a lot - black people.
a place to just be, to not have to A lot of times you're going to be
worry about someone asking you on the defensive; it's important to
'What is it like to be black?'"
know what you're defending, and
She also cited the relevance how to defend it," she said, citing
of curriculum to the personal a classroom debateover the nature
experiences ofblack students and of slavery as an example.
administrationsthat wouldbe senBut critical torepresenting the
sitive to that experienceas a major point of view of African Americoncern surrounding the arrival of cans and affecting change in the
large numbers ofblackstudents on community as a whole, panelists
college campuses.
said, is unity among theblack comGrandson emphasized the munity oncampus, somethingthat
same issues as a concern for stumay not always be present.
"I think we have failed on this
dents today.
"I'm reminded of the words campus, and nationally, in terms
of the famous historian lohn of within the black community,
Henry Clark, who said 'History getting different groups to come
tells people who they are, where together," said Grandson. "There
they'vebeen, and wherethey must used to be a unifying body called
go.' The first thing black students theUnitedFront, whichbrought all
must do is learn their own history,
thegroupstogether, which doesn't
learn who they are, learn how to exist at this point," he continued.
use thatto navigate them through
Grandson cited the Asian
the rest of their lives," he said in Caucus, an umbrella organizaresponse to a question about the tion for Asian student groups on
role of curriculum in the lives of campus as a successful model for
sending a unified message to the
students on campuses today.
The availability of courses community at large.
Asked what that message
covering the history of African,
Asian, Latin American, and other was, Millertied her response to the
peoples is critical,hesaid. He also mission ofeducation in general.
"Youhave to not only interact
suggested that students of color
with people of varying cultures,
can play a critical role in improvbut understandwhatthose cultures
ing the universities they attend.
"Make sure you leave campus are. To be an educated person
in a better state than it was when you have to be able to look at the
world from several perspectives,
you arrived," he said.
Grandson went on to tic the not just your own. White students
mission of changing universities have to think about if they're befor the better to the necessity of ing under-educated, should they
black students educating thembe educatedfrom severalperspectivesto see the worldfrom outside
selves in their ownhistory.
"Ifstudents keep those things themselves," she said.
in mind, then the curriculum, in
"Don't think that the civil
terms of learningabouttheAfrican rights movement is over," said
diaspora
will become more lackson, "It's not... there are still
people who need help."
relevant," he said.
Also important, according to
Grandson spoke of the black
lackson, is the role of black stu- community's messageto the comdents in correcting misconceptions munity as a whole in terms ofBC's
regardingblack history, especially identity as a Jesuitinstitution.
"You can't be a successful
when that history is poorly represented in classrooms.
man or woman for others unless
"As a history major, 1 think you know about other peoples,"
it's important to learn as much he said.
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"Humor is just another defense against the universe. "
?

Mcl Brooks, American comedian

Established 1919

The Independent Student Newspaper of Boston College

A number of challenges
faces new pope
THE ISSUE: College of Cardinals to select new pope next week
WHAT WE THINK: Pope must incorporate modern society into church

In

a week, the Sacred College ofCardinals
will gather to selectthe next leader ofthe
Roman Catholic Church. The challenge
of finding such a man will be great - especially given the accomplishments ofthe
late Pope JohnPaul 11. The challenges facing the
chosen one, however, will be greater.
As many theologiansand commentators have
noted, the next pope is likely to continue John
Paul IPs work - thefact that thepontiff appointed
all but three of the church's 117 voting-eligible
cardinals all but guarantees that. That has both
its pros and cons.
John Paul II galvanized young Catholics.
He realized that as pope, he was charged with
deliveringtheLord's message to followers around
the world. He began World Youth Day - an event
celebrating theinvolvement ofyoung adults in the
Catholic faith. JohnPaul II knew that the youth
are the future of the church; through meeting
with them and saying Mass with them, he helped
ensure their devotion to God.
The next pontiff should continue putting
emphasis on youth involvement in the church.
There is much determination, enthusiasm, and
faith in theseyoung people, and the pope, as John
Paul II showed, can commit those young adults
to working toward a better church.
That energy cannot be utilized, however, if
the church does not allow its followers to have a
greater say in its governance.The pope, cardinals,
and bishops clearly - and rightfully so - lead
the Catholic Church, but they should do so in
conjunction with their 1 billion followers, many
ofwhich sometimes feel that they have no voice
in the direction oftheirreligion.
A number ofquestions exist about the future
ofthe church and the nextpope's role in it. How
will women play a part in the church? Should
priests be allowed to marry? In what ways will
church teachings change to reflect the 21st century? How will the importance of the church's
values berelated to followers?
The core values of the church will never
change, but that does not mean that they cannot
be adapted. While the view in the United States

is different given the nation's more liberal beliefs
when compared to that of Catholics in Latin
America, Asia, or parts of Europe, it cannot be
deniedthat thereare issues within the church that
need to be addressed.
In Africa, where the Catholic Church is still
developing, a significant AIDS problem exists.
Should the church support the use ofbirth control in nations where such outbreaks are killing
thousands ofpeople?
Over the past three years, the church in
Americahas been scarredby a disgusting number
ofpedophilia and sexual abuse cases that were
swept underthe rug for too long. Leadershipkept
quiet and shuffled accused priests from parish to
parish. Followers were kept in the dark, and as
the events began making the news, some Catholics began withdrawing from the church - a few
stoppedcontributing financially to their dioceses,
while others stopped attending Mass.
The nextpope must revitalize the church in
thewake ofthe scandal. The Catholic Church can
emerge from such a low point in its history with
its head up, given theright leader.
John Paul IPs efforts to bridge the gap between Catholics and Muslims, and Catholics and
Jews shouldbe continued. Central to the mission
ofthose threefaiths is compassion, and together,
the group can spread the late pope's message of
human dignity around the globe.
The next pontiff must also continue standing up for those who lack representation or are
oppressed by their governmentsfor theirbeliefs.
JohnPaul II played a remarkable role in the fall
of Communism through his work as a social,
political, andreligious leader. The same should
be expected ofhis predecessor.
The next pope needs to help the Catholic
Church meet today's world while continuing to
embrace the ideals that have been central to the
institution. He must find a way to touchpeople's
lives with the church's values and teachings.
We need a moral and visible leaderwho will
continue spreading the message ofthe church and
ofJohnPaul 11, while creating his own legacy by
incorporatingmodern society into Catholicism.

The 'gray zone' of
nondiscrimination policies
THE ISSUE: Nondiscrimination policies at Jesuit schools are unclear
WHAT WE THINK: Be clear and add sexual orientation to policies

In

NEWSART.COM/ MARGARET SCOTT

Letters to
Asian Americans
reflect on the past
To the Editor:

In her article, "Dinner celebratesAsian heritage"in the March
31 issue on theAsian PacificAmerican Heritage Month (APAHM)
opening ceremony, Joanne Hallare
quoted me as saying: "We believe
that this will be a way for people
to realize that we aren't foreigners,
and that we do have a history in
America,and just like them, we are
simply Americans, and not Asian
Americans." I am writing to clarify
that statement. My personal goal
for APAHM is to celebrate and to
claimtheAmericanidentityofAsian
Americans. But at the same time, I
do not want to convey that Asian
Americans should lose theirAsian
identity. Rather, they shouldbecome
educated with the Asian Pacific
American history that has greatly
contributedto theoverall American
society and to the current status of
Asian Pacific Americans today.
As an Asian American, I am
proud to acknowledgeboth my histories, from the country ofmy origin, the Philippines, and from here
in America,which have moldedmy
personal identity. ArarHan's book,
Asian American X, is composed of
many stories about the AsianAmerican experience that people in my

READERS NOTE:

an editorial on Feb. 14 suggesting that
Boston College add sexual orientation to

three reserve the right to basically renege the
promise.
its nondiscrimination policy, TheHeights
Gonzaga University's document, which exstated that 20 of the nation's 28 Jesuit colplicitly states that it doesn't discriminate against
leges and universities included the words any person on the basis of sexual orientation,
in their clauses.
also says that the university "reserves the right
Afew days later, on Feb. 17, we issued acorto takereligious faith into considerationwhere it
rection, saying that 25 of the 28 schools extended is deemed appropriate."
protection from discrimination to homosexuals.
The situation is similar at Marquette UniverToday, we're correcting that statistic again. sity, which protects homosexuals in its policies
After areview ofthe nondiscrimination polisort of. "At the same time," its nondiscrimination
we
institutions,
reads, "Marquette cherishes its right and
policy
cies of the 28
here's what found:
20 colleges and universities include sexual orienduty to seek andretain personnel who will make
tation. Five - BC, Loyola MarymountUniversity, a positive contribution to its religious character,
the University of Scranton, Spring Hill College, goals and mission."
Same thing at Regis University, which "reand Xavier University - do not.
serves
University,
Three institutions Creighton
the right to give employment preference
to
University,
Wheeling
persons
John Carroll
and
Jesuit
who demonstrate by wordandpractice
University - have policies that are so unclear, a commitment to the University's mission and
it's hard to say iftheir documents include sexual educational goals."
So, depending how you look at it, as many
orientation or not.
nonas
23
Carroll,
example,
John
for
has four
Jesuit schools include sexual orientation
statements,
governing
discrimination
its admisin their nondiscrimination policies, or as little
sions, employment, housing, and programming 17 do.
practices. Two include sexual orientation, two
Unfortunately, this discrepancy probably
do not.
isn'tkeeping many administrators ofthe schools
are
Wheeling,
At
homosexuals
afforded in the "gray zone" up at night. The aforemenprotection in the university's diversity statement, tioned nondiscrimination policies are intentionally unclear - universities can saveface by saying
but not in its nondiscrimination policy.
Not even the staff at Creighton is sure of theirdocuments affirm therights ofhomosexuals,
whether or not sexual orientation is included in while their practices may speak to the contrary.
its policies.
There shouldn'tbe loopholes in discriminaemployee
university's
policies
An
in the
Office of tion
that enable institutions to pick and
The
he
who,
Registrar
Heights
the
told
that
believes chose
and when, they protect individuals
are
a
that
Creighton included the words in its nondispart of their community.
clause,
policy
year.
crimination
last
The
found
The nation's 28 Jesuitcolleges and universion the university's Web site, does not include the ties should adoptnondiscrimination policies that
words. Its harassment and discrimination policy, protect all persons. While the Catholic Church
however, does include sexual orientation. The does not approve of homosexuality, it calls on
difference? It's anyone's guess.
the faithful to treat homosexuals with "respect,
That, however, is not the end of the confucompassion, and sensitivity." As explained in the
sion.
Catechism of the Catholic Church, "Every sign
the
20
that
sexual
Of
institutions
include
of unjust discrimination in their regard should
be
policy,
orientation in their nondiscrimination
avoided."

.

TheHeights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding
200 words from the Boston
College community. Letters do
not include anonymous letters,
poems, or fictional work. The
Heightsalso welcomes column
submissions for its op/ed pages.
Columns must be 700 words
or fewer.
Editorials represent the
official views of The Heights.
Letters generally respond to
articles,columns, and editorials
published in TheHeights. Columns are selected to provide a
wide spectrum of opinions and
views on topics ofinterest to the
BC community.
The Heights reserves the
right to reject letters and columns and edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent
libel. TheHeights also reserves
theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the
newspaper. Submissions must
be signed and should include
the author's connection to BC,
address, and phone number.
Letters and columns can
be submitted online at www.
bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in
person or by mail to Editor,
The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, MA
02467. The deadline for submissions is 6 p.m. on Saturday
for the Monday publication
and Tuesday at 6 p.m. for the
Thursdaypublication.

Editor
generationundergo.It is important ... the freedom man." It was a little
the

to learn thebackground of being an
AsianAmerican to fully understand
the struggle that we face now, the
fight to claimthe Americanidentity,
to not be seen as justAsians living
in America, but to be recognized as

both Asians and Americans. After
all, AsianPacific American history
is American history.
Romeo N. Ymalay 111
A&S '06

Patriotism means

freedom

outsider.
We asa peoplehave beenable
to stay free for the duration of our
time on earth, but in recent years

To the Editor:
As the last weeks of this academic year roll to a close, I'm reminded of some important lessons.
They're not taught in text books
and might not be in style. Patriotism
isn't the popular fad, but it is important. My roommate, and perhaps
my closest friend, is a lot different
than me. He came to this land from
Albania on his own when he was
only a child. Albeit his early time
here was harsh, he was successful
enough to convince his family to
comehere too.
He studiespolitical science and
from time to time he will ask things
of our history. One evening after I
got into bed and shut the lamp off
he turned to me in the darkness and
said, "1 like this man. This Jefferson

The

moment with a lot of meaning. It
was a moment that I can't get out
ofmy mind.
These days we are taught to
believe that America isn't a perfect
place. I have no doubtit was hardfor
my roommate and as he struggled
very much during his journey here.
Patriotism isn't what's in style in
the textbooks and the curriculum.
It's something that we needed to
be reminded from even from an

we have strayed from our heritage.
Morethan a few peoplehavelooked
to ever increasing government to
solve our problems. In the process
our freedom is being lost. Fortunately, wecan still choose between
anever expanding government and
greater liberty. We can still move
forward towardfreedom.
America, luckily, is still a
beacon to all those people of the
world that will not stop until they
have freedom. It's that light house
guidingpeople out of the darkness.
In this we can better understand
whatit means to be an American - a
freedom man.
Thank you and may Godbless
America.

Adam Bied
A&S '08
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VIEWPOINT

Students abroad reflect on the pope's funeral
By Keith Stefanelli

reports to Madrid,Krakow, and New York. Standing
onone of the bridges that cross the Tiber River, 1 got

I

an amazing view of an endless sea ofsatellite dishes,
all pointing towardthe same spot in the sky, covered
with the insignias oftheir respective networks. In the
backdrop wasRome's Castle SaintAngelo, peacefully
sitting on theTiberbut justa fewhundred meters from
thechaos thatfilledVia dellaConciliazione, the street
that leads up to St. Peter's Square.
The line to see the Holy Father as he lay in state
had alreadybent around the corner. I got in it. Nearly
everyone in line was Italian.The Rosary was said several times, andthe Italian police force and volunteers
passed out free waterto those in line. I was impressed
by theRoman population.I have generallyfound them
to be a bit cold, and certainly in lines for transport
or things like that, it has always been every man for
himself. In this line, however, everyone was pleasant, some cried, many prayed, but the overallfeeling
was one ofpatience and acceptance. Three and half
hours after I entered the line, I saw the body. There
really are not words to describe the feeling. Whatever
one's views on Christianity, the Catholic faith, or
even specificallyhis papacy, I find it a privilege to be
ableto pay my respects to a man who has had such a
profound effect on history overthepast 27 years. I am
glad I went when I did. Several of my friends waited
up to 12 hours in line, including a two periods when
the Basilica was closed, to pay respects.
There is no room for many people to sleep, as
evidenced by the crowds of people sleeping at the
train station and people boarding busses with sleeping mats, but lacking any tangible destination.As the
popularphrase goes, tutte le strade portano a Roma
(all roads lead to Rome). Perhaps it has never been
quite so true as it is now.

was on aplane from Barcelona at 9:37 p.m. local time, the official timeof death of Pope John
Paul 11. As we made our decent into Rome's
Ciampino Airport, many passengers pointed
out the large crowd in St. Peter's Square that could
be seen from thewindows. We did not get confirmation of the news until we landed. Like many others
in the world, though, we had been waiting,realizing
it would only be a matter of time.The newspapers in
Barcelona hadcontainedheadlinestranslatedintothe
several dialectsof theregion, but all proclaiming the
pope as "The Holy Father JohnPaul II in Agony."On
Sunday, the dayafter his death, I went by myselfand
spent several hours in Vatican City. The scene was
one of the most moving I have ever witnessed. The
square was filled with thousands of people, many of
them young Italians, perhaps an unintentional tribute
to this pope's focus on connectingwith the youth. At
several of the lampposts and columns that line St.
Peter's Square there lay multicoloredmelted candle
wax, leftoverfrom the impromptu vigils that had occurred the night before. Already fresh candles were
being laid out alongside pictures of the Holy Father
and several handwritten notes of thanks and praise,
the majority ofwhich werein Italian. Throughout the
square, groups ofpeople ofall ageshad gathered some
silentlypraying, others singing and playing guitars,
andstill others chanting "Viva il Papa!" or saying the
Rosary. Later that night, around 9 p.m., I attended an
official Vatican Rosary prayer in front of St. Peter's
Basilica, wherethe crowdshad not yet dissipated.Despite all this, I had not yet grasped the effect thedeath
of this man wouldhave on the city in which I now
live. After my classes Monday evening, I returned
to the Vatican to check out the scene. By then, all of
the media from around the world had arrived, and I
stoodright next to several reportersas they made live

By Joe Sabia

Never

would I have thought out of all the
semesters in the past 27 years, I would
choose the one to study abroad in Rome

during the deathof Pope JohnPaul 11.
I rememberpushing and shoving to reach a spot
with a clearview.After all, I was fortunate enoughto
get a seatfor that Easter Mass, so you betterbelieve I
was going to get my ticket's worth and do whatever
it took to see in the window a debilitated, yet able
JohnPaul 11. As I reached viewof him justin time to
be blessed, he vanished from sight as the windows
swiftly closed. And that was the pope's last public
appearancewhile alive.
When news was announced that the pope had
gotten very sick, Rome's people had instinctively
known that his death was near.As this city was completely suspended in a "When's it going to happen?"
mentality, with news bits offeringdarkerand darker
developmentsby the minute, the world braced itself
for a monumental occurrence. In an impromptu decision, I ventured down to St. Peter's Square to join
thousands ofothersbecause I knew, butfelt too guilty
to admit, that I wanted to be therefor thepope's death.
At 9:37 p.m., on April 2, one didn'tneed a television,
a computer, or presence at St.Peter's to be informed
ofhis passing - every single churchbell in Rome had
woken, crashing togetherin a disturbingly beautiful
unison.

Keith Stefanelli is a junior in the College ofArts
andSciences.
Now, imagine being in a city that erupted in a
complete, chaotic, overcrowdedbustle; an epicenter
where all basic cable stations played the same makeshift papal talk shows, where, in a sign of honor,
hastilyplasteredposters of thepope's image adorned
sidewalks, and where spontaneously crafted tributes
of candles, photos, and letters, eerily reminiscent of
thoseconstructed at ground zero after Sept. 11, embellished the gloomy, frenetic space at St. Peter's.
A short time later, I knew I wanted to check
things out the first day the pope's body was available for public viewing. I had arrived at the Vatican
at 5:30 a.m. to find myself in a "line" 30 feet wide
and a quarter mile awayfrom the doorsof St. Peter's
Basilica - a crowd of Commonwealth-Avenue-buson-Friday-Night proportions. At 6 a.m. the pope's

body, before entering the church, was brought out to

the square for a moment only to receive - with the aid
of gigantic live-feed megatrons - boisterous cheers
from the masses.
While waiting in the sea ofhumanity, I waspretty
surprised how many people around me didn't speak
English. Throngs of American journalists skulked
alongsidethe barricadesseemingly desperateto interview English speakingpeople.A few would justwalk
and yell, "Who speaks English?" while others, more
creatively, made signs that read, "Speak English? And
from Texas? Then talkto me!" You should have seen
the perplexity frozen in the faces of Italians when
anchormanBrian Williams made a dashing presence

By Micheal Cianchette
It was midnight as I walked

As I watchedhis casketbeing
carried awayfor the last time and
heardthebell strike a solemn tone,
I realized whatthe world had lost.
It was half past noon - 12 and a
half hours since I arrived at the
Vatican. I realized that I had arrived in the darkest of night, and
was leaving at the brightest point
of theday. The Church will be the
same - while those of us who are
Catholic mourn the passing of a
truly awesome pontiff, and those
of other faiths mark the passing
of a great man, a new pope will
be electedandhis light will shine.
Although John Paul II has left a
difficult legacy to follow, 1 hope
the worldwill work with the new
pontiff, and the moment of peace
the worldknew for that secondwill
be found again and last forever.
Micheal Cianchette is a juniorin
the College ofArts and Sciences.

one. To leave Iraq would throw the country into
chaos and civil war and wouldexpose Iraq to another invasion from more malignant nations than
the United States.
Catechism 2309 states, "The use of arms must
not produce evils and disorders graver than the evil
to be eliminated." If the United States withdraws
from Iraq prematurely, it's possible that a greater
evil than the tyranny of Sadaam Hussein might be
created.Again, the Catholic Church has condemned
the invasion, but that is in the past and is now irreversible. Jesuits are renownedfor their pragmatism
and logic, coupled with theirquest for social justice.
It is therefore BC's mission as a Jesuit university
to keep its campus open to the ROTC because Iraq
needs compassionate, learned individuals to help

the April 7 issue ofThe Heights, Nick FullerGooginswrote a column decrying thepresence
of the ROTC on campus. Fuller-Googins
opened his argument by stating that, "Boston
College as a Jesuitschool with an explicit commitment to social justice - has no business aiding,
supporting, or accepting ROTC in any way." The
Jesuit order is a sect of Catholicism. Jesuit's owe
their ultimate religion to Rome and the Catholic
Church. The Catechism of the Catholic Church
spells out the official Church's teachings on moral
issues. The Catechisms say nothing about the idea
of a military being immoral, in fact it teaches in
Paragraph2310 "Public authorities have the right
rebuild it.
and duty to impose on citizens the obligationsnecesThe American military, Fuller-Googins prosary for national defense. Those who are sworn to
claims
"demands utter obedience, there is no room
serve their country in the armed forces are servants
for
inquiry,
discernment, or individual thought." The
of the security and freedom ofnations. Ifthey carry
out their duty honorably,they truly contribute to the military is like any other bureaucratic organization in
common good of the nation and the maintenance that in relies ona system oforders fromthose who are
of peace." The Catechism of the Catholic Church higherup to thosewho are lower on the bureaucratic
acknowledgesthat war is a reality and is sometimes ladder.Fuller-Googinswould inevitablypoint toAbu
Ghraib as an exampleof the horrors of the military
the onlymeans necessary forpeace.
system.
bureaucratic
The Catechism was influenced greatly by the
in
the military who are true Catholics,
Those
works ofsuch prominenttheologians such as Augustine who wrote, "We do not seekpeace in orderto be however, willpractice individualthought. Catechism
at war, but we go to war that we may have peace." 2313 reads, "Non-combatants, wounded soldiers,
Augustine is able to reconcile Christian principles and prisoners must be respected and treated humanely. Actions deliberately contrary to the law of
with war when war is necessary to further peace.
Now, both the Catechism and Augustine state nations and to its universal principles are crimes
thatwar is only justifiedif it is "just." The lateJohn Blind obediencedoesnot suffice to excuse thosewho
Paul II and the Catholic Church declared that the carry them out." ROTC members from BC, with
current war in Iraq is unjust. So Fuller-Googins, their Jesuit, Catholic education would perhaps be
eventhough he evidently didn'tdohis homeworkon thebest candidatesto be whistleblowerson immoral
Catholic teachings, seems to have been accidentally behavior such as the torture at Abu Ghraib.
Fuller-Googins wrote "100,000 dead Iraqi civilredeemed by something he didn't consult before
ians
and over 1,500 dead U.S soldiers [is] a great
writing his column.
moralcrisis."
He is right, and it is BC's duty to adhere
One must look at the situation, however, with
its Catholicprinciples and try to alleviatethe crisis
to
and
moral
view.
Fullerpractical,
realistic,
a
Does
as best as it can. BC is morally justifiedand bound
Googins actually believe the situation will be bettered if the number of BC graduates is reduced in to keep the ROTC program.
Iraq? It is evident that the United States will not
pull out of Iraq any time soon and for good reason. CaseyDoherty is afresman in the College ofArts
The situation in Iraq is a messy, incredibly instable and Sciences.

...

.

Kevin Boland is a columnistfor The Heights. His
columns appear regularly in the opinions section.

by his death.

A religious argument for
ROTC on campus

In

ConfirmingBolton, however,may prove troublesome. Althoughhehas beenconfirmedforhigh government positions four times before and served in those
posts with distinction during three administrations
untainted by scandal, he faces seriousresistance from
Senate democratsand liberal Republican Sen. Lincoln
Chafee; the April 6 Boston Globenoted that"Chafee is
leaningagainst supporting Bolton in amovethat could
derail thenomination." Those opposed to Bolton should
keep in mind a recent Fox News poll where only 32
percent of Americans approve of the job the United
Nations is doing while 46 percent disapprove.
I think a recent Wall Street Journal editorial
summed up the dispute overthe United Nations best:
"Thedebate over Mr. Bolton'snominationisn'tbetween
'multilateralists'andAmericans who wantto go it alone
in the world. It is between those who want the world
to act effectively when it should against the world's
bullies and those who'd prefer to settle for the U.N.s
usual empty speechifying."
The Senate should confirm Bolton quickly so he
can get to work on the dauntingtask ofreforming the
United Nations. No more Mr. Nice Guy.

for

France, marked a moment of
transcendence beyond politics
and strife to caring about another
human being, without judging. It
should be noted that while John
Paul II spent his entire life working for peace in our world. It was
achieved, if only for a moment,

in a three piece suite wortha Boston Collegetuition, understandwith a bunch of nuns, 1 befriendedMariusz
while surrounded by a posse of NBC crewmen - a and Maria, a 21-year-old couple who had just spent
sight sufficiently explained by my quasi-fathomable two days hitchhiking to be there for the farewell of
the "most inspiring man in Polish history."
translation, "That's an important man in America."
After what seemed to be a decade-long wait, I
Upon entry into thepiazza, some how 1 endedup
enteredthe church. The pope's completely unscathed landing a spot deadcenter facing the stage. It's hard to
body, in natural, decaying form, was placed at the explainwhat I felt during that three hour mass, as just
base ofBernini'saltar in the Basilica. Envision shufone soleAmericanCatholic in a crowdofhundreds of
fling your feet in a church the length of a football world leaders, sleepless red-eyed believers, and red
field, as those packed around you march alongsidein and white Polish flags. I realized that no one single
deafening silence, with all eyes in eager anticipation person in America, from George Bush to George
for the first sight of a red papal robe. As you finally Clooney, could ever command that large an amount
reach the body (positioned next to the same Swiss ofpeople at anytime for anypurpose. I was immersed
Guards you read about in Dan Brown's Angels and in pure loyalty.
Demons) you are stunned - but your view is limited
In the end, in a potently emotional style, the
to a cursory peek - as officials hurriedly shuffle you pallbearersraised thecasket above the stage, carried
in procession. As for me, 1 escaped lucky. I had to it to the center, and tilted it justslightly down toward
waitsix hours to see the pope's body - a seemingly the crowd - as if the pope himselfwas respectfully
painstaking wait paling in comparison to those that genuflecting to his loyal family of followers. For a
had to waitup to 15.
solid 20 seconds, the church's bells crashed as hunAfterreceiving creepy Orwellian text messages dreds of thousands of people around me, with lives
from the government announcingtransportation cloequally,uniquely, and specially affected by thepope's
sures for the pope's funeral that Friday, I knew I'd existence, said goodbye for the last time. Everyone
have to get there early. The funeral was scheduledfor around me sobbed. Everyone around me waved
10 a.m., so I showed up at a modest 1 a.m. All through so-long. The casket was carried away, and all that
that sleeplessnight, glancing at streets packed with remainedfor these devoutbelievers were memories
sleeping bags and tents, 1 was completely moved at of a man who upon deathproved to be immortal.
how armies of Polish immigrants, in mass exodus,
did whatever was necessary to attend the funeral. At JoeSabia is a junior in the College ofArts and
one point, right after singing Polish songs I didn't Sciences.

By Casey Doherty

NEWSART.COM / PAUL LACHINE

for

if

By Kevin Boland

The

life

entire
working
the edge ofthe Vaticancolonnade.
AlthoughI could easilyhave spent
peace in our world. It
the night in my bed, I wouldnever
was achieved, only
have made it intothe Piazza had I
a moment, by his death.
doneso. Even at midnight, the line
already encompassed thousands
of people. Four ofmy friends and
I set up a little camp on the road as a man offaith and justicefrom
practitioners ofall religions.In our
approaching the gates.
The pilgrims had come from modern society, with situational
morals,herefused to "water-down"
all corners of the globe. The various languagesI heard conversing, Catholicism in orderto appeasethe
singing, and praying made me West. Instead, he favored work in
realize the truth behind the title the developingworld, andreached
out to the youth.
of the Church. While it is obviAll this became apparent
ously Catholic in title, the original
meaning of "catholic" - universal standing in that square, watching
- became quite apparent to me. the gospelslayon top ofhis casket
Obviously Italians were there en - from thecrowds ofyoung people
loudly chanting, "Santo Subito,"
masse, but so were Poles, Spaniards, various Slavic populations, appealing for an immediate canonization of the Holy Father, to
Germans, Japanese,Koreans, Africans, Latin Americans, andthose the Latinos who sat next to us,
of us from the United States - and and smiling, offered us, obviously
American, to share their food.
that is just a partial listing.
The incredible numbers who CardinalRatzinger, in his homily,
arrivedpays testament to what the touched on what John Paul had
ministry of John Paul II meant. shown to his flock. Although my
He grewup a boy in Poland, who Italian is not perfect yet, the gist
was John Paul had shown us true
fought Nazis and later Communists, heard the call of the Lord Christian love.
This sort of love is the eterall the way to the throne of Saint
Peter. He was a man who was able nal bond each of us shares with
to inspire not only Catholics and each other. Christ was the first to
Christians, but was also revered show it, in the most complete way

John Bolton and the U.N.

UnitedNations needshelp - badly. It needs
some tough love and serious reform. John
Bolton, PresidentBush's nominee to the post
of United States Ambassador to the United
Nations, is just the man to deliver that message. The
UnitedNationshas been plaguedwith troubles.There is
the OilforFood scandal where it is alleged that upward
of $20 billon was siphoned off the program set up to
aid the peopleof Iraq during Saddam'sbrutalrule. The
money was used to bribe U.N. officials, peoplein high
posts offoreign governments,including that ofFrance,
and evenKofi Annan's son,Kojo. There is the legacy of
inaction during the genocidein Rwandaand the ongoinggenocidein Darfur. And, withoutAmerican action in
Bosniaand Kosovo, it is likely that the United Nations
would have done nothing but deliberatedand issued
condemnations while genocidesoccurred there.
John Bolton has been blunt and harsh in his criticism of the United Nations. He has said that, "If the
U.N. secretary building in New York lost 10 stories,
it wouldn't make a difference" and that, "The U.N.
should be used when and where we choose to use it
to advanceAmerican national interests,not to validate
academictheoriesand abstractmodels.But the U.N.is
only a tool, not a theology.It is one ofseveral options
we have, and it is certainly not invariably the most
important one."
In addressing the many faults of the United Nations, Bolton will seek not to destroy the organization,
but to strengthen it. America has for some time sought
to reform the Security Council, which reflects the balance ofpower circa 1945. Germany, India, Japan, and
Brazil all deserve permanent membership. The United
Nations should also endtheobscene practice of having
such countries as Libya chair the human rights commission. At the secretariat level, Kofi Annan should
hire staffers based on merit, not nationality.There are
undoubtedly other initiatives that Bolton will likely
seek, but the end goal ofreformingthe United Nations
shouldbe that if the secretary building lost 10 stories,
it would make a difference.
Appointing Bolton is a reflection ofBush's belief
that the UnitedNationsis ineffective and needs change.
As Fred Barnes of The Weekly Standard put it,"The
president's idea is simple: No more Mr. Nice Guy. He
believes internationalorganizations have failed largely
and must be challengedand reformed."

John Paul II spent his

two minutesfrom my apartment to

possible - by dying on the cross
so that others may live. The sign
of peace exchangedbetween the
various world leaders, from Israel
and Syria to the United States and

.
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guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Springing to the

Hoyas
pull
rank on

South

Staying around

for one more

Eagles

Sometimes he has to put therush on. It's a
mad dash, really. Maneuveringaround others,
slipping past opponents thatare looking for the
same thing he is. Just another day in the life.
The usual grind. Same ol' hustle. For all intents andpurposes, it's football on the streets.
No pads on pads action, but it's important. It's
It's about gettingtherefirst.
bigger.
Kevin
"If
you're not over there by a certain time
Armstrong
you're not goingto get anything. I go down
near Bluestone Bistro. You've got to be there
or you're out of luck," said Mathias Kiwanuka, full-time defensive lineman, part-time parking space chaser.
The man lives on campus, but has to park off. It's a typical
problem for Boston College students. But how would you like
to battle a 6-7, 271-pound defensive linemenfor a spot? Right,
you wouldn't.
Kiwanukacould have left after his junioryear and bolted
for the NationalFootball League, but he stayed around and is
still searching for a parking space in Brighton. First or second
round draftpick status is what many foresaw. Signing bonuses
and luxurious lifestyles of therich and young awaitedthe man
from fndianapolis.
An Escalade may have been in line. Possibly a Mercedes or
whatever his taste may desire. A handshake with Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue wouldhave been in order. Basically, he would
have been handed the keys to a life in the fast lane.But this past
winter, followingthe team'sbowl win over North Carolina,
Kiwanuka chose to put the breaks on and stop at the light before
the rest ofhis life.
"ft was a decision thatmy family and 1 made," said Kiwanuka. "William [Green] did everything he could before leaving.
He had his own situation. Same with [Chris] Snee. They had
otherthings to take care of. Family needs were met. But I really
didn't have anythingpressing. My family is fine whether 1 go
this year or next year," saidKiwanuka.
But ifyou want to understand how far he has come, you
have to look back to a conversation Kiwanukahad with his position coach back during his Cathedral High days in Indianapolis. The coach was Kevin Mattson. Mattson pulledKiwanuka
aside. And no, the topic ofchoice was not whatkind of car to
buy.
"It was a serious conversation. I wanted to playbasketball
in college. Didn't really think offootball. I got some offers from
Ball State and Butler as well as others. But coach told me to
look at things seriously. He said, 'You'replaying center right

Breaznell scores
five goals in loss to
No. 4 Georgetown
By Tom Wiedeman
Assoc. Sports Editor

HEIGHTS FILE PHOTO

Looking to a future in the pros, Kiwanuka saw another year in school as beneficial for his position.

See Armstrong, B6

Moving on to
new settings
Kevin Armstrong
Sports Editor

By

It's officially over for Boston College football. Well,
on the field, at least.
Goodbye, Big East. Hello, ACC. Goodbye,basketball
conference. Greetings,super conference.BC is no longer
down with the BE. It's up and out to the ACC.
Why? Well, it was a money move, also known as a
necessary move. Ever since becoming a national university academicallyin the mid-to-late '90s, there's been a
move by the athletic department to keep the athletics up
there with academics.With this move, there is the greater
HEIGHTS GRAPHIC/ TOM WIEDEMAN
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Tom O'Brien is happy to get things started after a rough year.

The outcome may not have
been the best, but the women's
lacrosse team played its most
complete gameof the season before falling
Georgetown 12 to No 4
Boston College 8 Georgetown
on Saturday on its Newton Campus field.
The 12-8 loss gave Boston
College its second straight defeat
after winning five out of its last
six games. Georgetown was the
highestranked team the Eagles had
faced this season.
"Despite the loss, we finally
put together two really strong efforts andmadea totalteam effort,"
senior Jackie Yovankin said. "It
was really exciting to play with a
team at thathigh a level."
The individual highlight
for BC came from senior Susie
Breaznell, who scored a team high
five goals on the Hoyas. Breaznell
leads the Eaglesin both points and
goals, with 29 scores this year.
Georgetown(8-2,3-0) started
the scoring off in a hurry, netting
two goalsin thefirst threeminutes
to jump out to a 2-0 lead.
Breaznellthen sparked a three
goal run by the Eagles (6-4, 1-3)
with her first score, followed two
minutes later by a free position
shot from Elizabeth Kadison that
knotted the score at two. Junior
Lizette Bloom then gave BC its
first and only lead of the game on
an unassisted goal with just under
12 minutes left in the first half.
"We had a lotofmovement on
attack, but we were very patient.
Both teams were capitalizing
on each other's mistakes," said
Yovankin.
Continuing the alternating
scoring streaks, the Hoyas took a
6-3 lead after four straight goals
including two from senior Ali
Chambers.
BC responded late in the half,
as Breaznell notched her second
goal off a passfromKadison. Carley St.Lucia then foundKatherine
Wagoner justovera minutelaterto
pull BC within two as the teams

See Spring, B6
See Georgetown, B4

Husky steals dunk light
Sophomore Bobby
Kelly puts on show
for Black Family
Weekend crowd
Kevin Armstrong
Sports Editor

By

Apparentlythe lawsof phys-

ics were a bit more clearly defined
thisweekend.While it was known
that Eagles can fly, it was unclear
since the Wesley Snipes movie
White Men Can't Jump whether
white men could elevate to the
status of a dunk contest championship.
Yet after Northeastern University's BobbyKelly wind milled,
threw 3605, and the rest of his
gravity-defying repertoire at the
contestants at the Powers Gym
in Conte Forum on Saturday, he
became thefan favorite andearned
the respect of this year's crowd
with the approval of the masses
and guest judges.
"It was great with Bobby
showinghis stuff. Hereally showed
a lot out there, and the fans loved

him," said sophomore forward

Husky guard.
Jared Dudley who helped assemble
In a cut off shirt and maroon
the lineup for the dunk fest.
BC shorts, Williams failed to
Yet while it was Dudley on knock down an overly impressive
the microphonealongwith junior dunk in the attempts that he was
guard Louis Hinnant, it was the allotted.
Northeastern athlete who stole
Though he tried, with bethe show.
tween the legs dunks and windmill
twists, the high flying Williams
All 10s.
Kelly had just raised people was unable to deliver in front of
off their seats and the shouts thehome crowd, andthe fans were
rained downfrom theBlack Famleft to cheerloudest for Kelly and
ily Weekend crowd assembled his high-rising antics.
A game among BC students
by event coordinator sophomore
JenniferAllen.
and alumni preceded the main
The 6-3 Kelly had jumped event as a crowd gathered in the
over another player, slammed Powers Gym for the dunk conhome a two handed dunk and left test. After the game, the judges
thecrowd in an uproar. Masters of took their seats and the dunkers
ceremonies Dudley and Hinnant stretched on the sidesand warmed
embraced each other and made up on the rims. A buzz was born
HEIGHTS PHOTO / LINDSAY MORTON
a movement to clear out of the in the gym.
Special guest judge panel included Northeastern's Jose Juan Barea, BC basketball guard Jermaine Watson, Holy
Basketballs hadbeen pumped, Cross's Kevin Hamilton, NESN's Jamie Parker and BC Hockey's Patrick Eaves.
gym so as to conclude the contest
despite the turn of Scan Williams dribbled, andshot. Thecrowd was
next.
getting raucous as a person was
"It was a little disappointing brought out as a prop beneath the
Frozen Four
Spring has sprung
that Scan couldn't bring it home basket.
With Boston Collegeleft out of
With the wintersports dead, the
with the crowd and everything,
Cheers got louder.
picture, Denver and North Dahope and freshness ofspring have
the
Point-Counterpoint
but he tried his stuff out there,"
Shouts got shorter.
Now that basketball is doneand
kotabattledfor the championship.
come to the forefront of the BC
said Dudley.
Among the judges were forfootball is preparing for next year,
Denver defeatedthe Sioux and
sports scene. B3
Yet, it was over when Kelly mer NBA player and Boston Colcollectedits second consecutive
Jay Hedstrom and Jeffrey Weindid his dunk. Gone were any
B2
Sports in Short
stein weigh in on the merits of the
national title Saturday night. B3
chances of Williams outdoing the
See Dunk, B4
move to the ACC. B3
Scoreboard
B5
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Carlson named Hockey Humanitarian
SeniorSarah Carlson was honoredas the2005 HockeyHumanitarian Award recipient at last weekend'sFrozen Four in Columbus,
Ohio. The award, in its 10th year, is given annually to "college
hockey's finest citizen" spanning both men's andwomen's hockey.
Carlson is thefirst BC student-athletetoreceivethe award. She
was chosen from a group offive athletes from around the country,
including QuinnipiacUniversity seniorGillianGallagher,Dartmouth
College seniorJohn Ostapyk, CanisiusCollege senior Mark Persick,
and University ofMassachusetts senior Peter Trovato.
During her career at BC, the defensemannotched 23 points and
this season was namedto both the Hockey East First Team and New
England Hockey Writers Women's Division I All-Star team.
Off the ice, Carlson has participated in service trips to both
Mexico and inner city Boston along with numerous other service
activities. She was also a four-year member of the Dean's List and
was awardedthe American Women's Coaches Association Scholar
All-AmericaAward.

Ex-BC player suspended for steroids
Former Boston College baseball player, Ryan Leahy, was one
of 38 minor leaguers suspended for steroid use last week. The shortstop graduated last year and was drafted by theLos Angeles Angels.
Leahy is currently a memberof the CedarRapidsKernels, theA-ball
affiliatefor the Angels.
All of the players received an unpaid 15-gamesuspension for a
first timeoffense of the league's drugpolicy. Major League Baseball
tested 925 minor leaguers on 18 teams that held spring training in
Arizona.

Hockey earns three All-Americans
Three men's hockey players were named Ail-Americanslast
week by the American Hockey Coaches Association. Senior defenseman AndrewAlberts and junior forwardPat Eaves were both
named to the Division 1 All-AmericanEast first team, while senior
captain Ryan Shannon earned second-teamhonors.
Alberts was the only player in the nation to repeat as a firstteam member, while Shannon and Eaves both earned second team
honors last season. The Eagles have garnered at least one first team
selection in each ofthe past three seasons and have 13 total selections since 1998.
Alberts signed with the AHL ProvidenceBruins while Shannon has an amateur tryout contract with the Cincinnati Mighty
Ducks of the same league. Eaves will return for his senior season
unless he leaves for the NHL.
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE

"I didn't know what they were, but he said they would help me and I said, 'OK, great!"
?Roberto Clemente Jr. on unknowingly recieving steriods from Luiz Perez during the 1987 season

The greatest game BC has never seen
I had a dreamthe
othernight.
It was last Monday
and there was just over
a minute to play in the
NCAA Championship
game. The Boston College
Eagles were down four,
Dan
76-72, against the UniCarrow
versity ofNorth Carolina.
Scan May had justtaken a
pass underthe net from Ray Felton and had
slammed it in the face ofCraig Smith.
The Eagles were down, but not out by
any means. No, they had been in this position
all season long. In the regular season, they
had managed to come back against afew
teams, includingbig wins againstVale in
double overtimeand a thrilling last second
win against Villanova. They knew whatthey
were doing.
The cheers from the stands were deafening and the yellingfrom the sidelines was
a clutter in all the noise. The inbounds pass
wentto Jermaine Watson who calmly, but
quickly took the ball up court. Once he
crossed half court, the Tar Heelspressed hard
defensively. Watson protected the ball as he
took a few step to the outside. A pass to Nate
Doornekamp outside the arc yielded no open
shot. The captain quickly gave it to Jared
Dudley as he broketowardthe basket.
The ball missed the target and the ball
bounced towardthe sideline. Dudley and
Felton both dovetowardthe ball. Just before
they collided, Dudley slapped the ball to
Louis Hinnant, who quickly lookedfor a
pass inside to Smith. No chance. He was still
covered tight and time was quicklyrunning
out. Somethinghad to be done.

Suddenly, Watson came barreling in and
found a hole. The pass went to him. Before
he could do anything though, the hole was
filled and Watson was bumped from behind.
He stumbled a bit, but quickly dumpedit off
to Smith, who had gotten someroom thanks
to the play. Smith returned the favor to May
with a one handedreach over dunk. Just like
that it was 76-74 with 49 seconds left.
The Eagles didn'tfoul. Slowly, the Tar
Heel's brought the ball up court as the Eagles
waited at their hoop. A couple ofpasses
around the arc did nothing for the Tar Heels
except bring time down on the shot clock.
They brought it all the way down to 10 seconds and then they put their play in motion.
They thought they could seal the dealright
then and for a few seconds it lookedlike they
were right. Rashad McCants took a pass as he
broke towardthe left side of the basket and
flipped it up towardthe hoop.
There was one bounce on the right side
of the ring and a second bounce to the left.
The ball bounced up and everyone watching
held their breaths. Somehow, to the wonder
and amazement ofeveryone in the stadium,
the ball fell off the side.
Smith sprung up andbear hugged the
ball for therebound with 16 seconds left.
There was no timeoutcalled.
Theball was carefully, but quickly,
given to Hinnant halfway up the court as the
Eagles rushed the opposite side. Fourteen
seconds left. Smith couldn't get in position
near the basket. He tried to break free for the
pass, but everywhere he turned, there was a
TarHeel defender.Ten seconds left. Dudley
was waitingoutside the arc and dancing a
little towardthe basket, but a pass to him
could be easily deflected. Seven seconds left.

Doornekamp was caught between defenders. He was locked up and couldn'tbreak
free. Five seconds left. Hinnant looked to the
basket, he was out of options. Three seconds
left. Then he saw Watson, who went back and
took the pass, then immediately spun around
and let the ball fly from five feet outside the
arc as the clock hit zero, the backboard lit up,
and the buzzer sounded.
Then there was nothing. Not a sound
in the whole stadium. It was like a warm
summer night when all youhear is the quiet
chirps ofcrickets.
When the ball was in the air, time passed
in slow motion. Everyone was juststanding
and staring, with their jaws dropped. Some
had their hands raised toward the sky, some
were clenching their fists, and others were
clasping their hands together as ifthey were
praying. Then there was one of the most
beautiful sounds that anyone on the Eagles
had ever heard. A swoosh.
It read 77-76 on the scoreboard. The
stands erupted and the Eagles rushed Watson
as he fell to his knees. Dudley threw a few
pieces of clothing into the stands with his first
finger up in the air. Smith yelled towardthe
sky with his arms raised. Doornekamp was
somewhere in the pile and Hinnant jumped
up and down as he joinedthe celebration.
Roy Williams did not get hisfirst college basketball championship as a coach and
instead, Al Skinner was on the sideline with a
bigger smile than anyone had everseen.
It was one of the greatest gamesBC has
never seen.
And then I woke up.

Dan Carrow is theassistant sports editorand a
junior in the College ofArts and Sciences.

Fenway fireworks

HEIGHTS QUICKIES

This week in the
history ofBC

Hill sets BC record in heptathlon
Sophomore Kasey Hill broke her own school record in the
heptathlon, scoring 4,852 points on her way to winning the Tufts
University "Hillside" meet Friday.
Hill qualified for the Big East championship with her performance, scoring almost 41 points higher than her previous record.
Seniors Liz Hassan and Jacqueline Tanzella helped sweep the
top three for BC, finishing second and third respectively, each with
personal bests. Both athletes also qualified for the Big East championship.

Softball splits games with St. John's
The softballteam split a double-headerwith St. John's yesterday,
dropping the first game 7-4 but comingback to pull off a 3-2 win in
the second game.
SophomoreAshley Oberst was a perfect 2-for-2 from the plate
whileknocking in allthree ofBC's runs in the victory. MichelleDaly
pitched 6.2 innings to collect the win on the mound, improving her
overall record to 7-6.
In the first game,Lisa Fieldnotched threeRBl's on 2-for-3 batting while Elena Ferrero sufferedthe loss in givingup six runs in 4.
2 innings.
The split puts the Eagles at 13-15overall and 3-3 in the conference. The squad currently sits in fourth place in the Big East.

NATION

Arena League player dies in game
Former NFL defensivelinemanAl Lucas diedfrom a spinal cord
injury yesterday while trying to make a tackle for the Los Angeles
Avengers in an Arena League football game,representatives for the
team said. Davis was taken to a hospital, but attempts to revive him
were unsuccessful.
Replays showedLucas, 26, bendingto make a tackleonakickoff
return as two opposing players tumbled over his head and back,
apparentlyhitting Lucas in the head. He did not move after hitting
the ground.
A defensivelinemanfrom Troy State, Lucas played two seasons
with the CarolinaPanthers before spending the past three seasons in
theAFL.
Lucas was married to De-ShondaLucas andhad one daughter,
Mariah.

Early entries may deplete ACC teams
Andrew Bogut, Kelenna Azubuike, John Gilchrist, Charlie
Villanueva, and Francisco Garcia have all declared their intentions
to enter the NBA next season instead of returning to their college

KRt PHOTO

The Red Sox and Yankees battle tonight in Fenway to open the baseball season in Boston. New York has taken
two of three games from Boston so far. The day's events begin three hours before the scheduledfirst pitch.

EDITOR'S PICK
Major League Baseball
Where: Fenway Park
When: Today, 3:05 p.m.
TV: NESN

?

2005 Red Sox Home Opener

April 14, 2003
Erin Mackey and Kirn Ryan
were named Co-Big East Player of
theWeek and Co-BigEast Pitcher
of the weekrespectively.
Mackey led the Eagles to a
perfect 4-0 record on the week,
bringing the teamto the top of the
standings. She hit .500 during the
week with six hits, three of which
were for extra bases. She also collected five RBIs and one stolen
base.
Ryan appearedin three games
the
for
week and compiled a 2-0
record with one save. In the three
games, she struck out 28 and did
not allow a run over 14.2 innings
pitched. She gaveup justthree hits
over the timespan
The Eagles moved into first
place that weekand improvedtheir
record to 18-13 overall and 7-1 in
the Big East with the two sweeps
against Pittsburgh and Virginia.

Trivia time

Perhaps the most anticipatedopening day in Fenway Park's 94 seasons of history. Coming off a
World Series victory, the Red Sox will be presentedwith their rings and raise a banner to commemorate
the 2004 seasonin front of their longtimerivals, the New York Yankees.The game startsat 3:05 p.m., but
the ceremonies begin an hour earlier.Last year in the ALCS, the Red Sox came back from a 3-0 deficit
and won the next four games to advance to the World Series.

1. Before last weekend, what team had
most recently won consecutive NCAA
championships?
2. What two Eagles earned 2003-04Division I All-America first-team honors?

Sports Calendar
DAY
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TIME

EVENT

TV/RADIO

BASEBALL
@

Harvard

none

Tue., Apr. 12

3 p.m.

Thurs., Apr. 14

3:30 p.m.

Hartford

none

Sat., Apr. 16

12 p.m.

@ Rutgers

none

Sun., Apr. 17

12 p.m.

@

Rutgers

none

SOFTBALL
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'
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Spotlight: Stat
line of the week
Player: Szilvia Szegedi
Sport: Women's Tennis
Match: Singles
Opponent: Oklahoma
The Eagles ended up losing

Tue., Apr. 12

3 p.m.

Harvard

none

North Carolina star Rashad McCants has all but declared and
many expect teammates Raymond Felton and Marvin Williams to
follow him, as all three are expected to be very high picks. This
wouldleavethe defendingnational champions without three of their
top five players.
Fellow ACC member Wake Forest could also lose star pointguard Chris Paul, who many consider a top five pick and the best
guardavailable.Also expectedto declare are Washington guardNate
Robinson and Pittsburgh guard CarlKrauser.

Tue., Apr. 12

5 p.m.

Harvard

none

Sat., Apr. 16

12 p.m.

Syracuse

none

Sat., Apr. 16

2 p.m.

Syracuse

none

1 p.m.

@ Syracuse

none

Bow-and-arrow mishap costs lineman

Wed., Apr. 13

2:30 p.m.

Assumption

none

Fri., Apr. 15

3 p.m.

St. John's

none

Sun., Apr. 17

10 a.m.

@ Rutgers

none

@ Boston University

none

Syracuse

none

6-1, but thelone victory wasa solid
win by junior Szegedi.
She won the lone singles victoryon Saturday in Norman,Okla.,
defeatingHeatherSaluri handilyin
two sets, 6-4, 6-4.
Szegedihas won her last six
singles matches this season.
Her success in singlesmatches has been common in her Boston
College career.
During freshmanyear, Szegedi joinedin the spring and went
11-5 in No. 1 singles position.
She followedup that performance
with a 16-5 recordher sophomore
year.
The loss broke a six match
winning streak for the Eagles.

none

Dan Carrow, Asst. Sports
Editor

teams.

Perm Staterecently dismissedtheirstarting center on the offensive
line, E.Z. Smith. Smith was involved in an incident at a dormitory
party in which arrowswere shot through a wall and caused over $700
worth of damage,but no one was reported injured.
Smith started every game last season for the NitanyLions, on a
team thatstruggled through much of the season on theirway to a 4-7
record.
The universityhas saidthat Smith may return to classes as long as
the damage is covered,but coach JoePaterno said hehas not decided
whether he will allow Smithback on the field.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Sat., Apr. 16

MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Wed., Apr. 13

1:30 p.m.

Sat., Apr. 16

2 p.m.

WOMEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK

this weekend against Oklahoma

?

Fri., Apr. 15

TBA

@

Mt. SAC Relays
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Chris Paul and the Atlantic Coast Conference await BC next year.
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Kevin Pittsnogle and the Big East made BC's last run look ugly.

POINT-COUNTERPOINT
The issue: Is the Big East or the ACC better?
BIG EAST

ATLANTIC COAST

\/S

Jay Hedstrom

Heights Staff
Boston College football is done. BC
basketballis out. And with the conclusion of
the spring sports season, BC will officially
severties with the Big East to jointheAtlantic Coast Conference (ACC).
For the past two years, BC has been
hurled every insult in the book from signs
that read "Benedict Arnold College" to derisive chants of"ACC," in what has been an
excruciatinglylong goodbyeto theBig East

Conference.
BC's move to the ACC has sparked a
national debate over which conference is
better. Two Heights sportswriters will now
duke it out to determine which is better, the
ACC or the Big East?

Jay Hedstrom: So, Jeff, tough start to
the season for those Mets, huh?
JeffWeinstein: It's only one game,and
Pedro looked like the Pedro ofold. I'm sure
you'd take him over Wells right now.
JH: Ouch! That was below the belt.
So Jeff, you like the idea of BC going to
theACC?
JW: It will certainly make a lot of mon-

ey for the school through multiplenationally
televised games, especially for basketball.
We had onlytwo games scheduledfor ESPN
at the start of the basketball season - that's
unacceptablefor a team of our caliber.
JH: BC was making solid money in
the Big East and the conference will only
be getting stronger. UConn will be a team to
contend with on the gridironand the basketball of the Big East is the most competitive
in the country
JW: Did you just say UConn wouldbe
a competitive team in football? 1 don'tthink
they've everbeaten us during theirunimpressive tenurein Division I. For BC to get better
in both football and basketball, the team has
to beat the best, and the best in both sports
consistently comes out of the ACC.
JH:Anotherway to become a prominent
football school is to get a BCS bid. The Big
East certainly provides a better opportunity
for that.
JW: Please! The Big East will havetheir
bid strippedin a few years.
JH: I'm not so sure. With Louisville
coming from Conference USA, the Big

eff
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Senior Lisa Field and softball represent the hope ofspring sports.

Weinstein

Heights Staff
East will have that top program, along with
other solid schools like Pittsburgh and West
Virginia, toretain that BCS bid. Speaking of
Louisville, the Big East will be a basketball
juggernaut next season with Pitino's squad
coming off a Final Four bid, as well as
the additions of Cincinnati and Marquette.
And don't forget UConn and Syracuse. No
contest!
JW: Jay,you're convenientlyforgetting
teams like South Florida and Rutgers, who
contribute to the large disparity between top
and bottom in the Big East in both football
and basketball. The ACC as a whole is a
stronger conference due to its depth. By the
way, whatconferenceare the national champion North Carolina Tar Heels from?
JH: That wouldbe theACC. But recall
the twoprevious national championsin men's
college basketball, both from the Big East.
Besides, where's your sense of loyalty?BC
was a founding school of the Big East. Are
you going toturn your back on them?
JW: For more TV exposure and better

competition, both athletically and academically, absolutely.

Denver freezes out North Dakota
BMeyri-BJo orzil eri
(KRT)

COLUMBUS, Ohio
Denver wonits second straight NCAA
hockey championship with a 4-1
victory overNorthDakota on Saturday night, but this was nothing
like last time.
Insteadofa late-gamefrenzy,
that
againstMaine in the 2004
like
title game, Denver played with
veteran poise, as it had all season,
in becoming only the seventh
?

school to win back-to-back championships.
It played with a renewed
power play that paid off for the
second consecutive game, resulting in two of its first three goals
before an announced crowd of

17,155 in Value City Arena at The
SchottensteinCenter.
Most of all, it played with a
pair offreshmen who have Denver
thinking that a third title isn't just
a dream.
Paul Stastny, NHL star Peter's
son, scored twice, including the
key goal for 3-1 lead with 11:31
left in the third period off a Matt
Carle rush, to help Denver to the
title. Peter Mannino, tournament
MVP, made 44 saves, two nights
after his 41 saves beat Colorado
College in the Frozen Four.
"We were very opportunistic offensively," said DU coach
George Gwozdecky, the eighth
coach to win back-to-back titles
in his 11th season at Denver. "We
got great goaltending from Peter
Mannino. Once we got the lead, we
played pretty darn well with it."
North Dakota's23 third-period shots tied a title-gamerecord.
"It lookedonce or twice there
that we had them beat five-hole
and all of a sudden the whistle
blows, he stands up andthe puck's
underneathhim," said defenseman
MattGreene ofMannino. "Wehad
ourarms raised, and to be working
that hard that's pretty tough to
swallow."

...

KRT PHOTO

Denver center Gabe Gauthier celebrates a goal Saturday as his teamwent on to win the national championship
The last coach to win backto-back titles is former Colorado
College coach Don Lucia with
Minnesotain 2002 and 2003.
Denver won its seventh national title overall and is 7-2
when it reaches the championship
game.
"We were making nice, composedplays out there," said senior
winger Luke Fulghum, who grew
up in ColoradoSprings and ended
his collegiate career Saturday. "1
should be sad right now, but I'm
so happy. It's a great way to go
out."
Again, Denver's specialteams play made the difference,
like it did against CC. The Pioneers
scored twice on six power-play
attempts, and killed off seven of
eight North Dakota man-advantage chances.

"It was definitely harder to
win it all this season because everybody knewwhat we could do,"

said

tournament

leading scorer

Gabe Gauthier, who scored 12
points (seven goals, five assists) to

help Denver to a 32-9-2 record.
"Last season, we snuck up on
some people, but this season we
had to prove that we could win
with everybodygunning for us."
Jordan Parise had 20 saves
for North Dakota (25-15-5), whose
power-playgoal from Travis Zajac
early in the first period to make
it 1-1 gave North Dakota hope it
could exact revenge on Denver,
which knocked it out of the 2004
tournament in the regional finals.
The team "allowed me to
see the puck and when there were
rebounds they cleared them right
away," Mannino said.
A key play was Mannino's
glove saveof Erik Fabian's angled
shotfrom theend line about seven
minutes afterNorth Dakota tied it
in the second. Mannino's glove appearedto be overthe goal line, but
after video review, officialsruled

thepuck didn't cross.
The game was physical from
the start. Denver star defenseman
Brett Skinner suffered a separated
shoulder on the first shift, but re-

turned to play soon after. Rink
workershad to twicefix the glass
rimming the boards.
"We knew we could win,
but Denver was great tonight,"
said North Dakota forward Chris
Porter.
This is thefourth straight time
Denver has beaten North Dakota
thisyear,but the lasttimethey met,
Denver eked out a 1-0 overtime
win in the WCHA Final Five.
Denver scored first from
senior JeffDrummond about six
minutes into the game before
North Dakotatied it. Stastny redirected a Kevin Ulanski slap shot
near the top of the right circle for
the game-winner on a power-play
goal. Stastny scored again from
Carle for a 3-1 lead with 11:31
left. Gauthier made it 4-1 with an
empty-net goal with less than a
minute left, and Denver was the
national champion.Again.
"It's a greatfeelingofsatisfac-

tion, ofrelief, ofjoy," Gwozdecky

said. "They brought out the best
in us."

Spring has hope
andfreshness

You can
feel it in the air.
The sun is shining, the grass is
green, and the
Dustbowl is full
of Wiffle balls
andFrisbeesflyTom
ing every which
Wiedeman way.
Yes, spring
is here. It seems to take a little
longer up here in the frigid northeast for winter to come to an end,
but it's finally time for Boston
College students to break out their
salmon-colored khaki shorts and
flip-flops.
And just as the flowers are
starting to bloom, hope springs
eternal yet again in the sporting
world.
Every year, fans of all kinds
are deluded into thinking "this is
our year." Heck, maybethis is the
yearTony Graffaninobecomes the
dominant player we all knew he
could be and leads my hometown
Royals to the pennant.
Yes? No? Maybe so?
True, the Royals probably
won't win the pennant this year,
but that'snot what I want to hear as
I lay outside in the sunshine.
What is it exactly that causes
this sudden burst of hope? Who
really knows, but it's alive more
than anywhere at BC.
Ifyou're stillrecovering from
the men's basketball and hockey
teams' premature exitsfrom their
respective tourneys, then you
probably haven'thad time to look
around and see howsuccessful the
spring sports squads have been.
You could start with the Boston baseball team that's currently
leading its division- sorry, not the
Sox. The BC baseball team has
been on a remarkable hot streak
in taking control of the Big East
race, winning 19 of their last 23
games.
For a team that was picked
to finish fourth and lost its first
five games of the year, the Eagles
have come on strong thanks to
some stellarstarting pitching from
senior Mike Wlodarczyk andNate
Jeanes, who have led the team to
the lowest ERA in the Big East.
On the women's side of the
diamond, Softball currently sits
second in the Big East standings.
Though the ranking is probably
a bit premature since they have
playedonlytwo conference games,
the squad has now won three
straight.
But ifyou wantto talk streaks,
youhave to head out to the tennis
courts, where themen's and women's teams each had six straight
wins. Both teams have their eyes
set onreaching the Big East final,
and their recent success seems to
suggest that that's a possibility.
On the non-varsity side, the
men's club lacrosse team has
already climbed to No. 6 in the
country in just its second year in
existence. The Eagles have yet

to lose a game this season, with
no team coming closer than five
goals to BC.
But ifyou just can't get over
thosefall andwinter sports, there's
still plenty for you to be excited
about. The move to theACC - you

might have heard about it - is,
of course, the big news for next
season. Bringing in some new,
tougher competition for every
team will create some excitement
surroundingsome squads that have
a lot of promise.
Paul Peterson may be gone,
but Kiwi and the three-pronged
running attack ofL.V Whitworth,
Andre Callender, and A.J. Brooks
return to try to help the team win
its sixth straight bowl game. The
Eagles face a tough schedule with
an ACC home opener against
Florida State, along with matchups against Virginia,VirginiaTech,
and Maryland. The tougher competition will certainly be more fun
to watch than battles with UMass
and Rutgers.
Will they equal or better last
season's 8-3 record? Who knows,
but the potential is there and it
should be fun to watch one way
or the other.
Even the men's andwomen's
soccer teams have a lot to look
forward to - and not just warmer
weather to play in down south
- after losing only three and
four players respectively. Freshmen stars Charlie Davies and
Kia McNeill will both be back
to lead their teams against tough
competition,including two of the
four semifinalists from last year's
men's tourney.
As for basketball, five of the
top seven players will be back
- assuming someone gives Craig
Smith good advice - for the beginning of yearly match-ups with
Duke, Wake Forest, and national
champ North Carolina.
With Smith, Jared Dudley,
and shot-blocking sensation Scan
Williams most likely moving into
Nate Doornekamp's spot in the
starting lineup, BC should have
one ofthe bestinside games in the
land. ESPN.com already has the
Eagles at No.9 in its pre-preseason
polls - quite a jump from no ranking at this time last season.
And sure, Jerry York lost 10
seniors, including captain Ryan
Shannon, but don't expect that to
slow the Eagles one bit. Assuming there are no defections to the
NHL - which also assumes the
league's existence next season
- Hobey Baker finalist Patrick
Eaves will lead a revamped BC
lineup that includes star recruit
Brock Bradford
So, if you're still in a winter
funk, goaheadandwhineaboutthe
tough March losses or steroids or
any other wintry thing you want.
But it's spring, so I don't want
to hear it.
Tom Wiedeman is the associate
sports editor of'The Heights.
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Kelly gets his shine time

G-town
nets

Dunk, from Bl
legealumnus Dana Barros. NESN
sideline reporter Jamie Parker,
who covers the BC beat during
the season, was the sole woman
on the panel.
Senior guard Jermaine Watson couldn't get away from his
old practice facilities and judged
teammate Scan Williams.
Local schools were representedby Holy Cross playerKevin
HamiltonandNortheastern's Jose
JuanBarea.
With the Frozen Four happening out in Columbus, Ohio and
his team having been eliminated,
BC's Hobey Baker finalist Pat
Eaves provided a different sport's
judgement on the event.
Silence met the last dunk by
Kelly. Starting back around midcourt, Kelly took off as the crowd
watched his body rise above the
human obstacle in the paint...
And all thejudgesraised their
10 cards whenKelly gavehis final
offering of the dunk over another
player.
Game. Set. Match.
With Dudley and Hinnant
heading out the door, the crowd
gave its recognition of the superior dunker, and let it be known
who they felt would have been
the winner.
"I think it was a success.
People came and enjoyed it. It was
fun for everyone to get together,"
said Dudley.

Eagles
by four
Georgetown, from Bl
wentto the locker room.

HEIGHTS PHOTOS / LINDSAY MORTON

Northeastern's Kelly was able to bring down the house with his display.

Could you fill this space in a better way?
Oh yeah? Prove it.
Write for The Heights Sports section.
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Northwestern
Summer at Northwestern University offers an educational experience
tailored to your needs. Our extensive course oiferings provide you with
many ways to catch up, get ahead, or pursue new interests.
from one-week workshops in music

eight-week intensive
in biology, chemistry,
physics, or a foreign language. New this summer are 3- to 5-day institutes in
pre-law, negotiation, and creative writing.
Courses
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summer

range

Georgetown outshot the Eagles 13-8 in taking a 7-5 halftime
lead.
Breaznell didher best to keep
BC in the game, scoring all three
of the Eagles' goalsin the second
half. Her third goal came just 1:22
into the half to bring the team
back within one, but Georgetown
respondedimmediatelyby scoring
five of the next six goals.
The senior added two more
goals, including one as time expired,but it simply wasn't enough
to overcome a Georgetown team
that now sits firmly on top of the
Big East standings.
"Not only were her goals
a huge contribution, but she
was scrappy all over the field,"
Yovankin said. "She cameup with
some pretty big plays and it was
nice to see her come out strong for
our biggest game ofseason."
The Eagles held even in draws
and dominated on the ground,
picking up 16 ground balls to just
eight for Georgetown. Yovankin
continues to dominate in that category,picking upfour to add to her
team high totalof 27.
Goalies Courtney Zwirko
and Tara McKennett combined
to make four saves for BC while
Sarah Robinson stopped seven
shots for the Hoyas.
The Eagles have a week off
before headingto Syracuse to face
off with the Orange in the squad's
Big Eastfinale next Saturday.
"In the last three games we
weredisappointed. We'd get a lead
andlet the other team come back,"
Yovankinsaid. "But now we've set
a standard for ourselves."

to

sequences, where you can earn a full year of credit

Accelerated LSAT*.
Tip the scales in your favor.
Classes start soon in Newton. Call to enroll.
800-2Review | Princetonßeview.com

Over 300 courses are convenientand accessible; daytime and eveningcourses
are offered on our campuses in Evanston and Chicago.

Registration begins April 11

?

Classes begin June 20

Request a catalog or visit us online today!
847-491-5250

www.northwestern.edu/summer

/THe
( Princeton

v "Review
?

*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council (LSACJ.
The Princeton Review and ThePrinceton Review logo are trademarks ofThe Princeton Review, Inc. The

Princeton Review, Inc. is not affiliated with Princeton University
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SCOREBOARD
Baseball

Baseball

BC 8, NOTRE DAME 2

NOTRE DAME 3, BC 0

Lopez
Kapala
Bickford

AB
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
0
0

R
H RBI
0
0 0
110
0
0 0
0
0 0
110
0
2 0
0
0 0
0
0 1
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0

Totals

26

2

Notre Dame
Nettey
Lilley
Edwards
Langford
Bransfield
Cooper
Dury
Rizzo

Boston College
Preziosi
Frates
Mcguire
Delaney
Locke
McGill
Flynn
Weiss
Ayers
Wlodarczyk

AB
4
4
4
4
2
2
3
3
3
0

Totals

29

-

4

1

R
H
RBI
2
10
0
0 0
3
4 2
2
3 3
0
0 0
10 0
0
11
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0

-

8

9

6

E -Edwards; Lopez; Weiss. LOB ND 3; BC 5.
2B Brett Lilley; Craig Cooper 2; Flynn{7}. 3B
Delaney(2). HR Delaney(4). HBP McGill.
SB Brett Lilley; Preziosi(7); McGuire 3(16),
Delaney(ll);Locke 2(9);

- -

-

Notre Dame

IP
H
4.2 8
1.1 1

Kapala
Bickford

Boston College
Wlodarczyk

IP
H
7.0 4

R
7
1
R
2

Lopez
Gaston

Manship
Samardzija

ER

1

BB

SO

0

0

1 1
BB
0

SO
9

R
H RBI
0
11
10 0
111
0
2 1
0
2
0
0
0 0
0
10
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

33

Boston College

Preziosi
Frates
Mcguire
Delaney
Locke
McGill
Flynn
Weiss
Ayers
Reynoso
Mackor
Jeanes
Boggan

AB
R
2
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
3
0
2
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

H RBI
0
0
0 0
10
10
10
10
10
0 0
0 0
10
0 0
0 0
0 0

Totals

32

6

---

3

0

8

3

0

-

E -McGill; Weiss. DP -BC 1.LOB ND 5;
BC 7, 2B Edwards(lo); T. Langford(4);
Cody Rizzo(4); R. Brezovsky(4); Delaney(6).
3B Nettey(2). HBP Cooper; Lopez. SB
Cooper(7). CS Locke(s).

-

Manship
Samardzija

R
0
0

ER BB SO
0
0
1
0
2
4

Boston College
Jeanes
Boggan

6.2
2.1

IP

R
3
0

3
0

H
6
2

ER BB
0
0

Notre Dame
Dressman
Lilley
Edwards
Andres
Nettey
Langford
Brezovsky
Gaston

R

Lopez
Thornton

4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
0

12 0
0
10
0
11
10 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
111
0
11
0
10
0
0 0

H

7

RBI

Totals

35

3

Boston College
Preziosi
Mackor
Mcguire
Delaney
Locke
McGill
Flynn
Weiss
Dittrich
Martinez

AB

R

4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
0

RBI
0
10
0
10
0
10
0
0 0
12 0
0
0
1
110
0
10
0
11
0
0 0

Totals

33

2

--

3

--

Calcagno
Dc Bary
Gendron
D'Angelo
Dibiase
Castner
Tolles
Ward
Gurney

AB
4
4
2
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
0

R
H RBI
0
10
0
10
0
10
0
0 0
0
10
0
0 0
12
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Totals

28

1

Connecticut
Schettini
Quan

8

AB

Hopkin
Pandolfo
Macchi
Obrest
Ferrero
Field
Booth
Allain
Daly
McNary

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
0

R
H RBI
110
0
0 0
10 0
112
0
10
0
0
1
0
0 0
0
10
111
0
0 0

Totals

24

4

-

Notre Dame
Thornton

IP H
9.0 8

R
2

ER BB
1 0

Boston College
Martinez

IP
9.0

R
3

ER BB SO
1 1 10

SO
5

Boston
Daly
Pandolfo

College

Obrest
Ferrero
Field
Booth
A la n
McNary
Macchi

AB
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
2
0

R
H RBI
0
0 0
0
0 0
12 1
0
11
0
10
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
2 0
10 0
0
0 0

Totals

33

2

SetonHall
Pierce
White
Leighton
Djakalovic
Taylor
Stowell
Trottier
Best
Lonergan
Leone
DePaul
Heim
Flynn
Simkiss
Meyer

AB

Hopkin

--

4

5

-

Gurney

Boston College
Daly

IP
6.0
IP
7.0

-

H
5
H
8

R
4
R

1

ER
3
ER
1

BB
0
BB

1

6

SO
6
SO
3

Boston College

AB

Hopkin

3
3
2

Pandolfo
Macchi
Brooks
Obrest
Ferrero
Field
Booth
Allain
Daly
McNary

1

1

- - -

R
H RBI
5
0
10
4
0
10
10
0 0
4 1
10
4
12
1
0
0
0 0
3
0
10
4
0
2 1
0
1
0 0
3
0
10
4
0
10
0
0
0 0
0
0 0
3
0
10
0
0
0 0

- 36

3

11 2

Seton Hall
Pierce
White
Djakalovic
Taylor
Trottier
Leighton
Best
Heim
Leone
Steinseifzer
DePaul
Flynn
Lonergan
Meyer

BC 4, UCONN 1

Calcagno
Dc Bary
Gendron
Tolles
D'Angelo
Dibiase
Campen
Ward
Caouette

AB
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
3
2
2
0

H
RBI
R
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
10 0
0
0 0
0
11
0
0 0
0
0
0

Totals

25

1

Boston College
Pandolfo
Macchi
Obrest
Ferrero
Field
Booth
Allain
Daly
McNary

H
RBI
AB
R
2
10 0
3
10 0
2
0
0 0
3
112
1112
3
0
10
2
0
0 0
3
0
10
3
0
10
0
0
0 0

Totals

22

Quan

Hopkin

-

4

4

- -IP
6.0

H
5

R
4

ER
3

BB
4

SO

Boston College
Daly

IP
7.0

H

R
1

ER
0

BB
0

SO
3

1

4

21

0

0

Totals

-

0

R
H RBI
2
10
0
3
110
2
0
10
3
0
12
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
110
10
0
0
2
0
0 0
1
0
0 0
2
112
0
0 0
1
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0
22

-

-

4

5

E Field. LOB BC 1; SHU 3. 2B Taylor;
Best. HR-DePaul(l). CS-Taylor,

Boston College
Daly
Ferrero

IP H R
ER
1.0 1 2
2
8.1 10 1 0

BB SO
2
0
0
0

Boston College

Seton Hall

IP H
10.0 6

BB SO
2
5

Seton Hall

Meyer

-

R
2

ER
2

Daly

Ferrero
Meyer

3.2 5
2.1 0

IP

R
4
0

0

IP H
7.0 0

R
0

0

SO
5
1

Sports meetings in the Eagle's
Nest.

Mondays at 5.

E Calcagno; Obrest; Booth 2. LOB UConn
3; BC 5. HR Ferrero. SH Macchi.

Connecticut
Caouette

RBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E Ferrero; Allain; McNary. LOB BC 6; SHU
9. 2B Hopkin; Obrest; Best. HR Taylor(6).
HBP Pandolfo. SH Daly; McNary; Trottier;
Leone. SB White 2. CS Trottier; Best.

11

5

H
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AB

Softball

Connecticut
Schettini

R
0
0
0
0
3
0
2
0
10
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0

2
Totals

Totals

-

SETON HALL 4, BC 0

1

E Quan 2. LOB UConn 7; BC 3. 2B
Dibiase; Obrest. HR Daly. SH Pandolfo. SB
Dibiase; McNary.

-

H
7

8

Boston College

2

Softball

SETON HALL 3, BC 2

H

E -Scan Gaston; Mackor; Weiss 2, Martinez.
DP ND 2 LOB ND 6; BC 5. 2B
D. Dressman; MattEdwards. HBP McGuire. SB Edwards; Preziosi;
Locke. CS D. Dressman.

-

Softball

BC4, UCONN 1

AB

Connecticut

-

IP H
3.0 3
6.0 3

Notre Dame

Softball

NOTRE DAME 3, BC 2

Totals

-

ER
5
0

AB
4
4
4
3
4
0
4
4
3
3
0
0

NotreDame

Nettey
Lilley
Edwards
Cooper
Langford
Dressman
Rizzo
Brezovsky

Baseball

Bring your green hat.

92% OF WOMEN CARRY
LIP PROTECTION.

10% OF WOMEN CARRY

HIV PROTECTION.
amfAß.org
American Foundation for AIDS Research

H

ER
4
ER

4

BB SO
2 2
1

1

BB SO
8

1
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WEATHER
FIVE DAY FORECAST FOR CHESTNUT HILL
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WEATHER TODAY

Temperature
Last week's high/low
Last week's normal high/low
week's aye.

temperature
Last
Last week's normal aye. temp

65740°
53738°
49.6°
45.3°

Precipitation
0.73"
Precipitation for the week
1.55"
Precipitation for the month
Normal precip for the month
113"
for the year
III"l2'54"
Precipitation
v

'

AccuWeather RealFeel®
The exclusiveAccuWeather composite index of effectwe temperature based on eight weather factors.
Shown, the highest value ofthe day.
Today
40°
Tuesday
40°
54°
Wednesday
Thursday
42°
41°
Friday
BAiimniTi (yesterday)
POLLEN DATA

Absent
Moderate
Absent
High

Grass
Trees
Weeds
Mold
Source: National Allergy Bureau
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Lowell
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Waltham
49/26
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Brockton

a

Sunrise
fi lo
fVOR am

Sunset
7.01

6
07i.m.
m
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7/.ztp.m.

Day
Today
Tuesday
Wednesday

Moonnse
7:26 a.m.
7:59 a.m.
8:39 a.m.

Moonset
10:55 p.m.

:
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1

:74nm'
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none
12:02 a.m.
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Temperatures
are today's
highs and
tonight's lows.
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REGIONAL
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Tuesday
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fJnlP°
f/nJF°
50 27 pc
51 32 pc

Brockton
Concord, N.H.

Fitchburg

Dav
Ta
TnesHav

Z>sdav

Springfield

Today

SUN AND MOON
wP

-%£

Ly n

?

inpham

»

Gloucester
46/26

Pittsfield
50/23

m,,,,,,
todays

Fitchburg
49/25

49/25/pc

Gloucester
46/26/pc
Hartford, Conn. 53/26/pc
Lowell
50/26/pc

Lynn
46/30/pc
Montpelier, Vt. 44/21/pc
New Bedford
48/25/pc
Newportßl
49/29/pc
pittsfield

Providence, R.I.
Springfield
Worcester

50/23/pc
47/28/pc
52/23/pc
48/27/pc

'

?
New Bedford

48/is

H

47 28 pc

46/30/pc
44/30/pc
52/30/pc
48/30/pc
45/33/pc
43/28/pc
48/30/pc
50/33/pc
45/27/pc
51/32/pc
48/28/pc
45/34/pc

?
yaLi

S

45/26
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WORLD
CITIES
*"»!".\u25a0#»#\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0»
Today
City
Amsterdam
Baghdad
Berlin
BuenosAires
Dublin
Hong Kong

Tuesday

%

%

|

40°

STATE WEATHER TODAY

*"W

-% *

|

35°

'*%£

Lawrence
48/27

50°

A good deal of
sunshine

£

|

Boston for theweek ending Saturday.

59°

Clouds and sun

>

*
LOCAL
|

ALMANAC DATA

46°

Partly cloudy

Windy with
clouds and sun

J

33°

*~

50°

Times of clouds
and sun

|

38°

Partly sunny

|

|

38°

NATIONAL CITIES
Today
Tuesday
Today
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
City
City
46/27/s
Miami
Anchorage
46/28/pc
83/69/pc
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Decision to
return was his
Armstrong, from Bl
now. You're 6-6, how many 6-6 centers do you see in the
NBA? You can't shoot like Reggie[Miller] and you're not
M.J."
Apparently coach Mattson is a very blunt man. But
that was whatKiwanuka needed, and his focus moved to
football. With BC looking atteammate Jeremy Trueblood,
the Eagles offered a scholarship to Kiwanuka, and the battling linemen were off to Chestnut Hill together.
"Playingagainst Truebloodfor like eight to nine
years has helped both of us. We both know each others
moves so we have to think of new ways. It's a challenge,
but it's good. Not everybody has such abig body to go up
against. It's only helped," said Kiwanuka.
And the developmenthas happened. Ever since
adjusting to Boston from the Midwest, he has put aside his
Hoosierhoop dreams.No lapses in movement like pretending to dribble whenhe should be using a swim move
to knock the opposing quarterback to the ground. There
haven't even been any slam dunks of the ball through the
goalposts like whenhe scored a touchdownoff an interception againstRutgers last season.
No, no basketball. Just football. Pigskin is his aim.
When the 6-8 psychology major is not chasing parking
spots, he's chasing quarterbacks. Big quarterbacks put up
more of afight. Smaller ones appear to dissolve within his
arms like an Eagle swoopingin for a fish.
But how did he learn to get in the backfield? How did
the hoopster turn intothe defensive player ofthe year?
"Coach [Keith] Willis has had the biggest impact.
Twelveyears in the NFL, he knows what he's talking
about. You can tell when a coach is justteaching from a
manual, but with him you know it's just off the cuff. He
can talkfrom experience,"said Kiwanuka.
And it was this on-field experience thathelped Kiwanuka leave UConn's Dan Orlovsky in the ground.
"I came to the sideline afterone play, and [Willis] he
told me what I was doing wrong. He said if I did XYZ,
then I'd get a sack.And I did," saidKiwanuka.
XYZ was done frequently this past year, andthe
attention came. Awards were won, and acknowledgement
given. But he didn'tlet the shine blind him. He knew there
was room for improvement.
"I talked to a few people that could give me feedback.
I did my research. There were things that I was told I
could improve on," said Kiwanuka.
So now comes the work. Head coach Tom O'Brien
said he has not directly talked to Kiwanuka about stepping
up as a leader. But, the thing is, he hasn't had to. Kiwanuka has understood the importance of the role.
How does O'Brien feel about the return ofhis best
defensive player?
"Obviously [I] feel pretty well that our best guy is

comingback. 1 think it helps him to correct the things that
he has to work on," said the coach.
And defensive coordinatorFrank Spaziani?
"Well, he has things to work on, and it's better that he
does it under us. As long as he's gettingbigger and stronger, he's not hurting his chances," said O'Brien.
"Therehas been no real message of stepping up as
a fifth year senior, but I understand that I have to keep
things going. My sophomore yearguys like Scan Ryan,
Derrick Knight, and Antonio Garay all helpedme out, and
Trueblood's got his offensive line guys all walking around
together like he's mother duck. I wouldn'tsay I'm a real
vocal guy, but I know whenguys need to be ridden."
But for now it's a grind. This isn't his home state of
Indianapoliswhere parking isn't such a premium. Spaces
abound in the Crossroads State, but take a kid out ofhis
Indianapolis,plant him in Boston, land of the craziest
drivers, and you've got a fierce competitor.
"I've had a ball here. I've loved BC with my friends.
I've grown close to the guys, and spending countless
hours with them whether playing or just hanging out, I just
loved the college experience,"said Kiwanuka.
Andhe stayed. He put fun and developmentin front
offast money and uncertainty. Not too cool for school,Kiwanuka decidedto stay put. The roads taken byprevious
Eagle stars did not affect his decision.
So he's back. The jersey is still maroon, thehelmet
still gold. Braids dangle downbeneath the helmet, and
the size and skill never left. But there were possibilities of
amateur departure and thoughts of professionalpaydays.
He didn'twalk down to Chiswick Road, get in his
car, and drive off. Instead, he put it in park for one last
year.
Kevin Armstrong is the sports editor of The Heights. His
column appearsevery Mondayand Thursday.
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Returningfor his fifth season, Mathias Kiwanuka will look to move past defenders and toward the professional ranks with another campaign full of sacks.

Quinton Porter, Ray Henderson and company will be looking to

improve upon thefootball team's Big East championship.

Springing into a new conference
Spring, from Bl
chance ofBC becoming thatnational
university athletically.And you know
what makes a school more national
than anything in terms of athletics?
One word: Football.
That's it. Build a football program
andyou build an athletics department,
basically. Build a national football
program and you build a nationally
strong athletics department.
Want to be a national name?
You've got to schedule a national collection ofschools. Past trips to places
like Stanford and Notre Dame have
been scheduledin orderto expandthe
BC name outside the New England
framework.
No reputation wouldbe built by
beating up on Holy Cross or UMass.
Rather, to bring the program to the
next level, BC had to take on powers
like Perm State and Tennessee occasionally. And the move to theACC is
furthering that line of thought.
No more Big East, though. No,
you won't see the logo anywhere
near Alumni Stadium. Maybe you

can drive to Connecticut or Syracuse ofthe YearAward and Toal's conferif you want to see that logo. But you ence Rookie ofthe Yearaward. In the
won't see it in Boston any longer.
middle of them, though, is the 2004
Yes, the farewells are all over. Big East championship trophy.
Richard Blumenthal is nothing more
"I just wanted them to release
than a signature on a lawsuit. Robert their schedule so it wouldbe over. We
Mulcahy is nothing more than the were down in Florida for the Red Sox
Rutgers athletic director. He's just a game,and we saw the South Florida
man trying to steer the state university schedule. We weren't on it so I knew
of New Jersey to the next level, but it was finally over," said O'Brien.
also,a man who seemingly cannot get
So all that he has in the memory
that job done.
bank are the memories of"a painful
The bickering is over. Slights year and a half."
will be no more. Now it is back to
Public jabs from other coaches
football.Politics are gone. Backroom andathletic directorsleft a bitter taste
in his mouth and him seeking the ofmeetings are dismissed.
As for the ACC, the greetings ficial day when BC would no longer
will continue to make their way up have to answer questions of treason
from those southern hospitality hotand departure.
spots below the Mason-DixonLine.
And so that dayhas come. Gone
But it's a wrap.No more mentioning are theBig Eastbattles with Syracuse.
theBig East. Only thing left toremind No more talk of building a rivalry
Tom O'Brien and his program of with UConn on the field.
the Big East is the hardware sitting
Instead, the only talk about
on tables outside his new Yawkey UConn will revolve around lawsuits
Center office.
and courtrooms. On the field, there
On the table are individual trowill be no battles, meetings, or any
phies for Mathias Kiwanuka's Big conference calls.
East Conference Defensive Player
The movewasa nationalone, not

a regional one. Gene DeFilippo and
his athletic department saw a chance
to push forward, and they took it.
Left in the dust were football schools
like Syracuse and West Virginia. But
ahead in the future areFlorida State,
Miami, Virginia Tech, N.C. State,
and UNC.

First scrimmage: And on the
eighth day of spring practices, BC
held its first intra-squad scrimmage.
Battles for the starting quarterback,
running back, andwidereceiver positionshave ruled the message boards.
With Quinton Porter returning from
his red shirt and Matt Ryan stepping
back to the plate to compete for the
starter's position, O'Brien will take
his time deciding just who will lead
BC into its opener out in Provo, Utah.
BC will take on the BYU Cougars
on Sept. 3.
Half goodkicking: Placekicker
Ryan Ohligercontinued to struggle to
find consistency Saturday as he hit
field goals from 33, 27, and 38 yards
out, yet missedfrom 24, 40, and 38.
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Anew

PERSPECTIVE
Although many freshman fulfill their core
requirements in Perspectives I, few know the course is
the beginning of a whole major
By Lou Pulice

Heights Staff
Vast numbers ofstudents major in popular fields such ascommunications, biology, and
political science, but there is an option that many students know very little about and often
overlookwhile determining the classes that they will take next semester - the Perspectives
Program.
Perspectives, which has roots in both the philosophy and theology departments, is an
interdisciplinary program that prides itself on its Jesuit idealsof higher education by integrating studies of
the humanitiesand the sciences.
As the course descriptionreads: "ThePerspectivesProgram brings faculty and students into conversation
with the ancient,modern, and contemporary thinkers who have shaped our intellectualand spiritual heritage
and who continue to influence the course of our community living."
"Through the Perspectives Program I have learnedwhat it meansto learn, and how closely related
the innatehuman activitiesofexperiencing, judging,and understanding are tied to an intellectually
as well as spiritually full existence," says Kevin O'Malley, one of thefirst students to graduate
with a major in perspectives and A&S '05.
The perspectives major is a newly createdprogram with its first senior class graduating
this year. It is an honors major, but this doesnot limit it to those thatare in the Honors Program;
however, Brian Braman, director of the Perspectives Program and chair of the philosophy
department,requires thateach student have a minimum GPAof 3.5 upon official admittance
into the program sophomore year.
Many freshmentake Perspectives I in orderto fulfill their core requirements in philosophy and theology.
Nhu Huynh, LSOE '08, is considering the major after taking Perspectives I.
"I can truly say that I have never taken a class that has peaked my interest
so and has been so fulfilling in my intellectual, spiritual, and moral development," he says.
"I lovethat the atmosphere is relaxed and openbut also intellectuallychallenging and worthwhile," adds Paige Nichols, A&S '08.
In additionto PerspectivesI, thereare three additionalperspectives programs
(Modernism and the Arts, Horizon of New Social Sciences, and New Scientific
Visions) open even to those who do not wish to major in the programbut have a general
interest in these areas of study. They are year-long, double-creditcourses with an evening class component
and they fulfill a variety of core requirements including fine arts, literature, social science, natural science,
and math.
Students who wish to major in perspectives, will take courses that not only immerse them into highly

See Perspectives, C3
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A chance to work together
Employees who have cognitive
impairments work in dining halls
By Meg

Beste

Features Editor

PHOTOS COURTESY OF SEP

BC Dining Services is able to employ 15 workers through the Supported Employment Program.

The dining hall is the one place on campus where
everyone spends a part of theirday.Everyoneknows thatif
you wantto advertiseyour club's show, orraise moneyfor
a mission trip, the dining hall is the place to do it because
everyone makes a stop there at some point. But one of
Boston College's most philanthropicprograms also takes
placein the dininghall - mostly behindthe scenes. The BC
dining halls are staffed with 15 developmentallydisabled
employeeswho workthrough the SupportedEmployment
Program (SEP), a part of the Campus School.
In addition to working in the dining hall, BC also
employs disabled people in housing, BC Libraries, the
Bookstore, and the chemistry department, bringing the
sum ofworkers to 22.
The SEP allows those with mental retardation to

iPod: The second wave
By Vanessa Voltolina
Heights Staff

The original mission of the
iPod case was to protect these
valuable music boxes from the
wear and tear of being dropped
or scratched. Now, new designer
iPod cases range between $55 and

Louis Vuitton. Kate Spade.
Coach. ChristianDior. Gucci. What
do they all have in common?All of
thesemajor labelsnowmake covers 5265.
for iPods.
"I think that the whole iPod
The iPod craze hit campus in case thing has become a little too
2004, becomingto the 21 st century ridiculous," said Nelliana Kuh,
what boom boxes were to the A&S '07, "like the Ugg boots and
1980s. Now, as yet another way to mini skirttrend."
Not everyone feels the same
distinguish yourselfand show off
your hand-held jukebox, there are way.
now more accessories to have a
"I was actually shopping for
a case over the weekend
distinguishedstyle.
they

.

do tend to be a littlebit expensive,
as the cheapest one I found was in
the $30 to $40 range. I might have
considered a mini or a shuffle if I
didn't already have a 20GB iPod,"
said Benson Wong, A&S '08.
Instead of investing in a new
iPod case, some people have opted
to buy one of the newer iPod
models, such as the iPod mini,
which is smaller than most cell

PHOT

phones.
It has up to eight hours of
playtime ona single battery charge

IMAGES

See iPod, C3
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be employed and productive. The program has made it
possible for deaf, blind, mute, and those with cognitive
impairments to be successfully employed. The program
started as a Master's program in VocationalRehabilitation
by Children'sHospital, but it was discontinued two years
after it began. It was rebuilt in 1987 by Emily Jackson to
be incorporated as a part of the Campus School.
The workers in the program receive ongoing assistance, support, and training by Brown, volunteers, and
work-study employees who work as "job coaches." The
programs Web sitearticulatesthe emphasisplaced on task
completionin their jobs. In addition, weeklymeetingsare
held with case managers to discuss work-relatedconcerns,
and job coaches complete daily evaluationsto ensure workers are successful in their placements.
Job coaches are work-study students and volunteers
who provide a support system and assistance to the workers.

"We're alwaysthere to help them learn," said Brown.
"They learn their tasks by repeating it until the training

See Employees, C4
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Unspoken rules:
student etiquette
There are
many rules and
regulations we
need to follow
as students,
whether we
agree with them
or not. Failure
Cristina
to followBosVelocci
ton College's
code ofconduct
results in repercussions, usually
accompaniedby a letter sent
home to your parents. There is
also an unspoken set ofrules that
is accepted as standard behavior
and function unconsciously as
everydayetiquette. Instead of
predetermined sanctions, the outcome of disobeying this protocol
is just annoying everyone else on
campus. Here are some examples
ofcircumstanceswhere common
courtesy (and sense) should come
into play to avoid being known
as "that guy/girl."
Coffee plays a large role in
my life. In fact, you could say
I'm addicted. This is common,
especially among students who
rely on caffeine to stay awake in
class or stay up for an all night
study session. This also explains
the outrageous lines at Starbucks
in the morning. I'm willing to
wait endlessly for my coffee just
as much as the nextperson, but
recently I've been noticing a
phenomenonI refer to as "attack
of the coffee snatchers." I'll turn
my headfor one second to say
hi to a friend and the next thing I
know someone who also ordered
a small skinny vanilla latte has
run off to enjoy what was rightfully mine, leaving me to waitfor
its duplicate and making me late
for class.
They should consider themselves fortunate they left quickly
afterpilfering my coffee; I'm not
a morning person. The Starbucks
in The Perch found the perfect
solution for this social misdemeanorby writing names on the
cup to avoid confusion.
Another offense that occurs
dining hall-wide, especially at
peak hours, is table hogging.
You've probablyexperiencedthis
frustrating scenario before: you
walkinto the chaos that is Hillside at noon, frantically looking
for a seat to call your own when
you spot someone sprawled out
at a table claiming it as their

own, reserving a seat for their

textbook, anotherfor their index
cards, and one for their highlighter, forcing you and your friends
torelocate.

Next, Tom Cochran was
dead on when he sang "Life is a
Highway." We live in the United
States, not Great Britain, and
thereforedrive on the right side
of theroad. Similarly, pedestrians should bear to the right
side when they're walking. This
wouldeliminate head-on collisions and awkwarddance-offs
around one anotherto determine
who gets to go in which direction. In the event it does happen,
always choose to go right.
After walking up and downcampus' many stairs and hilly
slopes all day, no doubtyou are
tired. But ifyou live on the third
floor or below in a buildingwith
six or more floors, you will find
no sympathy from the aggravated
people sharing the elevatorwith
youwho happen to live on the
top floor. You have the option
to walk up stairs or endure their
death stares. The same goes for
going down.
Finally, cell phonesringing in class. Mostly, everyone
on campus has a cellphone, so
announcing that you too are technologicallyadvanced through an
electronicrendition of "Barbie
Girl" will not impress your
classmates.
I had a class last semester
where every session someone
wouldforget to silence their
phone and interrupt ourprofessor's train of thought. By the
end of the course, we had heard
digitalperformances of the Top
40 and witnessed ourprofessor
doinginterpretive dances to each
in futility.
These instances aren't
exhaustive, nor am I aspiringto
become theMs. Manners ofBC.
I'vebeen guilty myself of more
than one of these transgressions
in the past. My hope is that by
putting thesefaux pas into print,
students will become more aware
and use their good judgmentin
the future. And, I don't want to
worry about the future of my coffee anymore.

Cristina Velocci is a columnistfor
The Heights. Hercolumn appears
every Monday in this space.
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Champagne is one of the classic celebratory drinks. Students can
celebrate in style with a $4 bottle of Andre Champagne.

High Life is the ultimite respite from the dozens of cans of Busch Light
consumed each weekend. Why not pop one open on a special occasion?

Drinks: Champagne vs. Miller High Life

COMPARE &

It's

CONTRAST

spring, your dog's birthday, or the anniversary of something only you and your closest
friends know about. Celebrate! Picking a reason for the party is the easy part. Picking the
beverage is when it gets complicated. Thankfully, Compare & Contrast is here to help.

By Michelle Sanders
Heights Senior Staff

Hangover: Winner = Miller High Life
I never recommend thinking about the next
day while planning for today - defiantly be
the grasshopper and never the ant. On occasion, however, it becomes really important
to plan ahead. In this case, go with the High
Life. Champagne hangovers can hang on
untilwell past noon and are amongthe most
painful out there. The United Nations of
Alcohol (the tribunal where all the different
bottles get together and chit-chat), has tried
to talkto France's representative, champagne, about the violationof drunkard's
rights, but the attempt to reprimand failed
because they were heavilybacked by
Mexico's representative,tequila. Its case
was that everyone should be allowedto be
hungover the next day. So if you do plan
your night aroundyour next day, go with the
High Life - you'll get the celebratoryfeelings of champagne without the dry mouth
the next day.
Ice breakers: Winner = Miller High Life
Pointing to your can and saying "It's the
champagne ofbeers!" never gets old. It's
also fun to talk with strangers at a party
about the merits of Miller High Life. You
can expand this conversation to important

topics like other types of beer, party manners, or the state of the current political
environment. With champagne, the phrase
gets cut off midway. "It's champagne!" just
doesn't quite have the same ring.

classy. When you have to smuggle a few
drinks into a lecture hall to watch your
friends make weird facial expressions and
speak in accents, having a classy looking
beverage with you is key. It might even help
you when you are draggedout by the cops

The opening: Winner = Champagne
Popping a cork is one of those events in life
that can make you feel so cool. Whether you
shootthe cork across the room or justhear
the self-gratifyingpop by yourself, it never
loses it's charm.

for having said refreshment.

Holidays: Winner = Champagne
Champagne alwaysbrings to mind two very
happy events: weddings and New Year's
Eve. With those memories on its side, champagne is the drink ofchoice when happy
times are in order.

Transport: Winner = MillerHigh Life
Because the High Life comes in cans, it is
possible to stick them in a backpack and
hit the road and bring the party with you
wherever you go. Champagne just doesn't
have that perk.
Commitment: Winner = Miller High Life
Once the champagne is open there is no putting the cork back in. Champagne demands
that its drinker commit and follow through.
Miller High Life doesn't judge. If you want
to leave a wounded soldier, it's right there
beside you encouraging you to do whatever
you want. It's that Midwestrebel talking.
Listen to its seductive whispers.

Rap songs: Winner = Champagne
Sadly, no one has written a hook glorifying
the merits ofMiller High Life. We will have
to wait until a white boy from the Midwest
gets popular for that (oh wait, there already
is a popularwhite Midwesternrapper
- there goes my theory). The High Life has
not yet received the attention of Cristal in
rap videos, but it is only a matter of time.

Overall: Winner = Miller High Life
Drinking the High Life is really like having
it all. It's like a little gold can of goodness
with all of the benefits of champagne without the drawbacks. lust remember, there is
a champagne of beers, but there is not yet a
beer of champagne.

Packaging: Winner = Miller High Life
The gold can is very close to being almost

HOW TO: Enjoy your backyard HOROSCOPES
By

City living is tough.
When I asked my friends
why so many of them had
requested Mods for next
year, they all ecstatically
replied, "I want a yard!"
It's amazing how ardently
Christina some students yearn for
Bechhold a six square foot patch of
green, willing to exchange a
townhouse for a tenement,
just for three (maybefour) months of outdoor
freedom. Even for those of us outside the
black iron gates, spending the afternoon on
a grassy knoll, even one in the middle of a
parking lot, is a treat. It's competitive, so if
you're lucky enough to land your own little
oasis, don't waste yourtime sitting around.
For the Dustbowl
Badminton: I saw a volleyballnet set up
last week, but quite frankly, I'm a little intimidated by the intense competition that usually
accompanies that sport (have you ever heard
of a friendly game of volleyball? Didn't think
so). Badminton on the otherhand, can be
equallyexciting (shuttles can speed up to 200
milesper hour) or more leisurely, depending
on your mood. Much like tennis, teams of
one or two servecross court from the right
side (only) but must do so underhand and can
count points only on its own serve. You can
also scorepoints when your opponent hits the
shuttle out of the court or into the net. The
first to reach 15 wins.
Spud: Very schoolyard, but easy to play
with any number ofpeople (the more the
better). Players count off, with one person
designed as "it" who throws the ball high in
the air and calls out a number. Everyone else
scatters, while the person whose number is
called has to catch the ball and shout "spud,"
at which point all players freeze. The person
with the ball can take two leaping steps in
any direction to try and hit another player
with the ball. The player who is the target can
avoid being hit by moving their body, but not
theirfeet. If the target avoids or catches the

ball, the thrower earns an "S" but ifthe target
is hit, they get the "S." Whoever earns the
letteris now "it." The last person to earn all
four letters, "S-P-U-D," wins.

For the grassyknolls
Bocce Ball: More than just a recreational
game,Bocce was first documented in 5200
B.C. and even has its own world league. The
pitch is approximately 76 by 10 feet, with the
foul line located 10 feet from the back of the
throwing end. Divide players into two teams,
each with four bocce balls. A player from the
starting team stands behind the foul line and

throws the small ball, the "pallina," toward
the opposite end of the pitch. The player
then tosses one ofhis or her team's larger
balls, the "boccias," trying to get as close to
the pallina without actually touching it. The
opposing team then goes. Alternating team
members try to get its boccias closer to the
pallina than the other team. Ifthe opposing
team gets closer before exhausting theirfour
boccias, the starting team must go again.
Otherwise, if the opposing team does not
get closer during their turn, the starting team
may try and outdo its initial attempt. This
continues until all eight balls are thrown. The
team with the closest ball to the pallina gets
one point for eachofits four boccias that are
closer than the other team's closestball. Each
frame continues in this manner, until a team
reaches 16 points. You can also use your boccias to knock the other team out of the way or
knock the pallina closer to your own balls.
For 'real' backyards
Croquet: There's a scene in the black
comedy Heathers in which one of the characters exerts her social authorityby knocking
her friend's croquet ball out of the court, an
exampleof just how cutthroat this seemingly
genteel game can get. The game is played
with four balls, black and blue (the "cool"
team) versus red and yellow(the "hot"team)
on a court with six hoops and a centerpeg.
The hoops must each be run through twice
and in a specific order (a diagram usually ac-

companies anyrecreational croquet set)that
resembles a figure eight. Colored clips are
used to designate through which hoop each
ball is to be hit on any given turn. The clips
areplaced atop the hoop the first timeand on
the side for the second. Teams alternate turns
consisting of one stroke, but extra strokes
can be earned: when a player hits his or her
ball through a hoop, or when a player's ball
hits anotherball, called making a roquet. The
player then places his or her ball in contact
with the otherball and strikes his or her own
ball so that the other moves, called taking
croquet. This player is then entitled to an
additionalstroke to move his or her ownball
forward. When a ball has scored its last hoop,
it becomes a rover. A player may score a peg
point by hitting the rover. A point can also be
made by hitting the rover with another rover
ball. It is then pegged out and removedfrom
the court. Thefirst team to get both ofits
balls through the course wins.
Cornhole: It's a classic twist on the old
fashionedbean bag toss. These are the rules
ofthe Corn Toss Game Association (I can't
believe one actually exists, but ohwell). It
is played with two rectangular boxes, 4 by
2 feet, angled 12 inches abovethe ground in
back, and 3 inches above in front. A 6-inch
hole is centered 9 inches from the back and
12 inches from either side through which
teams of two alternate tossing their four, one
pound, single colorbean bags. The boxes
are 30 feet apart and players may not step in
front of their own box during a turn. Team
members stand at opposite boxes on the same
side and facing each other, so that no team
has an unfair advantage. Three points are
awardedfor a bag that goesthrough the hole,
onepoint for a bag that lands on the box, one
point for a bag that is hanging into the hole,
and onepoint for a bag hanging off the edge
but not touching the ground. First team to 21
wins.
Christina Bechhold is the business manager
of The Heights. Hercolumn appearsevery
Mondayin this space.
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Katie Thomas

Aries (March 20 - April
19): Every creative
genius needs inspiration. Whenever you

P aP er writer's
block, Trainspotting will
inevitably help you.
aye

Taurus (April20 - May 20):
That's a terrible idea! Don't
you just love those?
Gemini (May 21

- June 20):

Remember the little boy in
Toy Story whoswitched the
body parts ofhis toys? Try
that with your friends.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22):
Why is it that only schoolgirls are sexy? Throw a

schoolboy party!
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22):
You will wake up on

Wednesday morning and
find a baby crawling on your
ceiling. This is not a dream.
You are not high. It's really
just a baby on your ceiling.

parties and pretend you're
Santa. Or Satan,
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):
Be a tourist this weekend.

Quack whileriding the duck.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec.
21): Look up in the sky on
Thursdayafternoon. Someone wrote you a message.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan.
20): Call your seventh grade
crush tonight... just to say
hi. Life's too short to wonder
"What if?"

.

Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb.
18) Sometimes it's better to
close your eyes before you
pick out a chocolate from
thebox.

.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22):
You'll get an unexpected
trophy on Friday afternoon.
Just don't put beer in it.
That's low-class.

Pisces (Feb 19 March 19)
Kiss someone for food this
weekIIst>s wortn it

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22):
Learn to puff Os while you
smoke. Then you can go to

Katie Thomas is a Heights
senior staffcolumnist. Horoscopes appears every Monday
in thisspace.
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Secret lives of professors:

Jessica Gulick
By Meg Beste

This is part of a regular series

Features Editor

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Designer cases, like the one above, offered by Kate Spade, sell for as much as $55.

Designer labels, vibrant
colors mark next trend
iPod, From CI
and stores up to 1,000 songs.
"1 love my mini iPod, but it is all full
with 1,000 songs. If I had a bigger one
it wouldn't be a problem," said Claire
Lerchen, A&S '07.
Its main feature is that its anodized
aluminum caseresists stainsand scratches,
so there is no need for the extra cost of
the iPod case.
"1 know people who have cases for
theirminis isn't thepoint that youdon't
needonebecause ofthealuminumalready
on the case?" Lerchen said.
If the iPod mini doesn't seem small
enough, the iPod Shuffle is the tiniest
product on the market.
Smaller than a pack of gum and
weighing as little as a car key, the iPod
shuffle is very portable and holds about
100 to 120 songs.

.

The iPod shuffle is skip-free and
offers up to 12 hours of playback.
Maggie Howell, CSOM '06, said
"I think that the shuffle wouldbe a good
investmentfor someonewho works out a
lot, or cannot afford to buy a regular size
iPod, but I would never buy one."
With the second wave of the iPod
craze, it seems that Apple is working
hard to have this music source live up to
its name.
The smaller iPods are becoming a
valuable space-saver option for people
who don't want to lug around compact
disks.
For people who are always on the
move or at the Plex, new iPods are a
helpful way to organize music and life.
Designers give students with an acute
sense of fashion another reason to buy
an iPod or an iPod case while the iPods
continue to evolve as well.

that be professors lead

lessica Gulick is one of the lucky
teachers on campus that gets to see
real improvementwith her students on
a daily basis.
A special education teacher in
the Campus School, she works with
young children varying from about 5
to 8 years old.
"I love the content [that I teach]
with that agegroup. I lovetheir exploration. The kids are in a really neat spot
to learn, and they're still young enough
thatyou can still sing silly songs," said
Gulick.
Her daybegins at 7:30each morning when shearrives at CampionHall to
preparefor the arrival ofher class.
She organizes individualized
learning plans based on the particular
goals and needs of each student. Her
favorite part of the day includes an
activity called "morning circle."
"The kids all get together and
say hello, talk about who is here each
day, and talk about what day it is,"
said Gulick. "We work on daily living
skills and social interactions. Saying
'hello' doesn't come naturally to all
the students. They all have an awareness ofeach other, but being awareand
being aware that you can have a social
exchange are two differentthings. Here
they'll vocalize."
Morningcircle is Gulick'sfavorite
activity because she gets the chance to
work with all her students on a large
number of skills.
"We work on academics like sequencing, and choice-making. We can
also do physical therapy because we
help the students walk up and put their
names on the board. We can really do
everything," she said.
Guilick works hard to make sure
her students are ableto enjoy a full life
as a student.
"We try to make everything as
typical as possible. We get things as
close to normal classrooms as we can,
then I adapt the material so all thekids
can participate," she said.
Gulickhas the opportunityto work

of articles

profiling the

lives

outside of the classroom.
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Jessica Gulick teacheschildren with disabilities in her classroom at the Campus School.
closely with her students on a daily

at home.

basis. She is involved in all aspects of

"They all seem to be really appreciative and thankful we all are so much
about their children," said Gulick.
Gulick became interested in working with disabled children when she
volunteeredfor a therapeutic horseback
riding school.
"I rode horses myself, and that is
where I learned about therapeutic riding. It moves muscles in their bodies
that we can't do for them. It's a neat
way for them to get exercise. I decided
I wanted the academic background too;
I thought I would like to work with
them in the classroom and teach them,"
Guilick said.
Gulick's experiencewith theCampus School has shaped her plans for the
future. In addition to teaching, Gulick is
taking administrationclasses at Boston
College.
She plans on workingto become an
assistantprinciple at a specializedschool
like the Campus School or incorporating academic aspects into therapeutic
riding.
"They're really neat kids," said
Gulick. "It's gotten me more in touch
with the fact that every child is capable
of learning. I've learned so much from
them."

their education, and plays a role in their
physical therapy as well.
"We do the same routine everyday,
but the best part is when they do something that makesthem happy, and they're
proud of themselves - when they smile
aftercompleting an activitybecause they
know they've accomplished a goal,"
she said.
Another instrumental element in
Gulick's success as a teacher comes
from her support network of parents,
teaching assistants (TAs), and fellow
teachers. Gulick has the assistance of
three TAs and a team of nurses and
physical therapists.
"I'm lucky to have such qualified TA's. You don't find that at every
school. We work really well as a team.
[The Campus School]is a much smaller,
closer-knit group of employees."
In additiontothe staffofthe school,
the parents of the children are another
source of support in Gulick's day. Parents and teachers communicate on a
daily basis through "Communication
books," in which Gulick can inform
parents of theirchild's success in school
and parents can respond with questions
and updates on the student's progress

Major offers intriguing mixture Rutgers University reverses
ruling that limits topics for press

Wild Strawberries to explore the a foundation for the discussions
themesof Tolstoy'sDeath ofIvan in Perspectives II and 111 and
Illych, Dr. Braman is always able suggests that it should be taken
to find concurrent philosophical after completion of Perspectives
intellectual thought but transform themes in many different work," I. "New Scientific Visions will
their view of education and aca- says Treacy.
give students the opportunity to
demiainto a love of learning.
a
over
contents an
written
a
Perspectives III: Horizons of feel what the habit of thinking
"All four classes are designed theNew Social Sciences grapples with somebody like Euclid," says
reverses
on
to intertwine,creating a connective with the modern man's attempts at Braman.
Thismethodoflearning about
learning experience. It has been providingmeaning and stabilityin
dayto theadvertisementReiss had prepared, which
science and mathematics fosters By Patricia Alex
extremelyfulfilling and has made this world through the new politime feel like I have developed cal, intellectual, and institutional theintellectualconversion thePerKRT
was titled:"The story the Daily Targum editors did
not want you toread."
intellectually in a well-rounded structures of the social sciences spectives programtries to achieve,
andwell-balancedway" says Tom andtheChristian ideals offreedom whereas simple memorizationof
It turned out to be a lesson in freedom of the
At the outset, Pavlik had said many otherfacand individual dignity as pertaintors were involved in placing the restrictions on
Treacy,A&S'os.
scientific and mathematical fact press - for noneother than thepeople who run Rutwould not.
the class.
The major consists of the ing to the modern world.
gers University's journalismdepartment.
the
New
Rest
PerThe
chairman
of
the
said
He also said he had gotten complaints about
completion of all four Perspecdepartment
Tuesday
assured,
however,
Horizons of
Social
tives courses taken in any order, Sciences is taught by Fred Lawspectives IV is not the "escape" thathe is reversing his edict that on-campus topics Reiss and other students in the class from people
provided that Perspectives I is rence andRev. Paul McNellis, S.J., from science and mathematics wouldbe off-limitsto students in the investigative they interviewed.
The controversy gainedtraction on the Internet
taken during freshman year, a and fulfills six credits in both the requirements students who enjoy reporting class.
senior seminar class, and a senior
humanitieshope for. Instead, Bralast week and soon was picked up by mediaoutlets
The change ofheart came after a squall of methesis.
man stresses that given the nature diacoverageand objections from faculty, including throughoutthe state. Reiss, a part-time student with
"All
classes are
The program is highly flextwo young children, found herselffieldingcalls from
ofthe authors read, includingGali- professors in his own department.
designed to intertwine, leo, Newton, Einstein, Darwin,
ible in that it allows for multiple
"We've been going around on this discussing radio, televisionand newspapers.
courses to be taken in the same
and Mendel, the course proves it with colleagues in the media, faculty and the
"It kind of snuck up on me and took over my
creating a connective
to be intense and rigorous albeit generalpublic," saidJohn Y. Pavlik, chairman ofthe life," Reiss said in an interview last week.
year along with the option for
learning experience.
For her and other journalism students, theflap
study abroad opportunities.
extremelyrewarding.
journalism and media studies department.
I have developed
Another aspect thatenhances
The senior year culminates
"I don't know if I'd say it was pressure," he andthe coverage turnedtheir classroomsinto areal
the Perspectives Program is its
world laboratory.
with a seminar course that will continued.
intellectually in a wellCharles Haskell, a student in the class, said the
give each major an opportunity
"Really it was kind of just finding out what's
unique interdisciplinary appeal
balanced way."
that does not limit it solely to the
to integrate and appropriate every going to work the best for the class and the stuprohibition led him to change the story he was workfields of philosophy and theolelementofhis or her philosophical dents."
ing on during the first half of the semester.
His group had wanted to write about traffic
ogy.
Tom Treacy
education.
At the beginning of the semester in January,
Perspectives II: Modernism
Thesecond semester ofsenior Pavlik had prescribed that students in the class, tickets given out by Rutgers police on campus.
Perspectives major and
andtheArts fulfills threecredits in
year is entirely devoted to each taught once a week by veteran newsman Guy T.
Instead, theytargeted an off-campus company
A&S '05
both fine arts and literature along
student's thesis, which they will Baehr, could no longer cover Rutgers.
that advertisedstudent employment.
with six credits in philosophy.
The change, he said, was an effort to get stu"At first it was a big deal for our group," he
work on with an advisor for the
entire year.
dents off campus and out covering "real world" said.
In this course, students focus social sciences and philosophy.
on the late 19th and early 20th
Some of the year's highlights
Each thesis will come from topics.
"But I like it better doing off-campus stories
the interests and strengths of the
The move came on the heels of a flap over a anyway."
century in order to discover "a include readings from Locke,
Baehr said he likely will spend time talkSpinoza, Adam Smith, Comte, individual student to create a piece done by a student in the previous semester's
common cultural vision informwork that directly shows how class involving the perks given to Rutgers athing the literature, music, painting, and Marx.
ing about the controversy when the class meets
sculpture, and architecture" and
Perspectives IV: New ScienWednesday.
the student's understanding has letes.
Tuesday he e-mailed the 18 students and told
explore the various religious re- tific Visions, is perhaps the most changed over the course of the
As part of her coursework, Fraidy Reiss had
detailedsome oftheprograms andservicesavailable them that on-campus topics were no longer offsponses to the issues in this age of different in that students will program.
modernism.
read the great mathemtaical and
"Having conversation partonly to those who played sports for the university, limits.
Students study works from scientific texts of Western culture. ners like my fellow majors and including preferential scheduling and one-on-one
"I told them good journalistscan switch gears
The course fulfills six credits in professors like Dr. Braman, Fr. tutoring.
on a dime," said Baehr, who is associate directorof
various fields of thought includReiss got an A-plus fromBaehr. But theRutgers Rutgers' JournalismResource Institute.
ing an exceptionallywide variety philosophy and then gives parFlanagan, and Kerry Cronin has
of people, most notably Flaubert, ticipants the option of fulfilling allowed me to achieve academistudent newspaper,The Daily Targum, declined to
"I'mpleased that we can go back to what we
were doing last semester; it was good both educaEliot, Wagner, Debussy, Monet, six credits in the natural science or cally and intellectually in ways I run the article, saying it lackedbalance.
The paper also refused to run the piece as an tionally and journalistically,"Baehr said.
and Picasso. Braman teaches this threecreditsin bothnatural science never expected.," says Matthew
Pierson,A&S '05.
course and hopes to find another and mathematics.
"I'mglad thatpeoplerecognized the issuehere
advertisement.
Braman, who teaches the
On Monday, theDaily Targum ran an editorial and that it got a lot ofattention."
faculty member who will teach
"They really care about this
other sections of Perspectives II course along with John Boylan, program as one that is invaluable written by Editor in ChiefNick Sevilis defending
The Society of Professional Journalists, a
in the future.
stresses that the goal of Perspecin today's world where education the decision not to print the article or the ad, and it national group, said Tuesday that it still plans to
"Dr. Braman is constantly tives IV is to "show the students has become a means to an end. challenged suggestions that the independent newsappoint a task force to investigate the situation at
exploring new ways to teach and what theplace of philosophy is in Their love of teaching and of paper was influenced by pressure from the athletic Rutgers.
understand thematerial.Whether it the developmentof the natural sci"We are going to look at whatthey're doing up
learning has been infused in me department.
is showingus Fight Club to paralence and mathematics as opposed and many oftheir students, and is
"The only group on campus we are beholdento there," saidJim Highland,vice president for campus
lel Dostoevsky's Notesfrom Unchapteraffairs and ajournalismprofessor at Western
spoken clearly through their pas- is our very own readership," Sevilis wrote.
to the cover story of the two."
He sees Perspectives IV as sion for the program."
The Targum did, however, provide a link Monderground or viewing Bergman's
Kentucky University.

Perspectives, From CI

After limiting the scope of on-campus journalsimprompted
the
of article
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Twenty-two employees work through the Supported EmploymentProgram. They work in Dining Services, the Office of Residential Life, the chemistry department, the Boston College Bookstore, BC Libraries, and Buildings and Grounds.

Program helps impaired find employment
and McElroy through the PULSE
program.
"I looked for a [PULSE
placement] through the Campus
School, and I found this one. It
sounded like something different.
It's beenreally fun. They're a great
groupof people," she said.
As ajobcoach, Cundall works
with all ofMcElroy'semployeesto
givethem encouragementand help
them with the daily tasks of their
day. There is a job coach working
side by side with the employees in
theprogramall day, everyday.
"They're hard working," said
Cundall. "They're just like other
people.They have busy lives, and
they goto work like everyone else.
People on campus would be surprised if they sat downand talked

Employees, from CI
kicks in. Theyrely on having the
same routine and same tasks from
day to day. This kind of training
can take weeks, months, even up
to a year. But even when they've
learned their job, we're always
there to support them."
The job coaches work side
by side employees as part of the
ongoing support offered by the
program.There are three full-time
job coaches as well as the student
volunteers and employees.
"The students are instrumental in running the program. We
couldn't do this without them,"
Brown said.
Jen Cundall, CSON '07, has
volunteered at both Hillside Cafe
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Best of Boston
Burritos

f»X

;

"
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?

Tacos
Enchiladas
Quesadillas

with them. They'd see how similar
they really are."
Having the opportunity to
work so closely with the supported
employees, Cundall has seen both
the positive and negativereactions
ofother students.
"Somepeople are uncomfortable," Cundall said. "It is also frustrating to see howmuch trash isleft
on the tables. They're not there to
clean up after the students."
But there are also many examples ofstudents and staffaround
campus being very accepting and
encouragingfor those in the SEP.
"Their co-workers are instrumental in their success," said
Brown. "They treat them as equals
and as part ofthe team. They want
to see them to succeed."
"The staff in the kitchen is
great too," Cundall said. "They
will give them high-fives and take
the time to see how their day is
going. They're role models."
In addition, the Best Buddies
program has demonstrated the
positive effect students have had.
Student volunteering is a way for
the individuals with intellectual
disabilities to experience student

life on campus and interact with
the students in a different capacity.
Cundall also monitors the
progress ofeach employee.There
are incentive plans to help workers
reach personal goals. After a certain accomplishment or a specific
number of days, employees go on
an outing with thestaffmemberof
theirchoice.
"The program allows job
coaches to see any problems they
might be having, and they really like to get feedback on their
work," Brown said. "The outings
are usually things like getting ice
cream from Starbucks or a trip to
the Bookstore where they can buy
something."
"The program works best
when people are open and receptive," said Brown. "It takes
people with vision. It is difficult
to hire someone with a cognitive
disability because a lot of people
can't see how these employees
can work as a component of their
department."
The dining halls have had an
enormous impact on the success
of the program. With 15 of the

program's employees placed in
the dining halls, it helps make the
program visible to students. Employees assist with the daily tasks
like chopping vegetables,assisting
cooks, and busing tables.
"[DiningServices] has set the
tone. The managers have known
these workers since the program
was started in 1987. By now,
they're seenas just anotherpart of
their team," said Brown.
Part of the program's success stems from the relationships
built between the departments on
campus that employ the workers
andthe administrativework done
by the Office of the Supported
EmploymentProgram.
Funding from the program
comes from the Massachussets
Department ofMental Retardation
andtheMassachussets Rehabilitation Commission.
"Salaries come from whatever department they work in,"
said Brown. "They work side by
side with the department's other
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study, the department only needs
to spend $2. The state makes up
the difference. It's a budget issue," said Brown. "Tasks can get
done by work-study students, and
not every one can envision the
role a developmentallydisabled
employee could play in their department."
Employees are directed to
theprogram by the state, but there
is a long waiting list of eligible
applicants.
"1 have a waiting list that is
years long," said Brown. "A new
job opens up only once every two
to three years. People like it here;
these tend to be jobsfor life."
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employees. A position is carved
out based on the department's specific needs. Then we train, monitor,
and supervise the workers."
One of the issues facing the
future of the program is creating
new placements for future employees.
"My workerneeds to be paid
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CLASSIFIEDS
TRAVEL

REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED

Spring Break2006. Travel with
STS, America's#1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida,
Now hiring on-campusreps. Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations (800) 648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

Towne Estate: Modern 3 bed,
10 min walk to BC. 2 new baths,
new kitchen, dishwasher, disposal, microwave, central A/C, 2
parking spaces, swimming pool,
storage, laundry. By owner. No
Fee. $2,150. Avail. 9/1. Please
call (617)256-3306.

Appointment Setters. Great
job for students. Part-time jobs
available. Earn hourly rate plus
bonuses. Flexible hours and located in Cleveland Circle. Call for
more information: Ask for Darcy,
(617)731-0300.

REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED

First Capital Realty Group
We Offer STUDIOS, 1, 2, 3+
BEDROOM APTS. All the Best
Campus Locations! No fee Apts!
Call (617) 536-2552 or visit us at
288 Newbury St.

PURCHASING ASSISTANT.
Person required to assist in all
aspects of purchasing for a busy
poster Co. in JP. Must have
strong access and accountancy
background. Start immediately,
Call (617) 522-5771.

Spacious room available for
rent NOW in an apartment with
3 BC juniors, single or double
space: 2021 CommonwealthAve.
Rent very negotiable. Please emailpynemb@bc.edu.
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING. Great
Places Realty Don't Settle for
LESS!!! CALL US AT (617) 2549400 for the Largest and Best
Quality Selection. Located close
to BC!!! NEXT TO COLLEGE
SUBS (617) 254-9400 WE'LL
PICK YOU UP GREAT PLACES
REALTY, RENTALSOFFCAMPUS.

Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending business for sale. Sell
$5,000. (800)568-1281 orvendingfriends.com.

Egg Donors Needed. Help make
a couple's dream of becoming
parents come true by becoming
an egg donor. Very generous
compensation and expenses
paid. Ages 21-32. Non-smokers
only. For more informationplease
visit our Web site atwww.robertnicholsesq.com or contact Christine or Liz at (781) 769-6900.

The Heights
Independent Student Newspaper of Boston College
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OTHER

TRAVELLING UNIVERSITY
POSTER SALES AGENTS,
Needed: 60 people to travel
across America to sell posters
from mid-August to the end of
September. Travel and accommodation paid for. Call (617)
522-5771. E-mail collegesales PSYCHIC READINGS. Will help
you in love, business, and all
@globalprints.com.
matters of life. Call today for a
Summer Work. Excellent Pay. better tomorrow. Also available
Start now or after finals. Flex for house calls and parties. We
schedules. Customer sales/ser- give a student discount. Call for
vices. No experience necessary, appointment. (617) 738-5125.
All majors welcome. All ages
18+, conditions apply. Waltham/ i
Boston (781) 890-7667. DanTo see additional
vers/N. Shore (978) 774-7700.
classified ads that don't
workforstudents.com

Modern 2 bed, 10 min walk
to BC. New kitchen, new bath,
dishwasher, disposal, balcony,
A/C, parking, swimming pool. By NEED A SUMMER JOB? Lookowner. No Fee. $1,450. Avail. 9/1. ing for students to be painters in
Please call (617) 256-3306.
Needham during the summer.
Call Genna at (609) 560-8628. |

.M

Established 1919

Get involved.
YOUR independent student newspaper.
The Heights is looking for:
Advertising Staff

Artists
Business Staff
Cartoonists
Circulation Staff
Columnists
Comic Artists
Copy Readers
Graphic Designers
Online Staff
Photographers
Reporters
Web Developers
Writers

appear on this page,
please visit the
classifieds section of
www.bcheights.com

Place your classified here!

Only $10 per issue.
E-mail byronsa@bc.edu
or

call Sarah at
(617) 552-0364.
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Questions? Call the newsroom at (617) 552-3512, or
come to a section meeting on Monday.

News
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Features
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Arts & Review
Marketplace
Photography
Layout
Business & Ads

Eagle's Nest
Eagle's Nest
McElroy 113
Eagle's Nest
McElroy 113
McElroy 113
McElroy 113
McElroy 112

5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
5 p.m.
4 p.m.

READ THIS AD.
OR, DON'T.

An exercise in freedom.
By deciding to continue reading,

Yourright to backyard barbeques,

you've just demonstratedakey American

sleeping in on Sundays and listening

freedom?choice. And, should you

to any darned music you please can be

choose to turn thepage,take a nap or go

justas fulfillingas your right tovote

dye your hairblue, that's cool too.

for thepresident. Maybe even more so

Because whilerights likefreedom of

speech, freedom ofreligion and freedom

because you can enjoy thesefreedoms
personally and often,

of thepress get all the attention in the

So take amoment to celebrate all

Constitution, thesmallerliberties you

the littleliberties you enjoyin America,

can enjoy every day in Americaare no

Or, forget all thisandchoose to take

less important or worthy ofcelebration.

them for granted? it's a free country.

Freedom. Appreciate it. Cherish it. Protect

it.

Never A Slow News Day.
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Subscribe to The Heights
Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

$55 one year / $90 two full years
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A forgotten
fight for justice

Tech Journal
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12-step program
Stepl:
Admitting you
have a problem.
It's a common
occurrence on
campus; somebody somewhere starts up
Bill
their Boston
Clerico
College-bought
Thinkpad, or that Dell that
Daddy bought them way back
before freshman year. Startup
is slower than David Ortiz on a
hit and run and your computer is
ridden with viruses. But it's OK,
I'm here to help. And maybe we
can trick you out a la West Coast
Customs while we're at it.
Step 2: No one likes a dirt
bag. Get a damp paper toweland
clean those keys and screen. If
you're feeling fancy, head over
to your nearest office supply
store or staples.com and pick up
a compressed air dusterfor five
bucks. Get all that junk out of
there.
Step 3: Would you wear
white pants afterLaborDay?
No. Then why are you running
last year's version of Windows?
Right click on the "My Computer" icon on your desktop,
and go to "Properties." If you're
running Windows XP, make sure
the fourth line after "System:"
reads Service Pack 2 and not
ServicePack 1. If it says Service
Pack 1, head to http://www.
microsoft.com/athome/security/

protect/windowsxp/choose.mspx
and follow the directions to get
thismuch needed security and
performance update.
Step 4: Head to www.
bc.edu/offices/help/virus and follow the directions to "Get antivirus software." Run an OnDemand Scan after you download
and install it.
Step 5: Make sure you also
grab "GetEPO" from the above
link. This program is necessary
for BC IT Services to keep your
computer safe from emerging
threats, and failure to have it or
McAfee Anti-Virus can result in
the loss ofnetwork access.
Step 6: Go to Start, settings,
control panel, add or remove
programs. Though you may want
to check with an experienced
user before removing too many
things, it is generally safe to remove entries here like AdTools,
Wild Tangent,NavSearch, AIM
Toolbar, etc. Any sort of "search
toolbar" should be removed
- visitthe Student Learning and

Support Center (SLSC) Helpdesk
for further help.
Step 7: Go to www.download.com and search for SpyBot: Search and Destroy. After
saving and installing it, search
for updates andthen "search and
destroy" all that spyware that has
infested your computer. Make
sure everything is selected, and
then click "Fix selected problems."
Step 8: While you're at
www.download.com,also grab
AdAware.This nifty little tool
will traverse your hard drive and
deletethe annoyingpopup advertisementsfrom all those wholesome Bible sites you've been
visiting. Big. Huge. Bibles.
Step 9: Mozilla's FireFox
browser(get it at www.getfirefox.com)is a major improvement over the vulnerabilities
ofInternet Explorer. It also
introduces some neat new features like tabbed browsing and
customizableextensions. Check
it out.
Step 10: Taking a look at
www.bc.edu/wirelesscan help
you setup the wirelesscard on
your computer - it's actually
pretty easy and straightforward,
and can help you surfthe Web
anywherefrom the library, to the
back row ofModern History, to
theDustbowl.
Step 11: Consider using a
third party emailprogram like
Mozilla'sThunderbird(www.
mozilla.org)or Microsoft's Outlook (part of the Office package).
BC's Web page will give you
the settings you need to get this
rolling.
Step 12: Lastly, consider
switching to Apple's iTunes
music player as your download
methodof choice. Programs like
Lime Wire, Kazaa, and BearShare all leave your computer
open to malicious attacks from
hackers, as well as install massive amounts ofadvertisements
on your system (nothing's free
in this world). Also, you run
therisk of facing thousands of
dollars in legal fines should the
RIAA find out.
Note that these steps are just
my personal suggestions - they
are not guaranteedto work.
Ifyou think you're in serious
trouble, you might be better off
going to see the professionals at
the SLSC. These 12 steps, however, will get you goingin the
right directionand get you back
on the right track.
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Arc of Justice,from C8
(NAACP) against the Klan, which
was rapidly becoming a powerful
force in Detroitpolitics during the
lazz Age.
Legendary defense lawyer
Clarence Darrow, who had just
recently triumphed in the famed
Monkey Scopes Trial, took up
the case and put in one of the best
performancesofhis career. He was
greatlyaided by Sweet, whosepersonal story wasa defense counsel's
dream.The son of a sharecropper
andthe grandsonof a slave, Sweet
witnessed a lynching as a small
boy in his oppressively racist
Florida hometown. He ended up
leaving the area for college and
medical school, his ambition even
taking him across the Atlantic to
study at Vienna and Paris.
Boyle has a discerning eye
for precise characterization, and
avoidsthe familiar trap oflionizing
central individuals for the benefit

of the story. Sweet, for one, is
PHOTOS COURTESY OF EAGLEEYES PROJECT

EagleEyes was designed to help the impaired communicate with others.

EagleEyes
helps impaired
Gips, from C8
of Management newsletter on the
EagleEyesproject.
The OFOAis well on its way
to achieving that goal.They have
already orderedfive of the initial
prototype EagleEyes boxes, and
plan to place them in Craighalbert
Centre in Cumbernauld, Scotland,
United Cerebral
Palsy in Salt
Lake City, Utah,
Goodwill Columbus in Co-

lumbus, Ohio,
and BC.
"We areexcited about the
James Gips
opportunity of
EagleEyes to improve the lives
of so many people with severe
disabilities," said Debbie Inkley,
co-founderand executive director
of the OFOA in the newsletter.
"We hope to make EagleEyes
available to the public on a much

larger scale."

With the success of EagleEyes, Gips' other projects often go unnoticed, despite their
significance. For the past five
years, Gips has been working on
the Camera Mouse project. The
professor was happy to provide
The Heights with a demonstration

PREP CUSS

of the software in his office. The
Camera Mouse software uses a
regular USB camera that is correlated to the mouse cursor on
the computer screen by tracking
the movement of the user's head.
Gips worked on the software with
a group of University of Texas
graduates who founded a start-up
software company, of which he
is a 9 percent shareholder. The
Camera Mouse software is commercially available along with a
free trialthat can be found at www.
cameramouse.com.
Gips isalso working on developing softwarefor commercialeye
trackers. The software functions
well duringtests with undergraduate students and he hopes to soon
begin testing the software on
people over 30 as well as those
with disabilities.

Gips is collaborating with

Margrit Betke, a professor at
Boston University, on developing
gesture recognition software on
a National Science Foundation
grant. They are currently in the
research and developmentphase,
withnothing close to goingpublic
anytime soon.
Gips has said he would like
to work on an eye tracker that
wouldwork on a USB camera in
the future.

seen as a reluctant hero and only
moves into the house in the white
neighborhoodat the urging ofhis
strong willed wife, Gladys. He
does, however, enjoy his celebrity
status immensely when the trial is
thrust in the national spotlight.
Boyle also recounts an incident during one of the trialswhen
Darrow gives a rousing peroration that brought him to tears. He
then scanned the courtroom for
his wife, and, seeing that she was

there, he tried to seduce an
attractive young woman who was
attending the trial.
Sweet's legal victory, after
eight months and two trials, made
little difference in thebroader civil
rights battle. The NAACP lost its
Supreme Court case challenging
restrictive covenants that codified residential
segregation
later that year.
Only in 1968
did Congress
ban racial discrimination in
the selling and Kevin Boyle
financing of horniies
Boyle's title comes from a
famous quote by the 19th-century
abolitionistTheodoreParker. "The
arc of the moral universe is long,
but it bends toward justice," he
said. For Sweet, sadly, that arc was
longer than his lifetime. Despite
winning the case, his personal
life disintegrated into tragedy.
Gladys died of tuberculosis that
she contracted while in jail. As for
Ossian, financial necessity eventually forced him to move back into
the ghetto that he had spent his
whole life trying toflee. As Boyle
morosely concludes: "On March
20, 1960 - just as the civil rights
movement was about to sweep
through the South - Ossian Sweet
went intohis tiny bedroom,picked
up a handgun, and put a bullet in
his brain."
not

Job market is

looking up
with bachelor's degrees can do
some work now being handledby
MBA's. Second, it will be harder
for computer science majors to

ready offering jobs to more spring
graduates.
"Our hiring numbers for college graduates have gone up
significantly," Wachovia spokeswoman Arati Randolph said in a

find jobs. Third, federal agencies

statement.

Jobs, from C8

will hire more graduates but not
enough to offset decreases in hiring by state and local government.
Lastly, on overage, starting salaries
will increase by 1 to 2 percent.
The increase in available
jobs college graduates can hope
to see coincides with other good
economic news.
According to a recent survey
by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia,the U.S. economy is
forecast to grow4.3 percent next
year, thefastest rate since 1998.
Thus, more companies are
calling to post jobs or recruit on
campus in 2004. For example,
Wachovia Corp. will not release
its numbers, but it says it is al-

Many are noting this increase.
"We are, in fact, starting to
see companies beginning to think
about hiring," Charlie Lucas, an
executive search consultant with
The McAulay Firm in Charlotte,
said ina statement. "We're starting
to see businesses operate with a
greater degree of confidence."
Not all analysts share such
optimism, though.
Barry Pronier, a partner in a
Sherpa, a staffing and recruiting
firm based in Charlotte that specializes in providing finance and
accountingprofessionals,predicts
a tight labor market in the next
10 years.
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Service Building,
Room 206

Sponsored by:
Boston College Continuing Education Program

Don't guess whether you qualify for the EITC. Know.

We'll do all we can to help you find out whether you're eligible for
the Earned Income Tax Credit. Call us, visit us at irs.gov/eitc or talk
to your tax preparer.

1 800 TAX 1040
Internal Revenue Service
Mpl www.irs.gov/eitc
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Politically Speaking

World loses leader of unmatched integrity

NATION

- one of the hallmarks ofhis papacy. Defying

I'm not sure that I can
say anythingaboutPope John
Paul II that has not already
been said. But I would feel
remiss if I were to let this
month pass without offering
my thoughts on the man and
his importance to all of manDan
kind. In October of 1978, the
Elliott
Collegeof Cardinals made a
decision thatshocked people
the world over: they elected
a Polish pope.Karol Wojtyla was the first nonItalianelected to the papacy sinceAdrian VI, a
Dutchman, ascended to therole in 1522.
Thesignificance of this choice lay not just
in the fact thatJohn Paul II was not an Italian,
but rather in that he was a native of a country
besieged by the oppressive evils of communism, one where draconianlimits were placed
on the practice ofreligion. The selection of a
popefrom a Soviet satellite could be seen (and
immediatelywas by the press) as a directchallenge by the Catholic Church to communism.
This decision was so gutsy that the London
Times declared in an editorial on Oct. 17,1978,
"... it has the imaginativerashness that one
might expect from a college ofstudentsrather
than the weighty caution that one associates
with a College of Cardinals." It prefaced that
opinionquiteprophetically,however,bynoting,
"The choice they have now made may prove
to be the best thing that could have happened
to the world ..."
After John Paul IPs 26-year papacy, the
world is a strikingly different place, due, in
large part, to his efforts. He lit a fire in both his
native Poland and Eastern Europe as a whole,
urging freedomfrom repression. He stood as a
living, breathing monument to the freedom of
the human spirit. He pitted justice against tyranny, and justice won. Former SovietPresident
Mikhail Gorbachev has said that communism
wouldhave never collapsedwithout thepope's
influence.
The HolyFather did not cease to challenge
and prod as hispapacy continuedinto theendof

the stereotypes of pontiffs, theologians, and
philosophers as stuffy and out-of-touch, this
Pope proved to be very much in-tune with
modemculture. He invitedBob Dylan and8.8.
King to play concerts for him, and in a comical
scene, onceput on a pair ofBono's sunglasses.
John Paul's appeal to young people, however,
vaultedhim torock-star status evengreaterthan
thelikes of Bono could ever imagine. Wherever
he went, the Pontiff was greetedby throngs of
young people uproariously chanting, "John
Paul 11,we love you!" The way he was able to
galvanize the energy of youth surely will be a
large part of his legacy.
Furthermore, the Pope's moral courage
and steadfastness were among his infinite
virtues. The pope championed the culture of
life, continuing to speak against both abortion
and the death penalty throughout his pontificate. Surely, this is an area where many have
criticized him. Many thought that the Church
needed to accept current fashions, to "get with
the times." Of course, the pope knew, as G.K.
Chesterton once put it, that, "Fallaciesdo not
cease to be fallacies because they become
fashions."
For his stances on moral issues, the pope
was deemeda conservative. But in reality, he
was a man who defied political classification.
He belonged to no party or sect, but rather
insisted on God's will and justice.
It is difficult to imaginea newpope,mostly
because John Paul II is the only pope that current Boston College students have ever known.
I hope, pray, and trust thatthe new pontiffwill
continue John Paul IPs good work. But I also
realize that John Paul II is an absolutely irreplaceable figure. He was the greatest Church
leader of our lifetime, and also a soul ofunrivaled greatness and love. May he rest in peace,
andmay we allrememberhis message in these
troubling times.

PAUL LACHINE / NEWSART.COM

the 20th century. In 1998, he became the first
Pope to visit Cuba, a communist state - like
the Poland of his youth - where Christianity
and Christians were greatly persecuted. So
genteel, yet so forceful, his mere presence
caused the cruelly fearless and anti-religious
dictatorFidel Castro torecognize Christmas as
a national holiday,permit Catholic worship on
the island, and offer loftypraise for JohnPaul
as both a leader and a man.
He was a leader with remarkable appeal,
someone who drew in peoples of all ages,
nationalities, and even faiths. When someone
earns the simultaneous praise of both Ariel
Sharon and Mahmoud Abbas, of George W.
Bush and Jacques Chirac, ofPervez Musharraf,
the Dalai Lama, and Margaret Thatcher, one
knows that they are dealing with someone
truly special.
Of the Pope's many admirers, the most
notable perhaps are young people. JohnPaul
II consistently reached outto the world's youth

DanElliott is Heightssenior staff. His column
appears biweekly in this space.
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U.S. seeks records of terror suspects
The Bush administrationannounced that there is a plan being
developed that would allow the government access to potentially
hundreds ofmillionsofinternationalbankrecords, drawing ire from
many banking officials who claim thatthey are alreadyoverburdened
in trying to meet financial security guidelines. The plan, which
is being developed by a Treasury Department committee, would
enable the government to view logs of wire transfers of money.
The Sept. 11 hijackers used such services to exchange $130,000 to
finance the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
Officials stressed that the project was not yet finalized, and once
implementedwill have safeguards in place to prevent misuse.

Bush shifts message on social security
After spending months making the case that social security is

facing a crisis, President Bush is planning to move onto the subject
of possible remedies for the perceived problem. Administration
officialsmaintained thatthe case forreform was resonating with most
Americans. "Phase one is heighten the sense that this is a big issue
worthy ofimmediate consideration by Congress," saidKarl Rove, the
deputy White House chiefofstafffor policy and Mr. Bush's political
strategist, to The New York Times. "Wehave some ways to go in the
calendaronthat, but the movement on that hasbeen very good." Bush
faces a united Democratic block in Congress that is opposed to any
changes in the system.

Report causes debate at Columbia
The release of a faculty report on complaints that pro-Israel
students were intimidated by their pro-Palestinian professors has
sparked a heated debate over the meaning of academic freedom.
Though the committee did not find instances of anti-Semitism, it
did fault one professor of misconduct toward pro-Israel students.
Some students said thatthe committee, in onlyciting one instance of
impropriety,was trivializingtheproblem and again failing to take the
issue seriously. "The report is insulting, a disgraceto those of us who
put our hearts and souls into making Columbia a better place," said
AharonHorwitz, a 2004 Columbia graduate, who said the committee
ignoredspecific instances he brought to their attention.

Trial badges may lead to release
A convictedmurderermaybe released afterserving 11 years in
prison because of a ruling that said it may have been inappropriate
for family members of the victim to wear badges with the image
of the killed man. "Here, the direct link between the buttons, the
spectatorswearing the buttons, the defendant, and the crimethat the
defendant allegedlycommittedwas clear and unmistakable," Judge
Stephen Reinhardt wrote for the three-judge appellate court panel.
"Areasonable juristwouldbe compelled to conclude thatthebuttons
worn by Studer's family members conveyed the message that the
defendant was guilty." One ofthe three judgesdissented, saying that
the badges had no prejudicial impact.

STATE

Aide to pay $20,000 for missed days
NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK
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Big Dig tunnels structurally sound
The Big Dig's tunnels are structurally sound despite hundreds
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of roof leaks and dozens of wall defects, according to a Federal
HighwayAdministrationreport. The state must, however, developan
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Gov. Mitt Romney ordered AngeloBuonopane, the director of
the state department of labor, to pay $20,000 from his salary to the
state for unauthorized time taken off. Buonopane was the subject
of a recent investigationby The Boston Globe that discovered that
he worked less than three hours a day since January 2004. "It's a
huge penalty, the largest case ofrestitution ever made to the state,"
said Ranch Kimball, secretary of the Executive Office ofEconomic
Development,to The Boston Globe. Romney created the director's
position for Buonopanein early 2004.

RldH

aggressivetunnel inspection program to ensure the roadway's future
safety. The report was inresponse to a massive leak that flooded the
Interstate93 northbound tunnel six months ago. The report also says
that the tunnels willprobablyalways be susceptible to leaks, which
couldpose a long-term corrosion threatto the steel beams thatform
the spine of the roadway. The report did not, however, propose a
solutionfor howto fix the two defective wall sections.

Harvard to sell its stake in Sudan firm
Under pressure from student activists, Harvard University
announcedyesterday that itwill sell an estimated $4.4 millionstake in
PetroChina, whose parent company is closelyrelatedto the Sudanese
government. "Divestment is not a step that Harvard takes lightly,
but I believe there is a compelling case for action in these special
circumstances, in light oftheterrible situation sitll unfolding in Darfur
andthe leadingrole played by PetroChina's parent company in the
Sudanese regime," said Harvard President Lawrence Summers in a
statement.

Globe reporter wins Pulitzer prize
Gareth Cook ofTheBoston Globewon the2005 Pulitzerprize for
explanatoryjournalism for his coverageof the scientific and ethical
dimensions of stem cell research. The Pulitzer board cited Cook's
"clarity and humanity" in his writing on a subject that encompasses
science, politics, and morality. "I'm kind of in shock right now,"
Cooktold TheBostonGlobe. "In many ways, doing these stories was
exactly what I dreamed journalismwould be." The Globe's editor,
Martin Baron, said that Cook's work "cut through the rhetoric and
all the political posturing" on stem cell research. Cook's prize was
the Globe's 18thPulitzer.

Menino vows to stem youth violence
Boston MayorThomas Menino and city religious leadershave
forged a partnership aimed at reducing youth violence through
interventionand counseling. "We are coming togetherin a time of
crisis when young people are in need," said Menino to The Boston
Globe. "We gave each of ourselves a work plan about how we're
going to deal with the problems. The committee was formed as the
murder toll for the year rose to 15, one more than at this point last
year. Many of the victims have been young males. Menino said that
the city is addressingthe issue now, so there will be a workable plan
inplaceby thetime students get out of schoolfor the summer. "We're
making sure interventionprograms are in place now," he said.
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The Bottom Line

Innovation is
in the air

grads
Chris Gelnaw
Asst. Marketplace Editor

By

While the job search for
college graduates seems to have
been gettingworse recently, there
finally seems to be a light at the
end of the tunnel. Employers
say they will hire 12.7 percent
more graduates in 2003-2004
than they did last year. This is
the first projected increase in
three years, says the nonprofit
NationalAssociationofColleges
and Employers, whichrepresents
college career advisers and humanresource employees.
Another study showed that
60 percent of U.S. businesses
plan to hire the same number
or more graduates this spring
than they did last year. This
number is up from 55 percent
last year and 56 percent the year
before, according to research
by the Collegiate Employment
Research Institute at Michigan
State University. While this is
good in many respects, it is bad
in that students might feel that
they don't have to work as hard
to find a job.
"Even though job growth is
positive, they've [students] got
to understand it's still very competitive,"says Phil Gardner, who
headedthe Michigan State study.
"There area lot ofwell-educated
people out there still looking."
Here he is referring to the many
qualified workers who lost their
jobsin recent years as businesses

downsized.
Not all graduates, however,
will see this increase. Students
earning bachelor's degrees in
business, hospitalityfields, construction management, and biological and physical science will
find moreU.S. companieswilling
to hire them. All other majors,
on the other hand, will see a
slight decrease in the number
of available jobs. The Association ofColleges and Employers
noted that companies are most
interested in undergraduateand
graduate business and engineer-
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By Ryan

Professor James Gips is no stranger
to Boston College or to innovation. Hold-

Professor James Gips (top left, pointing at screen)
does extensive work with the EagleEyes program.

ing the prestigious JohnR. and PamelaC.
Egan Chair and a member of the Operations, Information, and Strategic Management Department of the Carroll School
of Management, Gips is in his 29th year
in the BC faculty. He is also the creator
of one ofBC's best known technological
innovations: the EagleEyes project.
The EagleEyes equipment and
software allows an individual to use a
computer by moving their eyes. The
production of EagleEyeshas been geared
towardsthe severely disabledand handicapped, who are often paralyzed and
unable to speak.
"The people we work with are
remarkable human beings," reads a
description on the project's Web site.
"They often have the doublewhammy of
a severe physical disability and of being
treatedby other peopleas if they have no
intelligence, of not being fully human,

because they are 'locked in' andhave had
no way to communicate.They have much
to teach therest ofus aboutthe sources of
courage and happiness, ofwhat it means
to be human."
Although many at BC are familiar
with the EagleEyesproject as a whole, a
numberofsignificant developmentsworth
note haverecently occurred. Most notably,
the Opportunity Foundation ofAmerica
(OFOA) has reached an agreement with
BC to provide additionalfunding for the
project in order to bring EagleEyes to
individuals with disabilitiesin the United
States and aroundthe world.
"The difficult part for the University
is, how do we get it out of the lab and out
there?" Gips said.
The OFOA will help provide the
solution to that problem. "The goal of
the Foundation is to manufacture the
miniaturized systems and to give them
away for free to facilities and families
who can make gooduse of them," according to a statement in the Carroll School

See Gips, C6

BOOK REVIEW

One man's quest for

justice, amid a larger fight

King, Jr.'s rise to fame. Kevin Boyle, a professor of history at The Ohio State University,ably
fills the gap with Arc of Justice. This audacious
ing majors.
As darkness falls, an angry mob gathers work strikes a perfect balance as it tells the story
Both studies agreed, howoutside the family's new house. The owner of of one black family's desperatefight for equalever, that internships greatly theproperty and a team that had previously been ity amidst the backdrop of the larger civil rights
increase a student's chances at assembled waits nervously inside, repeatedly movement.
After a memberofthe mob that gathered on
permanent employment. The checking and double checking the location of
association study found that weapons and ammunition. Suddenly, the sound the evening of Sept. 9, 1925 was killed, police
42.5 percent of its interns are of smashing glass shatters the uneasy silence. As arrestedthe new owner of the house, the erudite
convertedto full-time or regular thehorde converges on the home, shots ring out. middle-class Dr. Ossian Sweet, and 10 of his
hires.
When the smoke clears, oneman is lying dead in companions,including his wife. The subsequent
There are other important a pool ofblood, and another is injured.
legal battle of these individuals galvanized naupcoming trends to also note.
You might think the preceding was a scene tionwideattention and attracted some of theera's
First, employers expect to hire from an old Western. Actually, it happened on a leading personalities. Two trials were needed
about the same number of MBA hot summer night in 1925 in the most racially before Sweet's innocence could be proved.Both
graduates this year as last. They charged ofAmerican cities, Detroit.
times, the contests pitted the National Assohave found that employees
Most Americans have a hazy conception of ciation for theAdvancementofColored Peoples
what transpired with the civil rights movement
after the Civil War and before Martin Luther
See Jobs, C6
SeeArc of Justice, C6
By Andrew Buttaro

MarketplaceEditor

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY

Arc of Justice
By Kevin Boyle
Henry Holt & Company
415 pages, $26.

A call for a return to greatness
Wolfe calls on left and
right alike to return

fascination with the creed of multicul-

turalism has led to a decline ofnational

solidarity, and the left has become too
wary of executive power,he said. SimiAmerica to its ideals
larly, conservatives who formerly were
in favor of a strong national government
By Andrew Buttaro
nowsupport largetax increasesthatwill,
MarketplaceEditor
in Wolfe's estimation, severely cripple
the financial well-being of the nation
In its continual quest for goodness, and will make long-term or ambitious
has America lost its sense of greatness? projects very difficult.
Yes, says professor Alan Wolfe in his
Wolfe noted that many small-scale
new book, Return to Greatness: How policies promoted by both ends of the
America Lost Its Sense ofPurpose and ideologicalspectrum leave something to
What It Needs to Do to Recover It. Wolfe be desired. Conservatives call for faithdiscussed his ideas on the subject and based charities as a sort ofelixirfor all the
talked about his new release last week ills ofsociety. But how willsuchcharities
as the featured speaker for the ongoing help the millions ofAmericans without
"Writers Among Us" lecture serieshosted health insurance? Likewise, many onthe
by Boston College.
left like to promote a vision of a "civil
Wolfe is even-handed in assigning society,"but theyfail to explainhow this
blamefor the problem, faultingboth libconcept will benefit national security in
erals and conservativesfor policies that a post-Sept. 11 reality.
are missing the big picture. The liberal
Wolfe grounded his observations

in abroad reading of history, discussing
the examples of some of the big figures
of history - Alexander Hamilton, John
Marshall, Abraham Lincoln, and Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt - with a
sharp eye for iconoclasm. For instance,
he arguedthat "TheodoreRoosevelt was
not quite the hero that Americans often
make him out to be; ever conscious of
his image and his place in history, he
stage-managed his claims to greatness
as much as he actually accomplished
them." Though he noticed Roosevelt's
faults, Wolfe conceded some significant
accomplishments and said"conservatives
have reason to identify him in the camp
ofnational greatness."
Wolfe is a professor of political science and directorof the Boisi Center for
Religion andAmericanPublic Life at BC.
Previous works include The Transformation ofAmerican Religion:How We Actually Practice Our Faith, An Intellectual
in Public, and One Nation, After All.
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Prof. Alan Wolfe discussed his latest book at a
"Writers Among Us" event last week.

It has come to
my attention that
there are only two
more installments
ofThe BottomLine
leftthis academic
year. I realize that
my readers are not
John
going to remember
Murray
every column I
have written this
year. My plan is to cover some of the
topics most important to me toward
the end of the year so that people
rememberthem. TodayI would
like to draw particular attention to
entrepreneurialism.An entrepreneur
is defined in the Encarta dictionary as
"somebodywho sets upand finances
new commercial enterprises to make
a profit." I want to make sure we're
all talking about the same thing here.
So ifyou didn'tknowbefore, that's
the definition.
Right now we are enrolled at
Boston College in the midst of some
of the most talentedand intelligent
people in the country. To me, right
now is the most opportune moment
in our lives to get the entrepreneurial
juicesflowing. I know at leastfor me
that when I return home, there is a
tremendous drop off from the people
I know at Boston College. I love
the people at home all the same, but
you must give credit where it is due.
All this being true, you would think
that BC is a great environment for
breeding new ventures, etc. There are
a couple ofroadblocks that I feel the
need to point out and criticize. Within
the Carroll School of Management
there are dozens of accounting, finance, and operational classes offered
each semester. Anyone got an idea of
how many entrepreneurialism classes
are offered? Six? 10? No, one. There
is one class offered about entrepreneurialism. It is taught by the marketing department. Shows the direction
CSOM is pointing us in.
The othermajor roadblock to
entrepreneurialismat BC is therule
that directly states that no student
living on the campus can utilize
his/her dorm room to run a business.
All I can say is, "Ouch." I understand
therules about drinking, drugs, and
cohabitation - but entrepreneurialism
in a dorm? Wow. That's rough. Anyway, all thesefactors being true, that
is no excuse to give up on the dream
of being an entrepreneur. There is a
lot of conceptual work that has to go
on before you are poised to start your
venture. There are questions of product, marketing, and most importantly
financing that must be considered
before any venture is sound. That is
whatI want my readers to do over the
remainderofyourtime at BC. Look
beyond the system, the matrix, and
think about what you could offer the
worldvia some sort of company.
Some of the most successful
people in the world started in college.
I'm not a namedropper,but here's a
couple: Bill Gates, Michael Dell, and
David Neeleman(Jetßlue). Gates
and Dell are on the billionaires list.
Give Neeleman some time. Jetßlue
has only been operating for a couple
of years now. Gates and Dell never
finished college. I wouldn'trecommend that, because that diploma is a
nice wall ornament for your house or
office.
There are numerous reasons for
starting a small business. One major
reason is taxes. The way our tax code
is designed, all the tax breaks/incentives go to those who own businesses. The accountant on salary at one of
"the big four" (all bend at theknee)
pays income tax and then starts to
factor in his/her expenses. Che Chi,
the sausage king ofSt. Ignatius Gate,
first deducts his expensesbefore paying income taxes. Say Che Chi wants
to do some research on different
types of sausage. His travels happen
to lead him to Miami Beach -journey that can be written off as travel
expense.Only in America, the land of
opportunity, can stuff like this fly. It
only works if you're on the right side
of the coin though. The bottom line is
that which side of the coin you are on
is up to you.
JohnMurray is thelocalsales manager

of The Heights. His column appears
every Monday in this space.
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Three brings a crowd
By Andrew

DeFeo

Heights Staff

The temperature is rising, flowers are
in bloom, and love is in the air. All of this
must mean one thing - it is the perfect
time for the annual Spring Concert. In
order to reach out to the entire student
body, three distinct acts were chosen this
year: Virginia Coalition(replacingHowie
Day), Talib Kweli, and Robert Randolph
and The Family Band. Put on by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC), all proceeds of this year's
concerts were donated to the Franciscan
Children's Hospital.
Virginia Coalitiontook the stage first
with the the unfortunate burden offilling
in for the much anticipated Howie Day,
who droppedoffthe listofperformers due
to a recent death in his family. A second
choice to the acoustic jams ofbands such
as Dispatch and 0.A.R., VACO claims
influences from hippie to hip-hop and
R&B to bluegrass as the band tries its best
to break their own mold.
On stage, the membersofVACO act
like they are still in high school as they
dance around andinterrupt their sets with
bits of standup. It took a growing BC
crowd some time to get excited. Theband
closed strong, however, with a few oftheir
favorites, and everyone who was there
early enoughenjoyed a solid set.
After a short break there-

See Concert, D2
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Filling in the standing room space in front of the stage to get as close to the music as possible, Boston College students showed their enthusiasm for the Spring Concert's performers.

25 years and two nights of improv
By Lloyd Liu

Asst. Arts & Review Editor
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Members of My Mother's Fleabagreenact the story of Oedipus, accompanied by 80s tunes.

On Friday night at approximately
11:30p.m., Karl Marx was found dead in
a sauna, impaledby an arrow. A wake and
funeral processionensued withinminutes.
Also, onthe same night, a prowrestler was
killedby a toupee in Candyland,notorious
for its gumdrophouses and lollipoplanes.
Many were elated, perhaps hysterical,
upon hearing of these two events in the
McGuinn 121 lecturehall.
If you were walkingby McGuinn at
10:30p.m. Friday night, you wouldhave
noticed a tribe ofritualistic, dance-savvy
individuals howling like cannibals, all
wearingred shirts with "Fleabag"printed
on the front. Their pre-show ceremony
was reminiscent of a pre-game huddle
except, for lackof a betterword, hungrier.
If more groups and associations had this
same incoherent jibber-jabber, the world
wouldbe a better, funnier place.
Imagine a band asking the audience
for a key and a time signature; then, after
receivinga bunch of hoarse, drunken sug-

VOICES OF IMANI

gestions, having the band produce a piece

comedy is an innate gift is a farce. My
Mother's Fleabag worked to earn their
comedic wings until 2 a.m. the day of the
Comedy, however, is less determined 25th anniversary show.
than music, which at least has a set of
The mock audience pitched a few
scales, meter, accidentals, and theory to ideas for a practice sketch involving
use as guidelines. My Mother'sFleabag's acting out a prison break. Julia Carlin,
brand of improvisational comedy has to A&S '07, played a guard dog, barking
surmount the same obstacle, workingwith emphatically,rolling over, and digging
just the silhouette of an idea.
imaginary holes.
At literallythe 11th hourbefore their
A slew of acrobatics is involved in
Friday show, themembers ofFleabagran Fleabagcomedy, from tumbles to strange,
through a series of improvisational exer- but workable, formsofbreak-dancing. The
cises, eyeing and critiquing eachother in Fleabaggers make the art of humor not
an attempt to find an instinctive groove. only a mind-bender but also physically
At the front of the McGuinn 121 lecture taxing. There are no punches pulled in
hall, Katie Thomas, A&S '05, called out Fleabag, not even in its rehearsals.
the skits and explained them to a mock
Forthe dayof theperformance, Fleaaudience of three or four people.
bag geared up to dealwith theelements of
At times, the Fleabaggers became its anniversary.Havingthe SpringConcert
evidentlyfrustrated, even a little mentally immediatelypreceding the show hurt the
cramped. Fleabaggers not involved in turnout, as McGuinn 121 was only filled
the practice skit exercised their critical to a little over half ofits capacity. Noneeye and neveronce just doled out laughtheless, when the audience was askedfor
ter. While talent is a factor, most of the nouns, verbs, or genresto be insertedinto
spontaneous humor is formed through skits, ideas wereabundant andsometimes
pure sweat. The ideathat improvisational completely incoherent.
A few people were unable to discern
the very subtle differences between a
noun and a verb, to no fault of their own,
as they most likely had drowned any of
their cogency. Others were relentless in
battering their ideas into Fleabag skits
with obtuse, blaring shouts. This myriad
of voices meshed together to craft some
reallyridiculous ideas.The cast ofFleabag
asserted these absurd notions, such as the
sport offish penetration"and a "Lifetime
movie" version of the relationship between a knight and squire, in a believable,
almostrealistic way.
The show closed with a rendition of
the story of Oedipus set to popular '80s
music. Fleabag got the crowd chanting
about Oedipus' incest set to theRighteous
Brothers' "You've Lost That Loving
Feeling."
The mixture of sound acting and a
bunch of indistinct crowd voices made
Fleabag's 25th anniversary show one that
continued the long, proud traditionof the
Boston College brand of improvisational
comedy.
not only sensible but classic, with nothing but those two elements fed to them.

INSIDE
Behind the scenes of BC
bOp!

The jazz ensembleofthe BC Bands Program consistentlyperforms at top levels,
and stillmanages to bring it all back to
campus at events and concerts. D 2

Baby making
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Those who waited it out for a Newton bus and made the trek to Boston College's satellite campus were rewarded last weekend. Voices of Imani performed Friday night at Trinity
Chapel on Newton Campus. The gospel choir performed its annual Spring Concert, titled "Lift YourVoices Unto the Lord," for over almost two hours in front of a capacity crowd. It
seems that Newtonites have one more thing to add to the eternal Newton vs. Upper debate: not having to go far to hear BC students come together and lift their voices.

ChristopherDurang's Baby with the
Bathwater was performed this weekend at
the Bonn Studio. The student production
offered a comediclook at the perils ofhavingkids and the problems involved with
havingparents. D3
Column
What's on your iPod?
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Singing

Now Playing
on Annie Chor's iPod
Mario - Let Me Love You
Ashanti - Only You
Mariah Carey - It's Like That
Usher - Seduction
Eric Prydz - Call on Me
Bob Marley - One Love
Bon Jovi - Living on a Prayer
Maroon 5 - She Will be Loved
The Killers - Mr. Brightside
The Postal Servie - Such Great Heights

Woman Behind the Music
If life is a series of compromises, then Annie Chor,
CSOM '07, has given her share. The weather is 69
degrees, edging 70, and the sky is relatively cloudless,
uncharacteristicand seemingly impossible after a New
England winter. In a day ortwo, Annie's media project for
psychology is due, and like the girl trapped underneath
glass, she is ostensibly torn but left with no options but to
work. Her music keeps her inspired and she is drivenfor
some vague and inexplicablereason. Perhaps her songs
remind herof her New York roots and she associates the
music with memories of a time before paperwork and
presentations could be taken with a grain of salt - or
maybe that's just reading too much into it. Lloyd Lvi
?
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All that jazz is worth a listen with bOp!
By Alex Sharp

Arts & Review Editor
You've found yourself at
some semi-formal function or
another, moving from room to
room with the complimentary
coffee and a piece of cake. And
then from over in another room
you hear the sounds of jazz music. It's not whatyou're used to
hearingon the radio, and maybe
it's not what you would expect
to find when you turn the corner
- but turning that corner is well
worth it.
What you'llfindbefore you
is BC bOp!, the jazz ensemble
of Boston College. Its members
are students, and together they
possess a talent that takes them
far beyond the confines of BC
functions and performances
into a broader competitive music scene. They have achieved
recognition and award at jazz
festivals aroundthe country. The
fact that BC bOpl's reputation

on campus can sometimes seem
limited to only name recognition is something that belies the
record of the group.
"The quality of these ensembles is not really understood," said bandsdirectorSebestian Bonaiuto, in reference to
thevarious ensemblesthat make
up theBands Program at BC. He
leads thegroup alongwith vocal
directorJojo David, and two assistant directors, David Healey
and Kristen Bowes. Bonaiuto
said that with BC bOp!, "as
soon as youleave the bordersof
campus," there's recognition of
the group's achievements.
Bonaiuto has directed BC
bOp! since its inceptionin 1987,
and since then the group has
played at the Reno Jazz Festival, Carnegie Hall, and the
Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival,
according to its Web site, along
with theWalt Disney Resortand
various Club Meds. It's at the
Lionel HamptonFestival thatthe

group seems to havereally found
its niche. "Lionel Hampton has
proven, again and again, to be
the best," said Steve Ronan, a
member of bOpl's executive
board and CSOM '05. The Lionel Hampton Festival is unique
in that it offers the clinics and
concerts that together makefor
the most rewarding experience.
The last two years the group
came in second at the festival;
this year it came in fourth.
The idea of performance
and education is one that is
echoed with bOpl's work in
local schools over the past few
years. This year, the group
worked with student musicians
at Needham, holding two clinics and performing there last
weekend. "It's a great fundraising and educational opportunity
for them," said lan Brissette,
executive board members and
A&S '05. Bonaiutosaid that the
greatest value lies in letting these
younger musicians see the high

quality that they can achieve in
their music.
"I think this is structured
in a way that lets younger musicians get exposure to higher end
play," he said. "The otherpart of
it is how really into it the members of our ensemble are."
The group is filled by audition only, with members requiredto try out anew at the start
ofeach schoolyear.
"I think we're consistently
getting bettermusicians in," said
Bonaiuto. "I really think that
BC's studentbody has changed,"
citinghigher academicstandards
as part of the reason a more
musically competitive pool is
entering each year.
What makes BC bOp!
unique among groups of its
kind and those against which
it competes largely stems from
the nature of BC itself. "Mostly state universities and artsy
schoolshavethis type ofgroup,"
said Ronan. "We do something

unique,especiallyin that people
are not necessarily going into
music." Not having students
who plan to make music acareer
is somethingthat Ronan saidthe
group is "perfectly fine with,"
but they do wish that the group
received more recognition, both
from students and from the administration.
On the one hand, Ronan
recognized the niche that bOp!
fills in the BC community: "It's
not an art form that's popular in
our culture," he said. "I mean, it
is, but it's not Howie Day." But
he still wishes morepeoplerealized the talent at hand. "I think
that we do get support," Ronan
continued, "but it's difficult in
the arts culture that is Boston
College right now." Bonaiuto
said that he hopes in the future
the Universitywill make the arts
more of a priority, citing the creation of a performing arts center
as something that would go a
long way toward doing that.

Tripleheader in
Conte
Concert, from Dl
nownedrap artist TalibKweli stepped up
to a bigger crowd, backed only by two
turntables and a microphone. Although
Kweli has asserted himself in the past as
an MC's MC with acclaimed early singles
and the classic Mos Def& TalibKweliAre
Black Star album, hehas recently become
more than a bleep on theradar.
Songs like "Get 'Em High" seemed
to be missing something, perhaps the college dropout himself, Kanye West. But
the rapper that tries to rhyme somewhere
in between commercialmain stream and
undergroundhip-hop did not fail to deliver
in thesend offhit, "Just to Get By." This is
truly "love it or hate it music," butfewfans
seemed to hate it as hands pumped high.
Finally, after an anxious 30 minutes
or so, the preacher himself came on stage
and spoke the good word. Hailing from
urban New Jersey, Robert Randolph and
The FamilyBand sounds like a groupyou
would hardly hear outside of Nashville.
They combine the influences of gospel,
classic rock, funk, and anything else that
might get the crowd dancing.
The band is truly a family affair as
Robert's cousin Marcus Randolph keeps
the beat steady on the drums, while his
other "cousins" DanyelMorgan, on bass,
and Jason Crosby, on organ, share in the
groove. In an act perfect for the college
crowd, Randolph intertwines long jams,
upbeatriffs, andnothing short ofamazing
covers in bringing down the house.
In order to make sure a good time
was had by all, the band played favorites
such as "1 Need More Love" and "Shake
Your Hips."
During the latter, Randolph used a
classic blues riff and invited a few dozen
girls to join him on stage. He tried to keep
it clean, but he was unable to escape the
kisses of a few friendly fans. It was one
thing to invite a few girls to dance on
stage, but to reach the burning desires of
thefans, Randolphwent so far as to invite
a few students to play with him. Playing
technical solos that got progressively
better, three maleBC students got out in
front of over2,500 people and showed
off their talent.
The band that really brought down
the house was undoubtedlyRobert Randolph and The Family Band. The steal
pedal guitar screamed during their cover
ofHendrix's "Purple Haze," while "Billy
Jean" had everyone in attendance singing
along. It was an elevated experience, to
say the least.

along with
summer
As the grey
raincoat ofwinter slips
away and a new season
emerges I am left wondering where this summer, with its frequent
trips to the Jersey
Shore and evenings in
Gregory
Philadelphia,will take
White
me. I'm sure you are
all enduring the same
difficulties,being forced into internships or subjected to the sort of summer
jobs that involve manual labor and, God
forbid, a fish market of some sort.
Fortunately there is always something to look forward to in the summer
months; a sort ofrequiem from winter
timeblues that consists of evenings with
friends and car rides with the music
blaring. To me there is nothing more
comforting than driving home from a
friend's house at 3 a.m. in my 1992 Ford
Tempo,blaring some reflective music
that'sbound to make me remember
something I, for too long, have hidden
under that winter raincoat of work and
ambition.
The alternative to that sort of
morose, memory inducing song is the
summer fun timeanthem. Unfortunately,
I'm not speaking of that summerfun
time hit that sweeps the nation via some
poor judgment on MTV's part, but
instead the song that lingers with you,
reminding you of the coming ofwhite
sand beaches.
Maybe it's a track that brings you
back to car rides with yourparents en
route to vacation, or a song thatreminds
you of a more specific moment, maybe
yourprom weekend at the beach. The
importantthing is that it lives and
breathes summer, whether it's unrequited love or beach blanket bingo.
The album that most reminds me
of my childhood, stowed away in the
backseat of a 1987Chevy Astrovan
on the way to Ocean City, N.J. is Pet
Sounds by the Beach Boys. Acclaimed
as one of the finest albums ofall times
by a band which, at times, rivaled The
Beatles for control of the 1960s culture,
Pet Sounds is a masterpiece of engineering, but more importantly, an expression
of summer.
This album has all the ingredients
of a summer LP, from the sing-along fun
timelalala hit "Wouldn't It Be Nice" to
the morereflective, and yet still enjoyable, "God Only Knows." I hope that
"God OnlyKnows" isn't your only exposure to The Beach Boys because then
I wouldknow you learnedabout them
from Love, Actually and thatwould be
culturally disappointing.
In a modern version of the early
Beach Boys approach (whichPet
Sounds most certainly isn't), Rooney's
self-titled debut just feels like Southern
California, hair windswept, surfboard in
hand. Tracks like "Blue Side" with its
catchy chorus and beachhaven music
video seem to express the sentiments of
any summer loving college student, if
perhaps at a high school level. Besides
"Blue Side" there really aren't any
classic tracks. It's just a good time and,
sometimes, that's all it needs to be.
The summer festival is an instrumental piece of your summer and a band
thatreminds me more through history than experience whatthe summer
festival is supposed to be is The Stone
Roses. Its self-titled debut marked a
departurein U.K. rock that encouraged
something like 35,000 people to come
see them and getridiculously trashed I
assume. It would have been a dream to
be there inMay of 1990 on Spike Island
but I was 4 years old so I don't thinkI
wouldhave appreciated it all thatmuch.
Nevertheless, I can still listen to "I
Wanna be Adored" or "Elephant Stone."
One hallmark of my summertime
concert-goingexperiencehas been the
YlOO Feztival. No moment was more
perfect than seeingAsh there three years
ago. From Ireland, the members of Ash
are big soccer buffs and, being the year
of the World Cup, 1 knew they wouldbe
interested in theresults for the Republic

ofIreland match.

Unfortunatelyfor them, Ireland
fell in the competitionthat day, but I
had the chance to meet them and give
my condolences, which they graciously
accepted. Their album 7977 forever reminds me of that day, particularly "Girl
From Mars."
Albums Mentioned:
The Beach Boys Pet Sounds 5/5
RooneyRooney 3.5/5
The Stone Roses The Stone Roses 5/5
Ash 7977 4/5
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Virginia Coalition, VACO to fans, was a last-minute substitution for Howie Day, who had to cancel due to a death in his immediate family.
The group kicked off the Spring Concert in Conte Forum, followed by Talib Kweli and then Robert Randolph and the Family Band.

Gregory White is afreshman in the College of Arts and Sciences. His column
appears weekly in this space.
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Growing pains
with a satiric bite
Lauren Sottile
Heights Editor

By

As we all get ready to head
back home for the summer, the
most significantchange we'llhave
to adjust to will be switchingback
into the mode of living with our
parents. With about a month to go,
this weekend's Bonn Studio production, Baby with theBathwater,
produced by The Contemporary
Theater of Boston College, gives
us an opportunity to reflect on the
parent-childrelationship,however
dysfunctional it may be.
The questionsthat come along
with childrearing were exploredin
a worst-case-scenario fashion by
Christopher Durang's Baby with
theBathwater. Typical ofa Durang
work, the plot explores what is
wrong with an institution, in this
case, child-rearing and responsibility, and creates a biting satire
that touches on all its humorous
inadequacies. Under the direction of Crystal Gomes, A&S '05,
the satiric intent of the writer is
accentuated through a somewhat
vaudevillian style of acting (for
all of us non-theater types: "over
the top"), which is becoming a
hallmark of plays under Gomes'
direction. The cast offive split up
the 10 roles, requiring particular
praise for Julienne Penza, A&S
'05, andSara Goldstein,A&S '05.
The two played a total of seven
roles, ranging from the British
nanny to New Yorkermothers, and
the don'tcha-know Minnesotan
teacher, Miss Pringel.
The lights come up on a
bright, angular set cleverly designedby Emily Gruber, A&S '07,
introducing us to the comically
fractured world of the Dingelberrys. As if posingfor a model family
portrait, we arepresentedwith the
shining faces oftwo proudparents,
humorouslyplayedby Jim Fagen,
A&S '07, and Madeline Long,
A&S '06. The audience quickly
discovers that the family could
not be more different from what
their enthusiastic smiles suggest.
Fagan and Long were a fantastic
casting decision, as their height
difference only accentuated their
incompatibility as husband and
wife, andcontributedto theshows'
physical comedy.
Amid screaming arguments
concerning divorce, pet names for
the child, and postpartum depres-

sion, the audience discovers that
Helen and John are too polite to
discoverthe sex oftheir child, and
it is here that their troubles really
begin. Later on in the play their
grownson, now named Daisy, reflects "They said they didn'tknow
whatsex I was, but it had to be one
of two, so they made a guess, and

theyjust guessedwrong."
Thefirst halfof theplay deals
with Daisy's comedic, tragic, and
traumatic upbringing, drawing
on examplesranging from being
exposed to a radioactive rattle,
nearly being eaten by a dog, being kidnapped by a psychopath
(played by Sara Goldstein, A&S
'05) and narrowly escaping death
by an oncoming bus. All of this
occurs not only under the watch
of his parents but also under the
distortedinfluence of the physical
YAHOO! MOVIES
incarnation of a Mary Poppins Nothing says love like hyper-devoted Red Sox fans, and Drew Barrymore is goingto let Jimmy Fallon know, even if it requires a momentarydelay of game.
nightmare, Nanny, played by
Julienne Penza, A&S '05. The
audience laughed at the physical
comedy of a helpless baby being
thrown around, while remaining
fearful of the physical and mental
By Sam Reidy
one of her best friends (KaDee
damage that mayresult.
Strickland),thepossibility ofLindHeights Staff
The remainder of the play
sey dating a business associate,
focused on the result of such a
What do you get when you and the relationship betweenBen
tumultuousinfancy, openingwith
mix the greatestsports comeback and his uncle. At times the movie
Daisylyingmotionlessunder a pile
inhistory with aromantic comedy? seems to want to accomplish too
oflaundry, where, accordingto his
much, when, in reality, it is at its
The answer is Fever Pitch, the latmother, he spends most ofhis time.
est film from the Farrelly brothers, strongest focusing on therelationDaisy remains unresponsive for
the comedic minds behind such ship being tested by the devotion
theentire scene, in spite ofscreamhits like Dumb and Dumber and to theRed Sox.
ing, his mother playing dead, and
There's SomethingAbout Mary.
Lindsey's workaholicism
an offer ofvodka stashed in a toy
But you won'tfind anyof the is not new territory, but Ben's
duck by his father.
goofy,bathroomhumor that made Red Sox obsession feels pretty
The play fast-forwards to an
their past films such sensations novel. In an attempt to expand
adult Daisy played by Matthew
the script, great talents like Lenny
(with the exception of an amusCullinan, A&S '07, who is undering first date sequence between Clarke, Marissa Jaret Winokur,
goingtherapy, in a dress. His role
the film's Jack Kehler, and Siobhan Fallon
is limited, but he plays it well, imprincipals). are featured in minor roles. The
FEVER PITCH
mediatelygarneringtheaudience's
In fact, this highlights ofFeverPitch certainly
Dir. by Bobby and
fondness and pity. He is wrought
lightheart- come from the fans who have the
Farrelly
Peter
with gender confusion problems,
ed picture seats around Ben. Whether it is a
20th Century Fox
an inability to accomplish anyoften times sponge selling businessman or the
thing, and an audience-diagnosed
feels less like a Farrelly brothers wife who soon fawns over him,
nymphomania, which he uses as
picture and more likeanotherTom these recurring characters add a
a means of forgetting who he is.
Hanks and Meg Ryan romantic few lines thatare gems of comedy
The play comes full circle in the
to a film that could are featured in
comedy.
end as Daisy, who is now known
Stepping into the lead roles used slightly more.
after numerous name changes as
Also, unfortunately, the Red
of Fever Pitch are Drew BarAlexander Nevsky, stands with
and
Sox
themselves have no interacSaturday
Night
Live
rymore
his wife above their son's cradle,
alum Jimmy Fallon. Barrymore tion with Ben, which would have
struggling, somewhatsuccessfully,
playsLindsey, a successful young been an interesting addition to the
to not repeat the mistakes of his
workaholic. Fallon portrays Ben, film. While Jason Varitek, Trot
parents with his own child.
a popularschoolteacher.After the Nixon, and Johnny Damon do
This begs the ultimate quesaforementionedfirst date, the two cameo in a scene at Bill's Bar on
tion of the play: How responsible
are crazy about each other. But as Lansdowne Street, they are merely
are our parents for us and how
in all romantic comedies, there is seen eating dinner, anddon't speak
responsible are we for ourselves?
HEIGHTS PHOTO / MARC ANDREW DELEY
a big obstacle to overcome.
a line. Damon reappears in the
The obstacle in Fever Pitch finale buthe is only used as a prois none other thanthe Boston Red tective device for Lindsey.
While Fever Pitch does sucSox, with which Ben has had a
love affair since he was 7. This cessfully deviatefrom thestandard
obsession leads to typical comedic romantic comedyformula, it seems
situations, like Lindsey's parents thatat times, themovie is not sure
as artists
10
seeing Ben on national television of exactly what it wants to be.
making a fool ofhimselfat spring The focus shifts from Ben's love
former drug dealerfrom Queens.
1965.
"It's always dangerous to training. While often predictable, for the Red Sox, to the relation"The date 'April 1964' says
This week, the rap superstar compare anything to the Beatles,
the chemistry between Fallon ship between Ben and Lindsey, to
all you needto knowabouthowreowns the top spot with his megasince they hold such a singular and
Barrymore makes this film Lindsey's obsession with work, to
markablethis accomplishmentis," hit, "Candy Shop," the sexual inplace in music history," Mayfield
Ben's goofingoff with his friends,
enjoyable.
said Geoff Mayfield, Billboard's nuendo-fueledlead single fromhis said. "And besides, on their five
to Lindsey's competitionwith her
Theaddedbonus is the incorchart editor. "It's a true testament multiplatinum sophomore album Top 10 songs, it was all them poration of fan's obsessive love friends.
a
to 50 Cent's popularity."
"The Massacre."
- it wasn't like Petula Clark was for a sports team. Red Sox fans
Fever Pitch is not a badmovie
In April 1964, the Beatles
His second single, thedanceguesting."
will likely find nothing inaccurate by far; in fact, it is a rare romantic
scored the first five songs in the able "Disco Inferno," is grooving
But 50 Cent may not be finin the portrayal ofsuch loyal team comedy that appeals to many
Billboard Hot 100, as "Can't Buy at No. 6 on thechart, but 50 Cent's ished with his assault on the chart,
support. Even Ben's penchant for different audiences thanks to the
Me Love," "Twist and Shout," othertwo entrants on the Hot 100 which is compiledby radio airplay, using Yankeestoilet
paper doesn't sports element. It simply tries to
"SheLoves You," "I Want to Hold are collaborationswith his former single sales, and now, digital
accomplish too much. In fact, the
seem like a far stretch.
Your Hand" and "Please Please protege, The Game, on Game's downloads.
The problemwith Fever Pitch film mirrors the 2004 season of
Me" ruled the airwaves.
album The Documentary. The two
Two more of his songs are is that it habituallyseems to reach the Red Sox - starts off promis"To have the top five songs in engaged in a verbal feud earlier rising in the charts and may soon into subplots that are quickly abaning, gets questionably fuzzy in
the row, with all the Beatlemania thisyear,but have since reconciled crack the Top 10. Yet, accordingto doned.There are hints at exploring the middle, but comes about as
that came with it, is something theirdifferences.
CousinBrucie anyway,no one will
the jealousybetween Lindsey and swinging victors in the end.
that will neverhappenagain," said
Because "Hate It or Love It" ever again be the Beatles.
NewYork'slegendary WCBS-FM and "How We Do" - No. 3 and
"He's clearly a popular artradio deejay Cousin Brucie, who No. 9, respectively - are joint ist," said CousinBrucie. "But with
introduced the group before their endeavors, that taints 50 Cent's all the success he's had, shouldn't
famed Shea Stadium concert in accomplishmentin some eyes.
he be 75 Cent by now?"

Romantic comedy strikes close to home

It's getting a little more crowded at the top
50 Cent joins the Beatles
JonathanLemire
New YorkDailyNews

By

(KRT)

John. Paul. George. Ringo.
Fifty.
TheFab Four now have company at the top of the charts - rapper 50 Cent became the first artist
since the Beatles in 1964 to place
at least four songs in the Top 10 of
Billboard's Hot 100.
The entries couldn'tbe more
different - Fifty's risque "Candy
Shop"vs. the Brits' innocent"She
Loves You," the thuggish "How
We Do" vs. the playful "Twist
and Shout."
But the feat remains impressive, no matter the era or whether
the singers were mop-topped
Liverpudlians or a bullet-scarred

who've dominated the Top

of Billboard
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" The world is a book' and
those who do not travel,
read only a page."

A greatadventure combining
Andean culture,the most

15davs
"

Travel along thesouthern
coast ofAfrica and continue

famous Incan ruin andthe lush

Rainforest

from
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.

-SaintAuqusfne3M AD

$382
$199
$199

Airfare is roundtripfrom Boston. Featured
packages do not include airfare. Subject to
change and availability.Taxes and other
applicablefees not included.

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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GO FISH/ BYJ.C. DUFFY

CLASSIC PEANUTS/ BY CHARLES SCHULTZ
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GIRLS & SPORTS / BY ANDREW FEINSTEIN
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THEQUIGMANS/ BY BUDDY HICKERSON
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Give Kids The World Village is a resort near Orlando where children with life-threatening

yolsS&}G "

www.gktw.org

illnesses enjoy a week of fun with their families-all for free. It's filled with pleasures that
viou\i make any child smile. Ice cream, swimming, trips to local Orlando theme parks, train rides and
life-sized characters including a rabbit that tucks in kids at night. Learn how you can bring joy into
the |ife of a sick chi|d
Call

800-995- Kl DS and Give

-

J World

Kids The World.
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"You're a nice guy, Floundy...
but you kiss like a human."
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For people who have to deal
with the harsh realities of life,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've worked in
communities across the country to
restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we provide care to abused
and neglected children. The
elderly. People with disabilities.
Families in trouble. We give guidance to the homeless and many
others who have lost their way.

Find out how you can help.
Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit us at

The need has never been greater.
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to help create
positive change in a person's life.

(jf AjfflCTiC3?'

www,volunteersofamerica.org,

VoIIIOtCCTS

There are no limits to caring. n>
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Crossword
p

ACROSS

1 Atlas image
4 Watery
expanse
7 Shake up
14 Pub serving
15 Good buddy
10

4-25

"She hid all my clothes so
I couldn't go out tonight."
S~iS~?<&r\

nTeTtt TrJ

rJJ tjTIMIJpjlWP).

Unscramble thesefour Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

I

ALGOT

seawater
44 Pants-on-fire
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1 1 f
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Answer here:
Saturday's
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won't be
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If

5HOE COMPANY
HIREP THB
SPRINTER TO
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Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
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K >k >k >1 A k >K >fi >1 k >Tv >

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: CAMEO
SHEEP BETRAY HARDLY
Answer: When the best-selling biography became a
movie, it turned into -THE "REEL' STORY

46
47
48
50
51
52
54
58
62
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58
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59

60
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~53H

_28

Lariat
Profit figure
Barnyard layer
Pointed tool

Charm
Nationalist
Religious

prohibition
63 Actress Gabor
64 Accomplish
65 PGA peg
66 _on your life!
67 Blows one's
stack
68 Newspaper

honchos

69 A couple

DOWN
1 Cathedral
service
2 Came down to
earth

3 Marine snails
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reS erved.

i
4 "Coal Miner's

Daughter"star

_

STo
his own
6 Fracas

7 Goddess of folly
8 Babble

Jiuni^tu.

.

enthusiastically
np11f n + y\o r__
9 Cuts with a
111111 IO JJj 10l
sharp instrument
10 Mock playfully
cnllltinnc tn
C
11 Venomous snake aOIUIIOnS IU lOUdy S
12 Dead heat
??
-?
13 Call off
CrOSSWOrCL r
21 Nerve-racking
22 Shade provider
J T
Ul~
clllCL lirvi
UlilDlc
26 Liking
28 Call to answer
charges
29 Bird with a big
beak
30 Derisive looks
43 More gusty
57 European
31 Near the back
47 Reflects light
defense assn.
32 East African
49 Rani's wraps
58 Family men
republic
53 Zero in tennis
59 Top shot
34 Lower digits
yon der
55 "Das
37 Starchy root
60 An or a relative?
61 Ballplayer
41 Ballet
Erde"
56 Declare frankly
Williams
movements

~

DUZZIe

J

'

'

CAN YOU BE THERE FOR YOUR OLDER PARENT

WITHOUT ACTUALLY HAVING TO BE THERE?

\

I
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30
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29

1138

II40
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AH rights

Ducks' relatives
Billboards
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receiver
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B21B
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J 24
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115
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that scrambled word game
by He ri Am0ld a d MikS Argiri n

p p

II
I?

17

40 Make amends
41 Wait nervously

"

W4

14

17 Knights title
18 Perform
19 Got free
20 Sutures
23 "_ Girl Friday"
24 Itty-bitty
25 Cart track
27 Chairs
31 Slake thirst
33 10 sawbucks
35 Tarzan Ely
36 Has title to
37 Forbidden fruits
38 Parisian street
39 Fall implement

© Laughingstock International Ino./dist. by United Media, 2005
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One out of five adults finds themselves as the designated "caregiver" for
\u25a0

a loved one who can no longer manage alone. This role can often snowball,

weighing heavily on you as you cope with the demands of caregiving. There
may

NOW MORE USEFUL
THAN MILK CRATES!
www.bcheights.com

be services and organizations right in your parent's neighborhood

that can help when you're not around. The outcome is

§ §

better care for your parent, and less anxiety for you.

m"

Visit www.familycaregivinglol.org and discover

***'
Caregiving

a world of support, answers and advice - for both ofyou.

it's not an up to you.

From the NationalFamily Caregivers Association and the National Alliance for Caregiving
with the generous support ofEisai Inc.
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Like the photos you see
in The Heights?
Buy one today!
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The Heights is selling the great photos that you see every Monday and Thursday

Remember the great plays through our comprehensive sports photo archive.
Get photos of BC's performance
groups, lectures, and everything in between.
If you're interested in learning more or purchasing a photo
e-mail Lindsay Morton at photo@bcheights.com.

